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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
TOLT7MB

Tkirtday,

IfUMBEB THIBTT

J«!y , 1917

TROUGH SYSTEM
QUART BRANDY IN
HEAT RECORDS GO
COMPLETED BY
HOUR 8AVI8 A
TO SMASH AS SOL
SNAKE VICTIM
THE CITY
OUTS LOOSE

MIUTARY

RINGS

The Stories of

GIRL DRINKS QUART OF LIQUOR

THE GOVERNMENT THERMOME ALL THE PRINCIPAL APPROACHES

WITHOUT EFFECT AFTER HAV-

Who

Men

INQ

BEEN BITTEN TWICE

AT

Save

1:50

WEDNESDAY AND

BREAKS YEAR RECORD

BT RATTLER.

Special designs for the

Hare Been Built for the ConveoUMi
of

Quick Work

ARTILLERY, INFANTRY, NAVY, CAVALRY

Satm

wants,— at

SptclM Killed on Farm Near

24

E. Eighth

Street

Holland,

Michigan

Program.

During the present week two mort

ing of seven rattlers on his

success and achievement, stor-

Ajgnew, Ottawa younty, during the

ies of small befinninp that
have led to great endings, so
yon should not be discouraged
if the beginningof yonr savings
account must be small.

spring clearing,John

home

in

acts
f,

in

Comedy.

Blanch Sweet

5 acts

in

‘

in starting and the winda persisted In

,

effect from the liqior.

TreatmentBarsd the Girl
Dr. Presley who arrived at the home
just at this time, stated that the

We

have about 2,300 feet
of used 1 1-8 in. transmission rope which we will sell

At $6.25 per 100
(Also

all

sues

ft,

New Rope)

If

you bring your coupon along, with name and address filled in,

WILL GIVE YOU ONE CAKE ABSOLUTELY FREE.

WE
\

HAKDWAHMW*- *

WANTED!
Foundty Helpers, Machin-

FEBRI8BURG TO ELIMINATE
THE MIDDLEMAN

ists,

Grinders* Laborers.

-

.

Good chance for advance-

A.

Peters

East SSi St

md

^

Dr Presley* wishes to call the attention of those living in sectionsinfcsKd
with rattlers, to the home treatmekt
applied by members of the Wosowski
family, the time and manner of which
alone is responsible for sieving the
daughter’s life.
o

Ideal working conditions.

5 and 10 cent Store
and Bazaar

Family Knew How
Wosowski family came to Grand Haven township from Montana where the
huge mountain rattlers menaced the
lives of every family. Fortunately
they were well informed in the beat
of home treatment. When the daughter
was bitten she was given this methpd
of home treatment without aryr waste
of time, and upon the arrivif of Hw
hours latevahA'waslit a
litfon. At present she, is

VEEREKE-SIERSMA

Palm Olive Soap is now 13c per cake, but for the next
7 days we'll sell you a cake of Palm Olive at

and

set” at laat for a whirlwind finish.For
all indicationstoday that

ment.

Holland Furnace Co.

Cental Avenue

BOLLARD, MICH.

STRAW HAT SALE

The troughs are placed at

the follou^

ing points!’ corner of River Avenue

Md

The middlemenand the huckster* are
not going to have it all their own way
this summer if the plana of the farmers
in the vicinity of Ferrysbnrgwill be
worked out. The farmers have organ
ized a club, the aole purpose of which
is to see that their product la to be
marketed at the best price, and this
step means the elimination of that
class who buys cheapley of the farmer
and sell at a high price to the consum-

cor-

ner Van Haaltc Avenue and Fourtoootk
street.

That places oae trough on each of
following roads:

tfco

the Grand Havoa

mark of 91 road, the Zeeland road, the Droatho
road and the roads that lead to tko
parks and the farming community south

days all indicate • warm spell with of Holland.
fair weather. Only a little breeze from
Farmers long have been clamoring
the lake can save the populace of this

brandy region from real unpleasantness.

applicationsand other home treatments
at the outset had saved the life of the
^girl. The physician also stated that
amount of venom In the girl’s aye
was unusually great an shown by
necessary counteractionof the
randy. If this treatment had not been
applied together prith bandagingbelow
the knees and plying the feet in ire
cold water, it Is said that the double
poisoning would have killed the girl in
a short time. r.

Hay Rope

OMk

city.

“got

hours and she showed not the slightest record. The forecast for the n«*xt few

THE FIRST STiTE BIRR

Enid Bennett in “Little Brothers" in
and 1 act Comedy.

10 Cents,

few tea

Sol seems to have

oned girl in less than one and one-half degrees is not going to stand long as a

Those Without Sin”.

land to do their business,one for

of the principalthoroughfares into tbo

avenue and Sixteenth street;and

children in the smoke of a mosquito

spoonsful had been taken by the poll

5

Palm Olive
Soap FREE

rat* of the present summer.

Although the season was a littleslow

in small doses uHlil all but a

in

a

smudge. The brandy was administered being chilly, old

of Fi Fi” 5 acts.

“Loves Sublime”

his

tie snake while playing with other

V Seven Deadly Sins, “Passion”.
Wilfred Lucas
and 1 act

the thermometerkept climbing stead

convenience of farmers eoming to Hol-

Wednesday 89 degrees registeredat £ Seventh street; corner Columbia Atf
ISyear-old daugh- o'clock Tuesday had stood as the record
and Eighth street; corner Rlvor

ter Helen was bittea twice by

We

_

“Fortune

grees at 1:30. The weather had been

brot tolerably warm up to that hour, but

a quart of brandy Saturday in the

Tuesday night

Louis Lovely in “Gift of Girls” 5 acts.

Friday, Margurit Clark

Wosonski

near noon when the mercury rose to 9l do

ily should fall victim to one of the of Tuesday by several degrees. Until

save them for you.

THE STRAND

farm

fear that some one meaiber of his fam- ily until it had topped the high mark

As the child is father to
the man, to peonies am the
foundation of every fortune.
Bring your pennies to os.

FOR THE WEEK AT

watering troughs will be connected witk

Koighu. They tovad like
Fairy Tales, their stories of

numerous reptiles(

PROGRAM

To Trade

The heat record for the summer of the city’s water system and then HolForcwarucd by finding and dispatch- 1917 went to pieces yesterday after- land will have four troughs for tho

are like tales from the Arabiaa

Stevensons Jewelry Store

Farmen Who Come Hera

Same More Hot Dajn Coming and Forecut
Show* Fair and Warm; The

Lift; Beren of

Agnaw
Just what your soldier boy

HOLLAED NOW PROVIDED
WITH WATERING PLACES

TO

TER JUMPS TO 01 DEGREES

Last night was a hot one. Every
body had trouble getting a comfortable
sleep The temperature never went be;
low 70. That was tl)e low mark and it
was reached at between four mul five
this morning. Even sleeping iiarches
were uncomfortable because there were
not enough air stirring to help matters

much.

Electric fans whirred in manv
hed rooms, and many slept out of doors
all night. It was one of those nights
which remindedone of last summer.
Just a year ago this time Holland
was experiencing the severestand most
protracted hot spell that this region
had ever gone th rough.
The last half of July, 1910, will nev*
er be forgotten by Holland people.Hot
days were followed by sultry- hot nighta
and in that respect the exparlence teas
..

.......

.

if in

for some such service for the convenience of their horaes and the city has

understoodto show in this way
the farmers are

thr

welcome to Holland and

that Holland as a city is willing to give
substantial evidenceof this spirit of

welcome. Two of the troughs have
been in operation for acme time tad
the other two will b» ready in a day or
two.

The troughs nre built of reinforced
concrete, so constructed' th#t if It
should prove necessarythey ran bo
taken up and placed at more convenient
points.

There will be a continual stream of
running water flowing into them and
the overflow will go directly into tho
sewers so that tho horsea will have
water to drink that is absolutelypure

1

and cool. The approaches to the trough!
are of concrete which will prevent tho

-

will

mwd

«

—

cement.
tion. Screened porehei, lawns und evo .
ery variety of out door sleeping was re
FIND INDIAN SKELETON
iorted to last summer.
ANDF KNIFE WHILE DIGGING
Today we are having a warm spell
But it is not likely that a hot wave
While excavating for a gasolinetank
like that of last summer will be expert
in front of n garage at Lowell, Michiienced again in a lifetime of tin inhab.
gan workmen uncovered the bonea of a
itanta
ts of today.
A year ago today the mercury touch human skeleton. The burial evidently
ed 9H degrees in tho U. S. observatory had taken place a century ago. Th«
bones were those of air Indian and til
on the
the Masonic building in Grand Haven. It struck 95 on the 20th and on that remainedwere the skull, arm and
leg bones. Buried with the bones waa
the 29th of July all time records were
broken when tho temperaturercaclicl a tomahawk, a kettle handle and A
rusty old knife.
95.3 degrees. That was on a Saturday
and that night many of the stores in
the city closed at 0 o’clock foa the

WAS BANNERDAY

day because of the unbearablec-x
perience. On the Sunday following 92
degrees was reached. The dav was

AT AID SOCIETIES
MUCH WORK FOB RED CROSS
DONE BY CHURCH WOMEN

er.

everybodyat the 'bsach.
And then the heat wave vanished
for a few days to be followed by an
other heat wave

HEAVY STONE SLIPS
ENDANGERING LITE
OF WILLIAM FANT

were as
_
July 13, 88 degrees; July 14, 90 de-| made up by'the members of"thV"di£e7grew*, July 15. 88 degrees; July 10, ent aocieUes, some of them w-orking

stiller with

YESTERDAY

follows:—

ISfT5 J° 7 \*\ oideiKe7:JuIy until •fter "ix 0'c,Mk in <>rder to finish
19, 89 degrees; July 24, 92 degrees; | the allotment for the day.
July 25, 91 degrees; July 20, 95 d»
In one of the societies from which a
MONUMENT
greea; July 27
7, 93 decrees; July 28, 93
detailed report hat come 48 body bandegrees; July
July 29. 05.3 degrees; July dages were made and 36 arm slings
William Fant, fosnager of the Grand 30, 92 degrees; July 31, 88 degrees;
-oHaven Monument Work*, narrowly es- August 0, 88 degrees; August 18, 90 decaped serious Injury Tuesday afternoon grees; Aug. 19, 89 degrees; August
when s large monument base which was 21, 92 degrees.
FOR
being loaded on hia truck at bis Third
street plant, slipped and fell over. As WAS QUITE A CABBAGE PLANTER CHRISTIAN REFORMED T.wanCTg
the atone came over Mr. Fant was
MEET TO TAKE ACTIVE
caught between the atone and the mot.
F. L. Wilbur of Charlotte knew all
STEPS.
or truck. The atone struck Mr. Fant about rabbage plants when he called
on the left aide badly braising his left at a Wayland greenhouse and saw a con
In order further to advance the plan
leg from the hip down and also scrap- signment of plants billed to his wife. of having Christian Reformed miniaten
ing the entire left aide of hia bo<fy He took them without saying a word to and lay religions workers go to th<
more or less. Fortunately no bones a soul and planted the entire bunch. trainingcamps and accompany the sol
were broken, however. He is unable Two day* later hia wife inquired about diers to France, a meeting has bees
to be in his office today, bnt was re- a batch of Japanese lillies that had held in Grand Rapids at which the foi
ported to be resting much easier.
disappeared from the green house. Wil- lowing steps were decided upon:
bur confessed.
To urge the Synodical Committee t<

GRAND HAVEN MAN WAS CAUGHT
BENEATH A VERY HEAVY

CHURCH MAKES PLANS
ARMY WORK

Commencing, Thurs. July 19
we will sell all our
Straw Hats at

-

o

-

HOW TO SHOOT THE

25

to

50% Discount

This means a choice from the latest styles in

all

straws consisting of “Genuine Panama" “Italian Pana-

ma" “Hand Woven

Madagascar” “Manila" “Fancy

Sailors” Etc.

Notier,
Vao Ark
P
27

West Eighth Street

£

Holland, Michigan

o

-

immediately request the proper authori
ties to appoint at least one of our min
isters as chaplain.
To send out “lay-workera" in eo5p
eration with the Y. M. C. A. and t
pay their salary and expenses
To collect money for this pnrpos
among our churches, especialin Mich
igan and Wisconsin, becanae the so!
diera of these states will bo in th
same training camps, and will eontai
the greatest number of onr men wh
arc called out
To call for volunteers at once for th
above named work. These workers t
be professing members of the chnreh.
To appoint an executive commil
tee for the exeentiou of these decision
and plans. The committee conaiatao
• K. Bargains, Bev. P. J. Hoekangi
Mr B. Van Noord, Mr. T. Noordewii
and Mr. G. J.
•

A farmer near Lowell, Mich., tells the
following story of shooting blackbirds:
Forty Years ago this June Michigan
I had been troubled with blackbirdsexperienced a heavy frost that damagdigging my seed out of the ground, my ed crops. A local lady who racalla the
scarecrows and other devices notwith- frost saya there should be no worry
standing. I shot scores of the birds among the farmers if a heavy frost
but it has no effect on the others. They should strike Michiganqow. Her fath.
came in ever4ncre«aingflock*. One nr at the time of the frost forty '-ears
morning mv son excitedlycame running ago took a scythe and ent down all the
to the kitchen shouting there were bun- potato vines on the place. He harvestdreds of blaekbfrda in the field. I then ed a» better crop the* ever.
grabbed my ahotgon, stuffedit full of
powder but could find no shot. Grab- FARMER JOIN HANDS
bing a handful of tacks, I rammed them
SIDETRACK MIDDLEMAN
in. When I reached the field I yelled
and the birds flew to a tree. I fired,
Farmers in Mecoata and ajoining
and lo and behold 1 I nailed a large counties have been organized here and
number to the tree. I stood marveling will market their own potatoes. They
at the sight, watching the birds flap- are planning on securing a lot adjoin
ping their wings when suddenly thev ing the railroad and of proenring a aidepulled up the tree and Hew away with track to this ground. There they will
it, leaving me thoronghly disgusted/’
erect a huge warehouse and from it I
they will ship their |x>t_
potatoes
to the
......
Berry growers are apprised of the markets paying the highest price.
new* from the county agriculturist's
office in the court house at Grand HaTrinity church Sunday school is holdven that there are more pickersIn the ing their picnic today. First Reformed
waiting list than there is employment. chnrch Sunday school will hold theirs
For service, berry growers are aAed to tomorrow.
tvMVdvw. wuuvr
Bender’snoMuro
Pleasure jdobch
Beach
get in touch with the office at ones. j has been selected for the two ontiags. I

AND

•

Winter

-

BOTHERSOME BLACKBIRDS CORN CROP FROZE IN
JULY FORTY YEARS AGO

'O'

Haan.

Word has been received from Oral
Rapids of the death of Gua Kraui
whose parents live on tho park roa
Mr Krause is well known in this el
and waa formerly a barber in Hoilat
Miss Kittle M. Doesburg left tod
for Detroit whero she will spend
month. She will viait other cities di
ing her vacation.

"*m-W***

ARE HEAVY ON

WEIGHT

A

happy family reunion took place
home of John DePree in Zeeland
when two brothers and one sister met
there in the persons of Johannes De
Pree, Sr., Dirk C. DePree and Mrs.
Benthem. The DePrees are known for
their smallness of stature, their combined weight being less than three
hundred pounds. Mrs. Benthem is 75
.Years of age and weighs 90 pounds,
Dirk C. is 77 years of age and weighs
103 pounds, while Johannesis 79 years
and weighs 105 pounds. They came
here in 1847 from the provipce of Zeeland, Netherlands, with their parents
and made Zeeland their home when it
was yet an unbroken wilderness and
saw it grow into the beautiful and
prosperous community It now is.
at the

^Tr>iwr
•

Mr. and Mrs. Cl^rde Scott and ehildrcn of Grand Rapids and formerly of
Zeeland spent a fdw days at the

.

home

of Mrs. Scott’s mother, Mrs.

A

De Groot on W. Main street.
Rev. G. DeJonge of Zeeland conduct>ed the servicesin 'the Sixth Reformed
• church at Holland Sunday.
Marvin Kooiker of Grand Rapids
-was in Zeeland Saturday.
•Miss Marie Fox of Grand Rapids
spent a few days visit with relalives here.

Rev. Broone of Grand Rapids conducted the services in the First Chrislion Reformed church Sunday in the
absence of the pastor, Rev. Marinus
Van Vessem, who will return this week

OAR OF BERT SLAGH GOES OVER
EMBANKMENT; NO ONE IS
INJURED

DR AND MRS.

Peter H. Karsten was quite seriously injured while working in the Wolverine Furniturefactory in Zeeland.
While in the act of moving a truck
GRAAJSCHAP
Iman, son of Mr. and Mrs. L. Koe piled high with cases one of the cases
man had the misfortune to break his fell from its position striking him on
arm by falling from the “wagon while the forehead over the left eye, cutting
helping his father draw hay to the a severe gash aad rendering him unconscious Several stitcheswere taken to
barn.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Grootenhuis of No. close the wound. He has resuned his
Holland, visited their parents, Mr. and duties.
Mrs. J. H. Jacobs Sunday.
ZEELAND MAN IN INJURED
Mrs. Van Vessem and daughters the
Miases Fannie, Marion and Gertrude,
of Zeeland, visited at Graafschaplost
Gerrit Alderink was badly injured
^Sunday.
while working at the WolverineFurni.
Francis Sterenberg, Is working for ture factory in Zeeland. His left hand
Jfra. Edd Plasman at present.
came in contact with a buzz planer

-

Mr. and Mrs Henry Van Wieren

and part of his first finger was cut off,
-spent a few days at the home of the
the second finger split and the third so
latter’sparents,Mr. a.14 Mrs. K. Knk.
badly broken that it may b* necessary
--------0
to amputate the finger.

DRENTHE

Mr. and Mrs. R. Telgenhof of Zee- ONE HUNDRED ATTEND
land spent a few days at he hone of
RED CROSS MEETING
Iheir son and daughter-in-law,Mr. and
-Mrs. Henry Telgenhof
At the Red Cross meeting held at
Dr. A. J. Brower and family enjoyed
an anto trip to Zeeland last week Wed- New Holland much enthusiasm was
shown, 100 people gathering together.
nesday evening.
Of this number 34 joined the club and
Fred Ter Haar is the owner of a new
$34 was taken in.
•Chevrolet touring car.
The organization took place with the
Miss Anna Nyenhuis and Miss Jen
Rev. Tysse as president,Mrs. J. Van
Mile Vis attended the Chautauqua in
Dyk, vice-president;H. Kleis, secre'.Zeelandone evening last week.
tary and K. Weener, treasurer
'Theodore DeVries who has been visRev. Bouwerman and Henry Geeriting a few weeks with his parents has

lings of Holland helped perfect the or.
returned to Detroit.
ganization and delivered eloquent ad<VBhile driving a horse Miss Jeanette
dresses.
T' Yntema turned around too short with
:o:f the result that the buggy upset. The
iwebide was not damaged while the occupant of the buggy was unhurt.
IN
.

ELEVEN ARE HURT
AUTO SMASHUP

Class

The

members of

the class severalautos were

Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo, Bat-

day evening to India where they

will

Fast and Frequent Service

Bert Slagti. The class spent a very missionaries of the Reformed church.
enjoyaWe day but on their return They left Monday night on the Steamer

home an

unforeseen accident happen

Puritan and a considerable number of

Passenger Trains

friends were at the dock to bid them

Burrell Slagh

was driving the

and was making the

car farewell.

hill at Vriesland

The Banningas will return

right- Orient via*

of-way. But apparently th^ driver of
for the car wheeled right back

into

the middle of the road and there was

only one of two things that

Jackson and Detroit

tle Creek,

secured,including the new Ovenahd of spend another period of seven years as

ed.

Way

Electric

Dr. and Mrs. J. J. Banninga, who

was ont on a picnic Thursday at Hud- have been in this country on a fur
sonville. la order to accommodate the lough, began their long journey Mon-

cific

to

Two Hours

Limited All the Way- Every
the

San Francisco and the Pa-

Freight Trains

ocean. The long journey which be-

Monday

night will last

Holland 12:00 noon, delivery at Detroit next
- morning

Lv.

several weeks.

While in this country ostensibly on

Burrcl a vacation,Mr.

Banninga has been

put.

Lv. Detroit at noon and reach Holland the next

noon

— collide with the car ting in some bard work in Eastern theoand its occupants, possibly smashing logicalseminaries. He was honored by

Slagh could

do

both cars with the result that the pas
sengers would be sent down the em
bankment, with possible fatal results,
or go over into the gully straight,thus
saving the passengers in the other ear
and also putting the occupants in the
Slagh car in less danger. With fine
presence of mind the Slagh lad went
over the embankment striking a tele
phone pole which snapped off at the
ground After the much shaken-up
bunch had righted themselves they
found that the radiator was. smashed,
the front axle bent aiffi one of the
wheels turned under the car.
The passeng<gpboarded the other
cars and Friday /Bert Slagh took
the broken ear from the gully to a local garage for repairs.
There are several versions of how the
accident happened. The passengers of
one auto came home with the story
that a deep rut caused it all. The par
ties iu another auto said an auto and a
team filled the road and the Slagh ear

Hope

the council of

College last June

when that body conferred on him the
degree of Doctor of Divinity in recognition of distinguishedservices for the

Reformed church in the foreign field.
Dr. Banninga is a native of Western
Michigan, having been born in Muske-

gon. He was educatedat Hope

The Michigan Trust Co., Receiver for

Col-

Graham & Morton Line
CHICAGO STEAMER

lege and while at the local institution
be made considerable of a record as an
athlete. And this record was not without value to him on the mission -field.
Some of Holland’sbusiness men who
had come to know him years ago on
the baseball diamond have through the
years continued their interest in hi*
work abroad and have sometimes shown
this interest which began on the ball
field in substantial ways.

DAILY SERVICE
Leave Holland at

take your choice.

p.m.

Leave Chicago at
p. m.

8:30 p.m.

Day Boat (Saturday only) leaving Holland at 8 o’clock a m.
Day Boat Leaving Chicago at 1:30 p.m. (Saturday only)
The

right is

reserved to change

Citizens

78

Phones:

Local

1081,

Bell

this schedule without notice.

KRESS, Local Agent

J. S.

and Chautauqua Did
in Allegan

Not Mix Well

ZEELAND HOME
Holland has had its carnival experGUARD IS READY
ience but this was at a time when the
fathers did not know what they
FOR BUSINESS city
were bumping up against. Notwith-

9:30

except Sunday; Sunday 10

In India Dr Banninga has made a
name for himself in mission work and
he is looked upon as one of the leading
foreign representativesof the Reform,

would have been forced to collide ed Church.
with either the team or the auto. The
first version is one given by the driver
himself. Of the three versions you may Carnival

Chicago Dock: Foot of Wabash

A?

Chicago Phone: 2161 Central

standing the fact that the one showing
was above the ordinary, ac
well under way. Company 40 now has companied by a fine Italian band, nev
ertheless, after it was all over the al
81 enlisted men and three officers, dermen put the quietus on any future
Captain A. J. Plewes, First Lieutenant exhibitions of that nature. Judging

The Home Guard at Zeeland is now

Eleven persons in two automobiles
had s narrow escape from being seriously injured, late Sunday afternoon
when the cars met head-on, three miles
west of Grandville on the Allendale

BANNINOA

START OUT ON THEIR
TRIP TO INDIA

the auto ahead thot differentlyabout it gan for them

•from a two weeks’ stay with his moth-

J. J,

4o
Dick Boter’s Sunday School

when a car ahead gave him the

INJURED IN ZEELAND FACTORY.

•cr in Cleveland, Ohio.

Richard Wiggers 8r , who has had
gangrene for the past three or four
• months is reported to be failing slowly.
‘'.R. Hyenhuis who purchaseda farm
tractor recently delivered a wagon load
of chickens with the same to the store
the past week. This shows that the

TELEPHONE POLE IS
MISSIONARIES BEGIN
SNAPPED OFF BY AUTO
THEIR LONG JOURNEY

I

AGE AND LIGHT
ON

,l

in Holland

Bert Van Loo and Second Lieutenant from the Allegan Gazette that city
also had a carnival and the most emtractor is useful even on a small farm.
One car was owned and driven by J. N. Clark. The drills hereafter will barrassing feature was the fact that
Miss Minnie Nyenhuis who is em- Elmer Gillette, Jr. The other, a larger
the big Chautauqua was also in full
ployed at Macatawa Park spent last car, bore a state license No. K. 7727. be held at the ball grounds which is
swing.
week Thursday at the home of her The driver gave his name to Gillette being fixed up with lights and graded
It seems that the citizens of Allegan
parents.
as John Smith, and to Dr. J. D. Brooks off.
are much wrought up over staging of
An accident occurred here which who was called to attend a woman rid.
At the present time there^are about this show during the week when a
might have resulted more seriously, ing in the baek seat of this car, be said
high class entertainmentwas also on
- when the horses which John TerHair
his name was John Blakesley,of Grand eighty companiesin the state averag- the amusement card.
• was driving while riding on a horseRapids.
ing about 65 men each. Its organifa
Besides it is said that a big share
_rake, got scared and An away. The
That more persona were not injured
tjsn is just the same as that of the of the citizens of our neighboringown
' Implement was not damaged badly, but
is considered marvelousfor according
went to see the kotschie dances and
Mr. Ter Haar altho being dragged sevto witnesses, the driver of the larger regular army, the Governor as Com- not so many feasted on the intellectual
t eral yards was also uninjured.
car was badly under the influence of mander in Chief and his staff officers, treat in store for them in another tent
. -Several tons of fertilirer was deliverliquor and kept up a zig-zag course for
conveniently located,anyway the Alle‘<«d to the Oakland farmers the past
general, major, adjutant,etc. The
several miles before he collided with
gan Gazette has the following:
xweeV.
Gillette, who had tried to avoid being troops are under the direct orders of
‘Those city officials who are re
Miss Anna Nyenhuis who is employ- ing hit by riving nearly into a yard
the governor and may be called out at sponsible for bringing a carnival here
ed at the Diekema, Kollen k TenCate
:o:
certainly did not respond to any pubIdhs offices in Holland, is enjoying a FORTY THOUSAND FISH PLANTany time by him, whenever the occa lic desire or demand. Practically no
two weeks’ vacation it the home of her
ED BY GAME WARDEN H0MKE8 sion arises, to repell an invasion, quell one wanted the objectionable thing in
parents.
Mr and Mrs. Henry Wentrel of Or. Monday Deputy Game Warden Dick a riot, do guard duty for the protection the city. Former experience had satRapids enjoyed an auto trip to this Homkes received 27 cans of fry, 40,000 of munition plants, public buildings isfied all but a few people of perverted
ideas that carnivals are degrading and
willage Sunday.
in all and planted them In Black Lake and bridges.
demoralizing. <EJjere is absolutely no
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Verllulst and and Pine Creek Bay. There were 20
good in them. The shows are cheap and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dampen of Ham- cans of Black Bass and seven cans of
It is expected that 3,000 of the home
questionable or trival and fraudulent,
ilton spent Sunday with C. Ver Hulst
perch bass. Holland’s bay is the mecca guards will be mustered into regular and many of them are highly objection,
vand family.
for fishermen and with the proper proThomas Daining of Zntphen Sunday- tection and the restocking process,the service to do steady guard duty, the able from a moral standpoint; and the
people who present them make first-«d at the home of his parents here.
sport will become even better. The state to provide them with uniforms, class strangers for any decent town.
Gerrit Hunderman has returned from
hook and line is a boon to many a fam. guns and regular equipment, and under The $150 licensefee, Including grounds
“lousing where he has been employed
ily in replenishing their tables with pay. It is expected that the local home may have tempted some of the officials,
there for the past few weeks.
fish instead of expansive meats.
guard will receive its quota of guns but they should have reflectedthat a
A miscellaneous shower was given
from the war department in a short hundred times that amount in damage
Tuesday evening for Miss Jennie Louwtime, and will be prepared for active ensues to the community as a whole
>sm& who will become a bride this month
doty should the occasion arise.
by every such exhibition.To brinj
ibr Mrs. Herman Schipper at her home
ONE
The troops are instructed in all the the reprehensible thing here the weel
Miss Lonwsma was the recipient of
ITS VICTORIES regular army tactics, the various exer- of the Chantauqua was a wrong addi
snanjr useful and beautiful gifts.
cises, and all the men are taking to tional to the other faults of the affair
:o:—
The Independent baseball team of it, and are developing into regular sol- One common phase of these shows
diers.
shown t>y a paragraph telling of t_.
Zeeland was successfulin annexinganIt is hoped that a suitable building bringing here of a girl from Grand
PASTOR DIRS
other victory to its growing list Satur. can be secured for the drill this win-'
Rapids whose mother invoked the aid
Word has been received oy former day afternoon when the Oakdales of ter, and It is expected that some of of the sheriff in getting her back.
the patrioticpeople of Zeeland will next time application is made for _
tnaynr Henry Brusse from his daughter
Grand Rapids were trounced in a onehelp to secure such a building, and carnival in Allegan, the city officers
. Rose, that the Rev. CorneliusJohn
Heina, formerly faster of the Reformed sided game. Seventeen to ten was the thus make it a regular social center will consult eitizens in general they
•church at Graafschap, died suddenly of tone of the triumphal march of Van for the mea during the winter months. will not again offend the commnnity’s
:o:
Aeart failure in Seattle.
sense of moral decency by permitting
Haitsma Braves. The batteries were:
The Rev. Mr. Heins filled a number
it appearance.”
PUTS IN
of charges in the Reformed church and Zeeland, P. Karsten, Steman, Stedman
- was stationed at Graafschapfor severand Mills; Oakdales, Rink, Vander
road.
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ZEELAND
DANGER SIGNALS

al years.

Meulen and Corkdahl.

MISSION BOARD GIVES

CHUROHES

Three danger signalswere put in opPeter Karsten, who played with the eration on the Ihterorban track at Zeeland Wednesday and are working niceZeeland team for several years, was ly. Whenever a car approachesthe

--

'•wusaicantmembers and 23,315 Bible
achool aeholars.In return these church.
*«• contributed $251,898.27 fos^congrei- gational expenses, $32,401.04 fot mis* sions and $7,706.53 for benevolences,
• other than, denominational.

ing defeated the Colored Athletics on
own grounds, scored three rnns off
Karsten, the first inning, and in the
second frame Karsten was relieved by
Stedman. Zeeland scored three runs
in the initial inning, six in the second
and fonr in the third or a total of 13
: DRIVES 812 MILES
runs. After attaining this ten ran
ON 42 GALLONS lead, Zeeland eased up and the Oakdales got seven runs in the following
'Voter' J.’ Van Anrooy motored into six innings. Zeeland brought in an
Holland from Lincoln,Neb., a distance other ran in the fourth. In the eighth
<Jf 812 miles, covering the distance in inning with three men on base Lena
Hoar days, using 42 gallons of gasoline, Hooker banged out a triple scoring the
^2 quarts of oil and having bat one three runners. When three Oakdale
-panctare. He wai driving his new playerswere put in the ninth the game
^olcfc.' Van' Anrooy is the son of John was finallybrought to a close after
VanAnrooy ~ former Register of almost three hours of play.
Twenty-fourhits were made in the
, »
| game, the Oakdales getting fourteen of
ill by
Following the declinationof a call
b • these and Zeeland ten. The game was
Bev R. B. Kolper of Grand " apids easily featured by the batting of Lena
to tho pastorate of Porspeet Park Hooker who knocked out a single, two
'Christian Reformed ehnreh the consist’ doubles and a triple in four times at
has nominated the following trio: bat.
Iter. Johaanea Groen and Rer. H. Dan.
The score by Innings:—
hot, both of Grand Rapids, and Rer. C. Oakdales. ______ S 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 0-10 14 2
DeLeenw of Pella la. A selection will Zeeland.
.36410003 x— 17 10 3
J* made text week.
'

-

LIGHTNING DAMAGES CHURCH.
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_
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The wedding march was played by

RUBY, made

inspect the
the

We

invite

you

to

and guaranteed by

New Home Sewing Machine

Co.

Price (on Terms) • $27.00

Puce (Cash)

- -

25.00

Heyer’s Music House
17 West Eighth Street

A MISTAKEN IDEA
sometimes prevails that the probate of estates by a trust company is desirable and available only for large estates.
This is not the

case. Small estates probated by

this

Company

receive the same careful attention as the large estate.

Mrs

their

During the Monday afternoon’s severe electrical storm lightning struck
the Christian Reformed ehurch at East
Saugatuck. The steeple was wrecked
and the interior of the church was badly damaged, but no fire resulted. Two
bolts struck in the cornfield on the
Moreloek farm. The heavy rains caused much damage to crops on the low
lands.

«

.'Deads.

lower price right here.

ZEELAND GIRL WEDS
CHICAGO PHYSICIAN

A very pretty wedding was solemngongs
J* and an arm
arm car- ized at the home of Mr. and Mrs. G.
back in the game and started the hurl- crossing a bell w
The board of domestic missions of ing for the Independents.He worked lying a lantern and bearing the word Van Lopik on Central Avenue in Zeeland Wednesday afternoon, when Mrs.
* * stop” swings back and forth. Sig"the Reformed church in the last year
made appropriations to 261 churches. under the handicap of having a severe nals have been placed on Elm, State Van Lopik ’a sister Mias Jeanette Van
These were served by 223 pastors and gash on his eye, which he sustained in and Centennial street. Several others Dyke, was married to Dr. Jacob Wigwill soon be put in operation on the gen. The ceremony was performed at
missionaries,excluding students assignthe factory a few days ago. The Oak
4 o'clock by the Rev. P. P. Cheff of
other crossing.
ed for summer serviee. These churches
Zeeland.
:o:
represent 11,350 families,18,381 com- dales who have the distinctionof hav-

TO 261

a

LIGHTNING CAUSES GRAND VILLB

MAN TO DANCE THE TANGO

Harry Snyder’s family of Grandville
on the Holland Interurbanthot his
house was doing a peculiar kind of a
dance when a bolt of lightningstruck it
and the family did not learn of it until
the next day. During a terrific dap of
thunder a bolt catered the chimney and
circled the foundation, rocking the
house and throwingthe occupants out
of bed as well aa peeling the plaster
from the walls. Not a ish was broken
nor a person injured. The damage was
nominal.

Richard Wiggefc of Detroit, formerly of Zeeland. The ring ceremony
was used, little Jean Van Dyke acting as ring bearer. Miss Kate Wiggers of Cleveland, Ohio, sang a few

Send for Blank Form of Will and Booklet
on Descent and Distribution of Property,

beautiful *oloa

Mrs. Jacob Wiggers ia the daughter
of Mr. H. B. Van Dyke of Zeeland and
has a large circle of friends there. Dr.
Jacob Wiggers is a son of Mr. and
Mrs. R. Wiggers of Drenthe and recently graduatedfrom the Ohio 8Ute
University at Columbus. Dr. and Mrs.
Wiggers expect to make their future
home in Chicago, where Dr. Wiggers
will have charge of a Red Croaa Unit,
which is being financed by one of the
largest Chicago corporations.
Among the out-of-town guests Weroi
Mias Kate Wiggers of Cleveland, Ohio;
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Wiggers of Elkhart, Ind.; Mr. and Mn. Richard Wiggers of Detroit: Mrs. Bert Timmer of
Grand Rapids; Mr. and Mrs. Bert Van
Vulpen of Holland and Mr. and Mrs.
Gerrit Voe of Holland

•

The Michigan Tmjsi Go
of

Grind Rapids, Michigan *

Safe Deposit Boxes to rental very low coat
•

Auffitsmade of books of rnunidpsities,
corporationa,ftrmf andtndhriduak.

Get your Wedding Invitations
Printed it the News Office

•u

“THOU SHALT HOT
STRIKE THY WITS"

ONE WOMAN GETS OVER
$1,000 TOR RED CROSS

My

0. J.

Newt

Your ton, Bill.
address now is Private W. 0.

Leenhouts,Marine Barracks, Navy
Yard, H. D. Armored Motor Car Co.,

COMMAND
MSI.

' itu

VAX DUftEN FftOBABLT

Philadelphia,Pa.

are about a 40-minute ride from down
town and the cars run doawn Broad
atreet which is a wide boulevard. Different battleships are docked here at
all times, at the present time, the Maaaachusetts, Michigan, Iowa and aubdestroyers are in port. A few days
ago the “De KNb” returned from a
trip to France. She is a transport and
is a German interned vessel.
Consequently with all the ships there
are just as many Bailors or (Gobs) as
we call them around here as marines
We get along with each other fine and
there are no outbreakings of the re-

retarn trip taking a different’ rente gw
ing past rich farms and suburba Th*
country is hilly and the scenery very

beautiful. That was surely a» enjoyable trip.
Buck, Bill, Gerrit Lokker, Martinas
Kola are also here now and we sen each other a whole lot. Buck and Gar
rlt are in a Mine-laying company.W«l^
I don’t want to make this overdrawn
*> I will close now. With regards t»
ail my friends in Holland, I remain,
Sincerely,

Philadelphia,Pa., July 18, 1817
Dearest Folks:—
Ft. Strong, Mass., Co. I C. A. C.
I arrived here Sunday afternoon.
, July 21, 1917
JAIL
This is a fine place. Have a good
Dear Friend, Ben:—
place to sleep, in the barracks. Kola
A little bit more news probably of
That Is the commandment laid down
It is doubtful if there is another wo- and myself made the Armored Motor
bj Judge Van Schelven Monday morn. man in Michigan who can boast of A Car Service all right. There were ten interestto you folks in Holland. Well
from Paris Island that applied for the Third company has left this morning for Ft Adams, B. I. They were
better
record
for
securing
members
for
Bert Frank who lives in the Ninth
Motor Car service, only six made it.
BEN..
all equipped for the fightingline, and
Btreet alley was frank to admit that the Bed Cross than Mrs. G. J. Van Dur- Of the twelve that applied for aviation
the sure that they are going across
on Friday night he was drunk and
only two were accepted. So far we
sentement at all, which was swept
en of this city. When Mrs. Van Durea
struck his wire several tijnes in the
have not had anything to do, but an- soon was the large boxes of bacon,
away with the breaking out of the
your
life
saver
upon
the
battlefield.
face' The truth was evidencedon stopped work long eonugh Friday to swer roll call at 7 a. m.
Bay but there was hustling to do war.
the countenance of the lady who made figure up how many had joined the
The motor car branch here is new,
I am stationed in Barracks No. 3.
the complaintMonday morning.
and there is only one car ready for before they left. Bunks, lockers,bed- The meals are much better,this noon
ranks of the Bed Cross as a result of
clothing,stored away and the discard
Considerable damage was done at
It seems that Franks has been abususe, but a large number of them are
of all there uniforms, underwear, sox we had potatoes,peas, iced tea, bread, Douglas by the severe electrical stona'<
ing the little woman repeatedly,which her personal efforts she found that they being, built and expected soon.
pork chops and ice cream and cake, which visitedthat community
Mondaar
mmunity Monday:
fact was known ft the justiceand the
Our trip up here was pleasant. Had and much of their personal belongings After 3 o’clock,libertycall blows sad
constitutean army of somewhat more
made the place look like one that had
afternoon. A miniaturetornado ampolice. But to the surprise of both
first class passage all the way, sleepers
if one is not on Guard duty or on a
the complainantand defendant, who than one thousand.
and Pullman cars, and passed through been raided as everything Was topsy- police party he is free until 7 o’clock roofed the barn on a farm south of tfcw*
turvy.
Most of the clothing was taken
place. Lightning struck and demolish.'
pleaded guilty, Justice Van Bchelven
These members do not include any several large cities, Petersburg, Baltiby fellows from our company and the the next morning.
ed the chimney of George Kura’s homa^
did not give the offender the privilege
more, Washington and others. When
heavy artillery but none of the occupants was injured..
that may have joined the Ottawa Coun-I
2nd. The clothing waa all absolutely Otar company is
of paying a fine.
we arrived here we were shown our
clean, but they were allowed to take company and we are now awaiting for John Kraemer’s barn was also strnek.
Like a thunder clap he pronounced ty Bed Cress outside of Holland as the quarters and told to stay in all night.
very little with them, just practically the field pieces. In the morning we The barn began to smoulder but the flto
the sentence ‘ninety days in the coun- result of her work. The thousand mem- But the next day we drew our linesmen
what they had <fn. Expect the militia have troop drill and we are drilledby was put out before much damage wamty jail and more if I could give it.”
and equipment. It is very different
here next week to do most of the work battalion instead of companies. The done. The telephone lines were put onl
bers are on the rolls in the city of HolThe justices of Holland are now fol.
here from Paris Island. We are off
here. We may leave any time now. Also last afternoon our afternoons were tak. ’of use until new fuses could be put !»
lowing a wise course and especiallyon land. Mrs. Van Duren has been very du^ at 3 p. m and don’t have to be
expect many new recruits, those just en up with some realistic drilling.We The heavy rain damaged the wardens ia
some of the grave offenses that were active organising branch organisations baff until roll call at 7 the next morndrafted.Just finisheddping
of P. went outaide the gate in a large open town.
formerly more lightly dealt with. Jusing. We went down town last night
(kitchen police. Am sending a photo field with ditches,natural obstructions
throughout
Ottawa
county,
but
she
tice Bobinsonrecently fined some fishand went to a show. Say but it is good
under separate cover, one different to hide behind. Then with our full
ermen the limit of the law and later does not figure this work in in checking to see street cars and automobiles and«
from that I sent Moody. Gee I was uniform including. 100 round of ammuseverely punished a set of horse beatup the number who joined as the result other things of • civilixation. The surprised to see Moody’s letter for I nition we made rushes for about a
ers, with the result that illegal fishing
*chow” here is also fine to what we sure thought he sailed abroad. His hundred yards then would drop take
and the abuse of animal cases will of her work.
had in Paris Island. We have eggs,
Berlin, July 25— The relations beletter was very interestingto me. Well sight and go through the motions of
probably not be on the court calendars
In addition to the thousand members cantaloupe,good potatoes and all of it will write again when something turns •hooting. When we were lying down tween Norway and Hweden, according:
for some time to come.
is oooked’right.
up. Here is a small picture taken at in the grass as aeroplane soared over- to reports arriving here, are becoatag;
secured Mrs. Van Duren has paved the
0. VanBchelven meted out justice
There are a number of aeroplanes the outpost. I’m holding a pair of field head which seemed to make it more strained. Under the pressure of tlsr
wisely when he delt a wife-beatera way for a number of others. She has flying around here continually, which is
glasses, used to sight boats passing o’er real. English tactics which have entente powers and enraged by Gerblow htat will be remembered by him canvassed twelve factorias in Holland interesting to us. There are 8 large
cables stretched to the other island. been tried and proved the best are many’s wholesaledestruction of ker’
and others for a long time to come.
battleshipsstationed here in the navy
Have some others taken but yet to used, as for instance, we go thru a ships, Norway wants to enter the war
This sort of justice counts for some- that have not yet reported but that yard and that brings a large number receive them and will send them to new bayonet practicewithout any com- on the side of the allies, but Bwedeaare expected to report soon. By reason
thing in the community and gives such
of tailors.All the men are old timers
you fellows. Down to the kitchen for mands using our own judgment as to is firmly resolved to maintain her neuoffendersa more wholesomerespect for of the fact that the furniture exposi- in the service. Some have been in for
trality and insiststhat the Scandinause it most effectively.
me. So long
tion took up a great deal of time opthe law.
25 years. We don't let on that wo are
The people of Philadelphia try to vian agreementbetween Denmark aaft
ELMER POPPE.
portunity has not yet been found in
“boobs” either. There is considerable
provide dean entertainment for the Norway and Sweden, which was madrthose places to make a report,but all
EAT ATTACKS EAST
of liberty here; the only pass in and
Sunday, July 22nr, 1917
fellows as every Sunday there are a list soon after the beginning of the worift.
have the blanks furnised by Mrs. Van
League Island, P. A.
of churches on the bulletin board for war and has since been reaffirmed rar*
SLEEPING IN GRIM Duren and a number of enlistmentsare out the gate is a clean uniform. Every
day people drive through the yard to
Dear Editor:
the fellows to select from and dinners peatedly, be kept.
looked for.
See the place. The battle ship Michi
,Here
comes
an
eleventh
hour
letter, are given at the home. Last Sunday I
This agreement forbids any one of'
A big rat had become so bold in his
Mrs. Van Duren has worked mainly gan came in yesterday. She is a beaubut better late than never, so I will took advantage of this but I on bar- the three Scandinaviankingdoms en'sallies into a tenement at 1777 Prospect through the churches and through the
ty— I also saw a submarine.
take advantageof this time to write. racks patrol duty today and so I have tering the war unless the two others *
place, Brooklyn,
Y., that in broad factories.Frequently she has been able
John
Slagh, who is from Holland, The saying that “Variety is the spice to stay in.
consent to this step and give up their-’
day light it attacked Solomon Doekslt- to work up a healthy rivalry between
came with us from Paris Island, for of life,” certainly proves true in the
Yesterday the’ business men of the neutralityalso.
sky, one year old, as he slept in his differentorganisations which swelled
servicein the Badio school. I wish you Marine life and I for one was not sor- city gave the Marines and sailors a
Denmark, notwithstandingthe vlocrib on the second floor of the house.
the enrollment.
folks could come to Philadelphia.I ry when we received word that we chance for a fine time. Automobilefl lentfy antiGerman attitude of the ma~
Mrs. Bessie Doekaitsky found the
For weeks Mrs. Van Duren has given
could get a 48 or 72 hours liberty and were to leave Port Royal. Ever since for a thousand men were providedto jority of the Danish papers, strongly
creature pursuing Solomon’ssister, 3- nearly all her time to this work. There
we could be togetherall the time. Oth- being here I have looked for the Sen- take a ride to Valley Forge. We left supports the protest of Sweden against?
years old, who had run to the rescue. was a day in the heat of the campaign
For several minutes she said, she when she was so busy getting members erwise I wish I could get a furlough tinels to be transferred,but sc far I here at 10 o’clock,some of the fellows the Norwegian agitation, and the
and come home. I surely would like haven’t received any; so will you rode in trucks,but I saw to it, to get Scandinavian alliance may go to pieces
fought the whiskeredprowler with a that she forgot to eat at noon, and
to see all the folks again. But 1 think please send them direct to Philadel- on the cushion seats, it happened to unless Norway changes her attituda
broom, finally driving it off. She esti- never knew that- she had missed the
the war will not last long enough for phia
be a Cadillac Eight. After a beautiful and informs England and her allisa.
mated its weight at about four pounds. meal until towards evening.
us to go to France. Germany seems to
One of the things I miss the most is ride of two hours through Fairmount that she will not join the entente.
Solomon’sface was badly bitten.
be hedging for peace, but it is hard reading the letters from other Holland Park and past some of the most
Jo:
Mrs. Docksitskyrecognised the rat
GOES ON LAKE STEAMER
telling. Russia is making a good stand, fellows. Tho Sentinel is practicallythe tiful mansions, we arrived at the Hisby its bobtail as one which has atdon’t you thinkf Hope the socialists only means that we can llnd out where toric place. Standingon the top of
- TO
tacked Gussie Bubenstein and other
and
liberals will keep up tho good the follows are located. I was just large hill, next to the log cabin which James T. Cantwell of Grand Haven,
tenants in the house.
work_ Wo have to wear our uniforms thinking how strange it is, that in the marks tho place
Washington’s who for sixteen years served as an enMUST FIGHT INSTEAD OF BEING differentlyhere. We wear leggings short time how widely scatteredwe are, camp one can hardly realize the scr- ginoer for the Story A Clark Plano C«.
SENTENCED TO SERVE IN
whenever we leave the barracks, and John in Ban Domingo, some in Port iousnessof that awful winter which our of that city, left for Detroit where he
PRISON
when drilling h«ve to wear % wide Royal, etc.
brave general and his sacrificingsol- jvill board the steamer “Schlealnger”
IN
leather “duty” belt, on the outside of
About three hundred left the same diers had to go thru. Next to a tall on which he will serve as first assistant
Roger Gaver, a young fellow who our boulse or coat. We do not have to time I did, some were transferred to monument is the only grave which was engineer for tho oupraer season. Mr.
broke into the Plainweli depot in Alle.
carry our packs fitter, like we did be- Washington,New York and on differ- found of tho hundreds of men who died. Cantwell has many friends and rein‘ ‘ My
God, have you got anything to gan county, severalyears ago and stole fore, but leave them hanging in the ent battleships. I don’t know where In a large stone church many things of tives living here who will be interested:
eatl” -But then we are getting ahead some property, was arrested last week end of our bunks. Today we get our Btuh and Marsh are now but they cer- interestare preserved such as the name in his promotion,
—
of our story. The facts are that our in Detroit and brot to Allegan. He supply of 100 cartridges. I will have tainly must have left the island by this plate on Washington’s casket which
congeniarpatrolman Sam Meeuwsen came willinglyand admitted ut> crime. to close now as I have a few other time.
was lost and found
Miss Alice Hopkina has returned
After a luncheon we started on our from a visit to her sister in Ypsilanti.
likes another lady besides hia wife and He showed by his empiovers in Detroit letters to write.
Well a little about Philadelphia.We
her name is “Liuie”. Sam took ad- the Michigan Central Railway Co., that
vantage of the first beautiful day thus he had been industrious and honest
far this summer and invited “Lizzie” since in their employ, about two years,
to go to New Richmond on the beautiful and he declared that he nad been very
Kalamazoo. All went well until Sam- straight since the Plainwelirobbery.
uel and “Lizzie” got as far as the He made an unusual proposition to
oak grubs in Allegan county when in Judge Cross. Gaver bad enlistedin a
some unaccountablemanner the pair Canadian regiment and expected to go
became parted from the regular high- into training soon. He proved to Judge
way. Sam kept on plowing with “Liz- Cross that he had beefi conducting
zie” thru the sand roads and the grubs himself properly of late and then asked
for several hours until the “poor that he be permitted to join his regithing” had become exhausted. In a ment that will go to France. After
faint she plunged her head against a due consideration,Judge Cross agreed
stump with very damaging results.
to this proposition.Wednesday, UnSam must get a doctor instantly, but der Sheriff Gulliford of Allegan Co.,
where f He was lost in the woods like took Gaver to Detroit and from there
the story of the “Babes.” In desper- to Canada and turned him over to a
ation he went south as near as he could Canadianofficer who gave Mr. Guilford
make out and after six miles of plod- a receipt for the man. He is now in
ding, he landed at Fennville. Ho found training for the war, and the state of
to his chagrin that there was no avail- Michigan is better off for his being
surgeon in the “ Peaches and Cream”' there instead of in Jackson prison.
town, so he phoned to Holland for the
,
:o:
necessary medical aid, telling the med- More Rain Means Big
icine man to meet him at New Rich-
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Damage to Celery of
Sam then drilled back to New RichAll West Michigan
mond and met “Doc”, having lost
about 20 pounds by reason of his
That more rain means seriously
“John Pason” hike.
damaged crop of celery in west MichiAfter some more wandering “Liz- trict was the statementyesterday of
mond.

zie” was finally located and when Dr.
Star gave her the once over, ho discovered that her front axel was badly
bent, her one fender was amputated,
her radiator busted and internal injuries may develop latfr.
Tho first remark poor Samuel made
when the “surgeon”put in his appearance was “My God, man have you
got anything with you to eatt”
“No,” said the doctor. “I’m no

efy the Milos

Ezra Levin of the Farm Bureau operating in conjunctionwith Agricultural

Agent D. L Hagexman. And by way
warning to the celery .growers of Ottawa county Mr. Levin suggests immediate spraying of all plants.
‘If there is any more rain, just
now,” said Mr. Levin, “there will be
a very serious celery blight. The districts

............

r I

around Kalamazoo,Miiskegon,

Dorr, are in particularlysusceptible
rostauranter,I am here to take charge condition.” lie also stated that the
of your patient.”
crops in this section wero as promising
For some time to come Samuel will as any in West Michigan and only
now remain at homo— at least until need good care to produce a tine crop.
“Lizzie” Ford has recovered and is
discharged from the hospital.
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’HERE’S stamina and

stand-

up in Ajax rubber— amazing
toughness in Ajax fabric. And

the Ajax Unit Cure gives added
strength, as heat-treatingstrength-

HORSE JOCKEY OF
ALLEGAN HAS A
ACCEPTSPOSITION
THRILLING
EXPERIENCE
IN WASHINGTON

ens steel. They’re equipped for
battle royal

with the roads.

“Pop” Gates, Allegan’s fearless and
Edward Wichers of Zeeland, a brother
of Prof. Wynand Wichers, has -accept accomplishedreinsuian,added another
ed a position in the Bureau of Standards in Washington,D. C., as chemist.
He visited in Holland accompaniedby
his bride Thursdav he left for Chicago to go to his post of duty in Washington.
Mr. Wichers ia a graduate of Hope
College. He has taken four years of
post graduatework at the University
of Illinois, jecciving his Ph. D. degree
from that institutionthe past June

LIGHTNING FREAKS
PLAY FUNNY TRICKS

thrilling chapter to his history on the

in the first heat of the day Allegan
gave the Hartfordpeople an acrobatic
act that was worth seeing. Roanwood
was having a tussle with a Hartford
horse that had just about as much
speed as he has, and “Pop” was making a hard drive for the pole ia the
back stretch. Roanwood was wearing
hobbles for the first time since last fall
and while going just as fast as he could
the hobbles jerked him and he fell.
Horse, cart, driver and all went into
the air and changed ends. When they

Lightning struck a house in Otsegff landed the cart was headed right
Mr and Mrs. Burr, and but the horse and driver were both
played havoc with the interior. The looking back. The horse 's head was in
lightning first struck the chimney and the shafts of tbb cart ^here Kinney
the rooms above were Uttered with put his heels when he bitched him, and
bricks and soot. The occupants of the Kinney landed on the hipa of tie anihouse wore uninjured, altho the floor male. That neither horse nor driver
under their bed was splinteredby the was hurt is remarkable. The Allegan
bolt. All the windows in the house, men who were in the grandstand thot
with one exception were shrfttered. The that in t^e mix-up jome bones would
lightning passed out through the floor surely be broken. " Even the harness
and did considerable damage in the was not badly damaged. Allegan won
basement, breaking several fruit cans. fourth place in that heat but finished
One of the strange freaks of th storm second in .the next two. Torrey’a horse
was the tearingup of a carpet. This rug won entirely without training either
was torn to shreds and scatteredIbout for racing or ncrobntiea.Kinney b
the room.
r&dy for eithef at any time.
occupied by

3

track. He was at Hartford with Eri
Tbrrey’s fine pacer, Rokanwood and

Wisely conserved,

as

you would

any other important investment,
handsome service
profit. In fact, they are guaranthey will yield

a

teed in writing 5000 miles.

They

are registered, every tire, in the
individual tire owner’s name at
the factory. This
full
>

*

i •

means positively

protection and service to you.
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Equip with Ajax and be sure.

HOLLAND AUTO & SPECIALTY

CO.
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Mr and Mrs. John Monk of Chicago Mr and Mrs. William Stephan leffc
Mr. and Mra. A. Pelgrim entertained
im Hearst, not the newspaper man,
The interior of the Fourteenth Street
Christian Reformed church is being re- but a local ball player got drunk Sat- with a party in honor of her grand- are the houseguests of Mr. and Mrs. Monday evening for Chicago for *i week’s visit.
decorated and the Ladies Aid society urday after the games and G. Van children,Jennie Ford Mulder, • Vera Everett Dick. 192 West 12th
Mr. and lira Herman Landwehr re- j Herman Brouwer, with the Bedpatk
of that denominationwill carpet the Schqiven gave him 10 daya in the Mae Mulder. Evelyn Esther Mulder
utt. • wiKUi. musniLi' edifice.
and Lillian Mulder. Others present turned to their home in Flint Monday Chautauqua, is visitinghis parents,Mr*
county jail to limber up.
were Irene Wareham, Ruth Vanden morning after a few days’ visit here and Mrs. James A. Brouwer in this city.
Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Hulley and chilBoot Jt Kramer B14f.. Ith atraet. Holland. MIc
Born to Mr. and Mrs. L. Vander
Claus Prins received word Tuesday
dren of Allegan, Mrs. M. A. Boor of there are places where the coat of liv- Berg, Msfcel Vanden Berg, Jeanette with relatives.
Mr. Gustav Stern has taken a cot- morning that his uncle G. J Velders of
Derks, Harrietts and Lois Fkseeler.
Holland have rented a cottage at Miner ing is lightened by concessions.For
Grand Rapids died. The funeral will
t^rmatl-fiO per rear witli a discount of 50o .
Lake and will spend a month there example, at the Boston restaurant in A dainty lunch was served by Grace tage at Macatawa Park for the season, be held Friday afternoon.
his physician advising rest and abstenPelgrim.
Uoee paring In advanoe.Ratea of AdTenUii. beginning this week.
Holland, Michigan, you can get "pork
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Fairbanks and*
made known upon applicationThere are more young men in the tion from business cares for a time.—
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Van Duren sandwiches with bread."
children of Benton Harbor are visiting
country
between
the
ages
of
21
and
31, Allegan Gazette.
and Mr and Mrs. McMullen of Grand
Mrs. John Koning of Saugatuekis
W. T. Healey was a week-endguest with their parents,Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
looking for- a draft from Uncle Bam
entered aa aecond-claaa matter at tne pc* Rapids left Holland Friday for a 3- visiting relatives in Holland. Mrs.
with Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Stephan. Mr. Fairbanks.
at
the
present
time
than
ever
before
weeks’ automobile tour thru northern Koning and her sister-in-law, Mrs. J.
at Holland. Michigan, under the act r
"Slick" Van Oort, who has been absince the organization of the govern Healey is a traveling man for the HoiMichigan, Wisconsin and Illinois.
Dryden of West Thirteenth street, figUngrtM March. 1WJ.
sent from Holland for a year, is renewment. If they get it and "cash it in" land Furniture Co.,,
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Kinsey of Grand ing acquainances in the city. "Slick"
Miss Louise Brusse will take the ured in an auto accident at Zeeland all right, they will all go oa the great
place of Mrs. A. T Godfrey Thursday Tuesday evening, but no one waa in est honor roll the the world ever knew. Rapids motored to Holland and were is now a residentof Muskegon.
,
feukttt
afternoons in surgical dressings at the jured.— Saugatuek Commercial-Record. To be a defender of "Old Glory is the th. w«k..ndgu..t..t th.hom. of Mr
Q*lnd
Albert Kamferbeek has rounded out the highest honor an American can as ud Mr.. Percy Be.d, 78 W. FifteenthEffle took th&
W. L. C. during Mrs. Godfrey’s six
49 years as a printer. He began his pire to."
weeks’ absense in Chicago.
* Rapids Tuesday morning where they
career in 1868 in the Hollanderoffice,
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. VanderWoude and
John Ten Brock was caught speed- worked 25 years in the Hope office, and
Sometime between Saturday noon and Mrs. James Westveer and daughter . visited relatives..
Monday a. m. an attempt waa made to
ing on Central avenue at 24 miles and
Miss Angie Westveld, stenographer at
is now in his sixteenth year for the
Jeanette motored to Grand Rapids MonMiss Jeanette Blom going 25 miles on
the law office of Visscher 4b Robinson,,
Grondwet. He has always been a typ» break into the office of Attorney Arthur Van Duren ill the Tower block.
Thirteenthstreet. O. Van Bi-helven
setter and never operated a linotype.
The Rev. John Broek of the Third is on a week's vacationvisiting her
When Mr. Van Durea’s stenographer Reformed
fined each of them the usual $5 with
church of Muskegon occu- parents in Fennville.
•
The
Royal
motion
picture
theater,
a warning
,
tried to open the door of the office
pied
the
pulpit
at Almont Sunday and I Chicken thieves raided the poultry
that has been dosed for some weeks Monday morning she found part of a
the Rev. Robert Krootsma -of Holland house of Henry Hutchins at GangesPatrolman Bteketee is being called for remodelingwill be re opened
skeleton key sticking in the lock. The
i Forty Leghorn chickens and 120 chicka
Born to Mr. and Mra. Dick Botcr, E. grandpa these days, his oldest son be- week from Thursday. New lighting attempt at breakingin was patently occupied his place
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Landwehr and ten days old were taken.
ing
Ihe
proud
father
of
a
bouncing
and ventilatingsystems will be install- unsuccessful.
24th atreet, Saturday— a boy.
by boy. Tho only granddaddies on ed and the front and interior entirely
Miss Donna and Master Edgar Philip Mrs. C. P. Zwemer and daughter Mist Born to Mr. and Mra Neal Steketec,
The Ford delivery auto of Molenaar
Moienaar i^wehr, Miss Leona Nystrom, Mr. Jeanette and Mr. and Mrs. fi. Lentera
the force now are the Chief and Police- rebuilt.
Weet Twelfth atreet, Sunday— ft boy.
4c DeGoede was wrecked by
man Bteketee.
Mrs. P. Kolia motored to Grand motored to Muskegon Friday and spent
The Dodge car driven by Miss Angie mules Owned by Van Alsburga_tcJ)m.03mand
& Rooks? Rapids Sunday and were the guests of the week-end with Mr. and Mra HerThe Limbert factory waa laid ol
Travel over the Pere Marquettefrom Luidens collided with an Overland ice dealers. The mules became frighttill yesterday morning on account of
Mr. and Mra R. M. DeBruyn.
man Bartels formerly of this city.
points south of the Petoskey region is driven by a Grand Rapids party late ened, dashed through an alley and
Cornelius Klaasen and family of Deoverhauling the engine room.
The tug Robinson in Grand Haven,
Tuesday
afternoon,
with
the
result
that
within a very slight margin of that of
jumped over the motorcar. The heavy troit are visiting,R. Van Eyck and
is out of^eommissionand the skipper
Rev. M. A. Stegeman, pastor of Sec last season which was considered the the Dodge suffered to the extent of Ice wagon brushed it aside. The front
ond Reformed church of Cleveland, 0. banner year for this section of the re- about $25 and the Overland to about wheels of the automobile were broken family and other relativea They came j, here making arrangements With
Chief Van Ry to charter the fish tug.
The accident happened at the and the fenders and axles were twisted. by auto.
baa declined the call .to the Reformed sort world.
Miss Alice Rippley ol Kalamazoo Harvey Watson.
chorch at Overiael.
Dr. B. J. Breuker, formerly of corner of 18th street and Central ave.
er home after spendSome evil-disposedperson has taken left Thursdayfor her
Mrs. A. Ostorling, Mr. and Mra. T..
Miss Selma Landwehr, Mrs. 0. Nys- it upon himself to report to the Baug- ing a week visiting with her cousins
Both fire department were called out Graafachap, has joined the Medical ReOsterling and daughter Ada, motored
trom, Master Paul Landwehr, Mr. am
serve
Corps
and
is
now
stationed
at
Ft.
atuck postmaster to the departmentfor here.
Friday noon to a small roof fire in the
back to their home in Chicago after
Mrs. Herman Landwehr, Mr. Frans incivility to his patrons, especiallyto
Mrs. M. Kerkhof and daughter
home of Fred Bell, 68 Madison Place. Benjamin Harrision,Indiana. Dr. Breu.
spending a week’s visit among their
Franken
and Mr. Edgar Landwehr motker,
on
leaving
Graafschap,
opened
a
children.
This
seems
far
retched,
as
The fire was extinguishedby chemicals.
Jean of Greenville are the guests of
ored to Kalamazoo and Battle Creek our postoffiee has never been more ac- Mr. and Mra Jacob VanPutten, Sr., friends nnd relativesin this city.
practice in Atwood, Michigan.
H. 0. Garvelink of the Maxwell
Mose Nash of Milwaukee is visiting
Eight Michigan physicians are in- Sunday and were guests of Mr, and commodating and prompt in its official at their home on South River 81.
agency baa sold a touring car to Harry
Mrs. Gustave Landwehr of battle duties than since the present managecluded in the list of 270 members of
Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Van Eyck and with friends in Holland and Saugatuek.
Busschcr; also one to John Pieper and
Creek.
Mr. Frans Franken of the Holland
the medical reserve corps who have
ment has had it. Courtesy is their children who have been visiting in Hola roadster to C. D. Smith.
George Meengs of Zeeland a member watchword.—BaugatuckCor.
been commissioned as assistantsurland, were guests Wednesday of Miss Aniline Co., ia on a trip to Milwaukee.
Mr. and Mrs. Arend Visacher are at geons in the navy by Secretary Dan- of the Grand Rapids battalion of the
Mr. and Mrs Henry Geerlings and.
Attorney Daniel TenCate of the firm Helen and Miss Mary Grooters enSaratoga Springs, N. Y., for a week, iels.
family motored to Grand Rapids TuesMichigan National Guard, but who has of Diekema, Kollen Sc Ten Cate, was route to their home in Pollock,N. D.
where Mr. Visscher is attending the
Miss Lucile Chase returned Thursday day.
Mrs. B. Van Eyck, living southeast been preventedfrom joining his com- in Muskegon trying a divorce suit beconvention of the Commercial Law
Mr. and Mrs Fred Beeuwkes and
of this city, sustained a broken arm pany because of a quarantine at home, tween Mr. Richard Hoedema. former from the BlodgettMemorial Hospital
League of America.
spidi where she aubmitted Mr. and Mrs. John Rutgers motored towhen she fell from the porch at her reported for duty Sunday.
manager of the PeerlessManufacturing in Grand Rapids
Extra fine fishingis reported these home. Dr. W. G. Winter was called to
The funeral services for Mrs. Peter wife Kving in Holland offered a cross- to an operation.She is regaining her f Grand Haven Wednesday.
days at Black lake and from the Lake reduce the fracture. The lady is 65 G, Damstra was conducted at 1:30 company
Al Sheppa who has been spending*.
his
His health satisfactorily.
Michigan pier. Bass, pike bluegilla and years old.
CongressmanCarl E. Mapes of Grand few days in this city returned to his
from the home Saturday afternoon. bill and the suit is now being tried
home in Flint Tuesday.
perch have been hooked in great quan
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Molen The Episcopal burial service was in the Muskegon court. Hoedema is Rapids was in Holland Thursday.
Mrs. Jacob Hoekstra and daughter
tities the last few days.
graaf at Muskegon— a 9-pound girl, read by the Rev. Mr. Wykoff. The Rev. a foreman at the Brunswick-Balke-Coll- Isaac VerSchure took a load of furMise Tena are visiting in Grand Rapniture to Grand Rapids Friday.
short ad- ender Co.
Frans G. Pearson has startedproceed- Sunday morning. Mrs. Gerrit Molen- J. VanPursem delivered
Rev. and Mrs. H. J. Veldman were ids.
ings against Josephine Pearson thru At- graaf of this city left Monday morn- dress.
Gerrit Kaashoek was married Thurs. Grant} Rapids visitors Thursday.
D. Bolhuis of the Coast Artillery, statorney Charles McBride. Pearson al- ing for Muskegon to see hers and Mr.
Mrs. A. Oudemool, aged 81 years, day evening to Miss Bertha Brink, a
John ,C. Dunton of Grand Rapids was tioned at Washington,D. C , is in the
leges cruelty.Both parties are from Moiengraaf’s new grandchild.
died Tuesday morning at her home 51 daughterof Mrs. L. Bring, north Cocity on a ten days’ furlough.
in town on business Friday.
Holland.
Gelmer Kuiper of Grand Rapids, a West Fifteenth street, after an illness lumbia avenue, in the presence of the
Mr. and Mrs. N. Hofsteen and chilMr. and Mrs. George Clements and
The Rev. R B. Kuiper, pastor of the
Hope College graduate and well known of about two months. The deceased is brothers,sisters and parents. Rev B. family motored to Grand Rapids Thurs- dren motored in from Jackson TuesWest Leonard Christian Reformed here, has been appointed by Sec’y W. survived by one son and several grand- H. Einink performedthe ceremony. J.
dav where they visited a week
day.
church, Grand Rapids, has declined the
B. VanAkin of the Y. M. C. A. Camp at children. The funeral will be held Kaashoek of Big Rapids, brother of the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Winter and MrWm. Brouwer of the Jas. A. Brouwcall extended him by the Third church
Waco as one of nis assistants.He will today at two o’clock from the home, groom, was present. Mr. Kaashoek is er Furniture Co. was a buyer at" the and Mrs. Thos. N. Robinson motored,
of tho denomination in Holland.
the Rev. Mr. Broekstraofficiating.
employed at the Holland Lumber 4k FurnitureExhibit Thursday.
be one of the brigade secretaries.
to Grand Rapids Wednesday.
Mrs. Barfcara Abel, aged 83, died at
Supply Co. They will make their home
Rev. F. C. Nettinga and family of
J. B. Mulder, Richard Overweg and
Mrs. Barney Kieft died Wednesday
Mr.
and
Mrs.
N.
J.
Whelan
and
her home at 182 West Tenth street Frion Columbia kvenue with Mrs. Kaas- B. A. Mulder motored to Grand Rapids Grand Rapids are the guests of Mr. and
at
her
home,
177
West
Ninth
street,
day afternoon. The deceased is surviv- daughter Rose and son Nicholas, achoek ’s mother.
Mrs. James F. Zwemer, 64 West 14tk
Thursday afternoon.
at the age of 73 years, after an illness
ed by two sons and two daughters. The companied by Mrs. E T. Bertsch and
A device that has completely hoodBert Pessink and wife and children street.
of eight weeks. The deceased is surson
Harris,
motored
from
Eau
Clare,
body was taken to Chicago where
winked the honey bee and made it per- of Grand Rapids are visiting their
Mr. and Mrs. H. Pott and daughter
Wfs., for a week’s visit in Holland. vived by her husband. The funera
the funeral took place Sunday.
have returnedfrom Breedsvill, Wis.^
was held Friday afternoon at two form its task in much quicker time has parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Pessink.
The trip covered three days’ time.
Mrs. J. F. Bouwerman has been in
Joe Vanden Brink of West Sixteenth where they attended the funeral of
o’clock from the home, the Rev. Mr. been invented by Gedrge E. McDonald
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Reeuwkes and Bchumacker officiating.
West Olive to help that branch of the
of San Bernardino, Calif- * He has in- street is having a cement porch and their nephtfw, Jake Schuring.
Bed Cross get started. Representatives daughter Adelia and Raymond Knooivented a baneycomb made by dipping a other improvementsmade to his home.
Mr. John Kola of the Holland FurnBurglarsentered the parsonageof steel frame into wax, and the bees
from Ottawa Station auxiliary to the huizen, motored to Rockford Tuesday
George W. Reeks has been selected ace Co., and Paul Vander List, also of
West Olive branch, were present to get returningwith Lambcrtus Beeuwkes Rev. Henry J. Veldm&n while he and have been completely fooled by it. All manager of the Saugatuek Co-operative the same company, took the boat for
who \#as a guest at the home of Mr. his family were away. Entrance was the bees have to do is to gather the .fruit
pointers.
Chicago Monday Mggi, from there gor
gsfihed through the basement door. The honey instead of also building tfif
tyerman Bteketee, formerly, of thjs ing to Cedar Rapids, la.
A fire in Glenn, near Saugatuek, at and Mrs. L. Hardie.
plhftderincluded some fruit, a pocket- comb
the home of Mary McDowell, starting
city was elected moderator of school
C. Klaasen and family of Detroit
By a majority of 54 the Canadi/u
from a can of lard, burned up a pig, House of Common passed the conscrf| book with about $2 in money, a bank
are spending a week in Holland, the
Mrs. Herman Coster of 231 W. 19th distrist near White Cloud. *
btfric and a college check book. The
some dressed chickens ftnd $100 worth tion bill Tuesday afternoon.The fafil
Jfcx. and Mrs. John Vandersluis, Ben guests of Mrs. Rick Vgn Eyck Mr.
street entertained Thursday evening
of hides. The adjacent buildings were that a substantial majority supports parsonage was entered under similar with a china shower in honor of Miss Brduwer and Mrs. Harry Boone motor- Klaasen is the brother of Gerrit Klaasen of the Klaasen Printing Co.
saved by the timely aid of neighbors. the proposed measure in the senate in- circumstances about a year Mgo.
Minnie Derks, who will soon bceome a ed to Grand Rapids Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Bosman, Mr. and
Miss Eliza Zwemer spent the weekThe Excelsior class of the Third Re- dicates its speedy passage there.
Frank Boozelarwas boozed up for bride of Jacob Helder of Grand Rapids
end
in Grand Rapids, the guest of rel- Mrs. George Bosman and friends motorfair
Saturday
after
a
month’s
sojourn
formed ehureh taught by Fred BeeuwFifteen
young
women
were
present
and
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Garrod and Dr
ed to Holland last Sunday in the new
kes, gave a Beach party at Castle Park and Mrs. G. W. Van Verst have re- at the peppermint farms in Allegan. enjoyed the evening with music and atives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. R. VanEyck who have gasoline boat built last winter by Mr.
Thursday. Five automobiles took thirty turned from an extended trip up the Judge Van Schelven fined him $5 and games. First prises were won by Mrs.
persons to the picnic grounds Thursday pike, going to Manistee, Traverse City, gave him enough money back to g
Herman Coster and the Misses Dena been visiting their son John in Pe- Bosman. — G. H. Tribune.
evening
Bay View, Petoskey, Macanac Island, home on and remain sober for ever aft Derks and Jennie Zoet. Consolation troit, have returned, their son taking
The nation-wide campaign among returning by the way of Cadillac and er. Boozelar said he would take care prizes were won by Mrs. J. TenBrink, them home by auto.
of his wife and children U only given Mrs. H. Prins and Miss Emma Post. Meulen— a son.
the Christian Reformed ehurckes for Big Rapids.
Ex-Alderman George Dalman took
one more chance. Van gave him the Refreshmentswere served.
Calvin College funds has been postponMichiganhas an increased acreage of chance.
the
interurban for Grand Rapids Sated until January 1. The committeein
DISCUSS ADVISABILITYOF HAVBelieving that it is a duty of a pub- urday.
35 per cent over 1916, most of which is
charge will conduct an educational
In the ball games on the collegedia. lic officialto keep in touch with modING SUBSTITUTE FOB
due to the cultivation of truck garMrs. A. T. French of Chicago has
campaign until that time.
FAIR.
dens, said A. J. Doherty of East Lans- mond Saturdaythe Limberts won from ern methods of conducting that of- been visitingfor the past few days at
Miss Margrietha Kruideiner of Cairo ing, a member of the state agricultural the Shoes by a score of 7 to 0 and fice, Fred T. Miles, prosecutingatthe home of Mrs. James Tilt, 333 First
Egypt, who has been attending schoo board, who was in Grand Rapids Tues the Furnacl men won from the Chemi- torney for Ottawa County will be ab- Avenue.
A meeting of the directors of tho
at Northfield,Mass., left for Holland day.
cals by a 2 to 1 score The batteries sent from his office in this c’ty on his
Mrs. Marie K. Zwemer, daughter of South Ottawa and West Allegan Fair
Wednesday after having been the guest
were: Shoes, DeMaat, Elton; Limberts, usual days. Mr. Miles wilF attend the the Rev. and Mrs. Jas. F. Zwemer, left Association was held in the city halt
Ed Meulenbrackaccidentallyran his
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Van
Batema, Ashley; Furnace, Nykamp, state convention of sheriffs.and prose- Friday for Annville, Ky., to resume Tuesday evening for the purpose of
car into the Mayor’s car while he was
Woerkom — G. H. Tribune.
making plans for the coming fall, in
Jappinga; Chemicals, Steffens,Spriges cuting attorneys at Kalamazoo during her school work there.
trying to turn from where he was
the first three days of August.-—0 H. 41 Mrs. R. Shot anus of Holland, came case some substitute for the fair is to
Bay Poppe, formerly with the Sen- parked in East Eighth street. The TeRoller.
tinel now with the Charlotte Tribune damage to the Vandersluis car is about
Tuesday for a few days’ visit with her be held. The discuskion was informal
Mr. and Mrs. I. Marsilje and Mr. Tribune.
was one of the eighth men drawn Fri- $25 and the Meulenbrackcar sustained and Mrs Tom Marsilje and family re
Accordingto the mortality report is- son, George Boyenga and family at for the most part altho a quorum war
present, and many opinions were exday. Elmer Poppe, a Sentinel boy about the same damage.
turned from a motor trip to Kalamazoo sued Tuesday by Secretaryof State Ganges —Fennville Herald.
pressed as to the desirabilityof having
and a brother to Ray is a volunteer,
Vaughan
7.073
births were reported
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alfred
D.
Hoffman
of
When
at
Monteith
they
encountered
a
Mrs. Lucinda M. Cross and Henry
something in the autumn that will tako
and now with the Coast Artillery at
during
the
month
of
June
while
the
Holland
spent
the
week
end
with
their
Whitman, both of Allegan, were mar- very severe thunder and rain storm. A
Boston
total number of deaths reported were parents at Dutchins Lake, Allegan the place of the usual fair.
ried at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank lightning bolt struck withih fifty feet
In order to get a line un what the
A shipment of 15 cans of young perch Mahler. The Rev. J. W. Vickers, pas- of their car sending up a cloud of 3,709. More deaths of a violent nature county.
due to accident, etc., were reoorted
Prof. J# B. Nykerk has returned from sentimentof the constituency of the
from the Michigan State Commission tor of the Heights M. E church, per- smoke.
during June than in any previous a fishing trip to Balaar and Central fair association is, another meeting
were received at Coopersvilleby Har formed the ceremony. The couple will
The auxiliary committee of the Ret
month in many years. The principal lakes, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. J. has been called by Assistant Secretary
old Muxzal), who with Sam Lillie and
now live in Allegan.
Cross organized a society in Bass River
causes
of death were violence,298, tu- Dregman and daughter Margarette. Brouwer for next Monday evening at
Perd Taylor planted them in Wolf
The steamer E. 0. Crosby, flagship of Thursday night. They organized a so berculosis in its various forms, 291; The party went by automobile.
7:30 in the city hall All directors,
Lake, Carey's Lake and the Eastman
the Crosby fleet, is now undergoing a ciety in Allendale with 65 members, pneumonia,213; cancer, 216.
members of the associationand friends
villa bayou.
Among
the week end visitors at Beathorough overhauling in preparation and one in Eastmanville with thirty-six
of the fair are requested to be on hand
It is claimed that 5,400ac.are under verdam were Mrs. Wm. Ver Meulen,
The North Robinson Farmers' Co- for capacity businessfor fully a year to members. John U. TcrAvest and Dean
at that time ready to give expresoperative Associationtoured Ottawa come on the run made by these boats 8. Face of Coopersvillewere the speak- cultivation in Grand Rapids garden Kate Ver Meulen, and Mr. and Mrs. sion to such ideas as they may have
Albert
Wilterdink
all
of
Holland
county Thursday and the fruit country between Milwaukee,Grand Haven and ers and their efforts have been very plots. The other day one Holland man
on the subject.
stated that he would have enough pota- Beaverdam Cor.
around Nunica and Spring Lake Muskegon.
successful.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Last
are
visittoes to feed 15 families this winter
automobiles.
affair
The following program was given at
The teachers of Bparta, Michigan,
grown from his own "Made in Hol- ing relativesand friends in Chicago.
was in the hands of the Chamber of
A TALK ON TONSILS
have not had to donate a penny toward the meeting of the Mothers’ Council
Mrs. John Bteketeeof this city is
land" garden. If the Grand Rapids
Commerce of Grand Haven.
Friday:
piano
solo,
Mrs.
Carl
Shaw;
the teachers’ retirement fund, their
acreages is a criterian it will be a hard nursing Mrs. Williard Wade of Ganges
In my former articlesI have dwelt
Joe Bekius, who has been confined to salariesremaining intact. The school devotions, Mrs.
Cappon; address,
who is seriously ill.
at great length upon Adenoidsand thethe home of John Hendricks in Zea- board, however, has paid the teachers’ Miss Harriet Bteketee;.reading, Miss matter for food speculators to claim
Mrs. Wm: Vander Veer of Allegan effect of that disease upon growing
land since the auto wreck in that vil- portion for them. This payment was Buena Speers; address, Miss Uoekje a crop shortage.
visited with friends and relatives In
children. In this article I will tell
lage, which took the lives of both his in the shape of recognitionof services solo, Miss Emma Hoekje. Tea was
There are people right here in Coop- Holland for a week.
something about Tonsils and the diswife and brother, is improving rapidly.
ersville who do not seem to know that
served
by
the
W.
C.
T.
U.
members
of
for the past year.
Miss Helen Congleton who has bean eases for which they are responsible,
He expficts to be able to return to his
this country is at war and that we
spending a few weeks in Wheaton, III,
A beautiful steam launch, the Isa- the Third Reformed church.
to a large degree.
home in Robinson township in the near
have men on the battle fields of France
returned to her home Thursday.
Among the first few numbers drawn
bella,, has been presented to the ManThe purpose of the tonsil is to takefuture.
at this very moment. It is hard to reMr. and Mrs. Wm. Olive and Mr. and up germs and destroy them. A diseasistee chapter of the Bed Cross bv Louis in the draft last week are those of Ed
alise,
to
be
sure,
but
it
will
notbe
The Rev. B. H. Einink, president oi Bands. The gift is the largest individ- Helder, Arthur Bchaap, Jan Berend
Mrs. Fred Boone, motered to Grand ed tonsil is a base from which the
many days now before we will be get- Rapids and Muskegon Friday.
the board of trusteesof Calvin college
ual donation outside of the war fund Vos,, Bernard H. Scholten, Cornelius
germs attack the whole body, producting lists of the dead, wounded and
and pastor of the Central Avenue
Mx. Palmer Fox of Holland visited ing a poison which is absorbed in the
their chapter has received,being prac- Van Dyk, Benjamin Kroeze, Johannes
missing and a little later the boys will
church will probably be in charge
his
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
B.
Fox
Hulst,
Bert
Bruidschat,
John
0.
Gartically new and having coat the donor
be eoming back to this country to re- Monday and Tuesday.—Allegan News. blood, causing neuritis, rheumatism*
the dedication services of Calvin w»- $2,250.
velink, Edward Mulder and Bernardos
diseases of the heart, nervousness, fit.
cover from wounds received in the
lege which will be held in September.
Miss Hattie Lubbers returned from Vitus dance, and, if the germ happensMuskegon is planning an elaborate Borgman. These are in Allegan coun- greatest war that the world has ever
E. J# Norden has been made chief janty,
mostly
from
Fillmore
township.
Muskegon
after
a
two
week’s
stay
farewell demonstration for Company F
to be tubercular,there results tuberknown. Wake up, ye that sleepeth,
Mrs. Fred Zalsman has returned from and see if there is not somethingthat with friends and relatives.
of Grand Haven. Since the Grand Ha
cular glands in the neck and- consumpRev. B. D. Meengs and wife of Ham
Rev. and Mrs. J Robbert of Busk, tion.
ven organization has in it many Mus- Milwaukee where she attended the fun.
iHon left Tuesday for Cedar Grove, kegon men, tentative plana provide for eral of her brother,Charts C. Williams you can do f— Coopersville Observer.
Michigan spent three days visiting
A diseased tonsil is a menace to the
Wia., where they will make a threewith their sons at Ottawa Beach.
a demonstration at Grand Haven the .who died at the age of 64 after an illvictim because of its constant producweeks' visit. Mrs. Meengs’ mother,
Mrs. George Veldman of Beaverdam tion' of poison, and because of the
evening before the men leave for the ness of six months. Mr. Williams was
Jfra. Potts of Holland and her son are
has been the guest of her sister Mrs. germs of measles, scarlet fever and
for fifteen years foreman of the comtraining camp.
saying at the home in Hamilton until
Wm. Rief of Holland.
diphtheria as well as InfantileparalyThe tenth annual picnic of the posing room of the Milwaukee Journal,
their return.
Mrs. John Karsten of this city en- sis and other diseases which easily find
he
has
worked
in
the
composing
rooms
Grandville Avenue Improvement assotertained her sister Miss Jennie Coy lodgment in such a tonsil. A diseased
While fishing with John Goode Friciation of Grand Rapids will be held of a number of other newspapers *
of Beaverdam for a few days.
day evening at tho mouth of Pine
.
Michigan and Wisconsin.
tonsil, being in a state of chronic infiaat Jenison Park today. Special HolMra M. Van Ark of this city spent matioff) is also a danger to the ear and
Creek, Attorney Thos. N. Robinsongot
Mrs. Alice Btuit dies Thursday a.
land interurban cars took them. These
a big strike and after playing with his
___
Mrs E. Post of Holland visited Mr. a week visiting her parents Mr. and deafness often results.
annual outings have always been at- at the Blodgett Memorial hospital
Mrs. G. Beek of Jamestown.
qharry for a half hour, Ire finally pulled tended by 1,200 to 1,500.
The only remedy worthy of the name
Grand Rapids after an illness of eight and Mrs. P. S. Cloetingh in Muskegon.
Fire Chief C. Blom of this city wai is removal. When the tonsils are com^up a large catfish that tipped the scales
Mr.
and
Mrs
Louis
A.
Halley * of
weeks.
The
deceased
was
the
widow
Many
sectionsof the state are very
in Battle Creek Monday.
at 11% pounds, actual weight, no fishpletely removed, they will not return
much interestedin the success of the of a minister of the Christian Re- Fennville were guests over Sunday of
Atty. Daniel TenCate was in Pull- nor cause further trouble. I will be
story weight.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
E.
McClelland.
formed
church
and
has
lived
in
Holbean crop this year. There have been
glad to have anyone so afflicted conAt the annual stockholders’ meeting pessimisticstatements and doleful re- land for several years. She was
Attorney Raymond Visscher was in man Tuesday.
Ralph Vos-Jenison Park— drunk, 30 sult me, and as I have removed more
of the Ottawa County Building and ports concerninging the bean outlook years old and is survivedby a son Grand Rapids on legal business Mondavs— Judge Robinson— no fine.
than 4000 pairs of tonsils, I can assure
Loan associationa dividend of two and and much speculationas to the amount John and a daughter, Ottelena. The day.
Nicholas Toppen was in Grand Rap- a patient that there is absolutely no
half per cent was declared for the of damage done by/ut worms and other funeral services of Mrs Btuit was
W. R. Buss, M. E. Dick and H. Buss
ids uesday.
danger.
_ months ending July first. The ffl- influenceswhich might tend toward a held Monday at 1:30 at the home have moved from 276 Pine Avenue to
Mrs. George Kardux was a Grand
I will be glad to give a prospective
directors were appointed for short crop. At this time, however, no 327 College avenue, and at 2 o’clock 192 W. 12th street.
patient any informationthat may be
ears: C. Ver Scbure, J. W. Bos good reason exists why this section from the Central avenue Chrsitian ReFred Beeuwkes of the James A. Rapids visitorTuesday.
Paul Kleinheksel of Chicago is visit- desired,and will make an examination
l Vanden Berg and 0. W. Nib- cannot expect a good bean crop.
formed church, the Rev. Mr Einink Brouwer Co. Furniture store, is on a
ing relatives apd friends ia Holland for free of ekarge.— Educational Publicity.
officiating.
week's vacation.
a ftfw days.
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TOOK LANTERN ALONG
TO DRAW GASOLINE

Goes in

IS

A FIRE THAT MIGHT

• HAVE BEEN VENT

Swimming With

The heat got the better of the crew

BEE-

of the Holland Ladder company Tues-

IOUB.

#

day afternoon and they decided

Hairy KlompAreni’H*ads Bally Barn
ed; Quick Action of Flio Boys
Explosion

The drawing of a can of

gasoline

from an outside tank after dark with

a

lantern standing a ,few feet

caused a

fire

away

Tuesday evening which

Henry

Klomparens, whose

lan-

tern and began drawing the gas( The

proximityof the flame of the lantern
bustion and Mr. Klomparens was badly

The

place was a mass of flame.

record breakingtiihe and the streams
fire

great difficulty keeping his

men out of danger. Fearing a big

men

got into the building as they

But the sad reckoningcame when
they emerged from the water. The

often do at fires they might lose their
lives. If it had not been for the speed

TTn

I

resultsmight have been very serious.
a. •
As
As a
a result
result of
of the
the experience
experience of
of last
last I nnion Baits
I
•pection within the next week and
every person selling gasoline will be
requiredto live strictly up to the
state law. No person will be allowed
to sell gasoline or keronsine after dark
unlesa he has the undergroundpump

syatem.

“I wish

people going to fires would
give the firemen a better chanco to do
their work effectively,”
said Mr. Blom
“They crowd around so closely that
there is no room left in which to work,
and in this way they really are a men
ace to the safety of the firemen and
to the safety of the building that is

A

__

—

fire de-

‘

|
i _

I #
Ha

had been devoured with

°.f
‘

aUant»tv of tacks were snrinkledon the

company of

land, including the sales and

Holoffice

force of Grand Rapids gathered it the

AMorton dock and embarked

on the boats chartered to take the hap-

py erowd to George Bender’s Pleasum
Beach at Waukasoo.
picnic was in charge of Phil
J. Gohlke, and jndging
affair

*»IC.

CHURCH TO AID
IN CONSERVING
FOOD SUPPLY

I

We

chine. It will not be well for you

this paper is concerned

least sacrifice of life and mony,
absolutely necessary that

we

it .is

GROCERY

obstructionto lake traffic of deep draft
and was increasingin size rapidly, with
the aid of the current down the center
of Muskegon lake.
The dredge which is of the sand-

snekor typ* has been delayed in re
suming her rounds of ports, due to
shortage of supplies and consequently
its stay in Muskegon harbor was longi

er than usual.

to

The gift that doesn’t

it represents the mandate of the law.

require an occasion,

If you have been inclined to slur over

some of the provisionsof the city motor and traffic ordinances,you

NOT

that is alway time-

•

quite likely to see one of the tags.

The

day assembly

at |

onr help, starvation will follow. Thel Zeeland.
The Chautauqua as' a whole was a]
Alliei' ask jfor three hundred million
success, althongh the attendancewas
bushels of wheat. The best we can]
not quite as lar,
as last year. Last
possibly do is to send one hundred fifty'
i:
millionbushels. All waste must there- munity Chautauqua was held at Zeeland. Its fifth appearance has cot been
fore be eliminated, productionmust! assured as in former years. Last year
be stimulated and we must have meat- a committee of fifty business men signed the contractfor this year, and
less and wheatless days every week in
an ardent effort is now being made to|
every patrioticAmerican family.
secure enough signers to assure a chau.
Herbert Hoover, the American Food tauqua next year. “We hope we will
have a Chautauquanext year”, was the
Administrator,who saved the Belgiums
only announcement made by the comfrom starvation,and his associateshave mittee Friday evening.
:o:
undertaken this work of food conserva|

THIRD PAYMENT

tion and will operate largely thru the!

police tags will specify definitely

ly-

&***< 1916 h U-mM

what charge is held against the man

Your

checking behind the charges of speed-

folks. Although the coming of Charles sentativesof the Reformed Church *in]

P. Limbert was delayed owing to a America, met with Mr. Hoover in
mishap of minor importance to his au- Washington and after two days of contomobile he was there in time for the ferences,adopted the following resolu
heart-to-

Mr

Ashland, Wis.,

]

P. H.

Reod, the new Holland secretary,re-

made

his

introductory remarks to the men by a

•

7

off prices on suits.

no

The shadow of the

lights, passing street cars, parking

too near hydrants,cutting corners. Quite

Photograph

often drivers of motor vehicles may get

away with a violationof

the rules

without being notified by an officer that
they have been grasped by the long
arm of the law, but they are likely to
find a tag hitched to the machine at
some point when the car has come to

Make die Appoutaent Today

a stop.

The

police card is a

record The

Savings of 15 to

The

of-

[big

price-shears has fallen ton
practically my entire stock
of Spring and Summer suits
for the shears knows no favorite and it is doing its dead*
ly work right and left.

35% are

the result.

ficer attaches one portion to the offend-

ing machine and tears off the duplicate
let
mention that
stub which is filed in the chief’s office for record. The driver is notified
the choice is particularly
on his portion of the tag to appear at
Holland. Michigan
fine.
the police headquarters in the city hall
at 2 o’clock in the afternoon of the
19 E. 8th
Up Stairs
day specified, Sundays and holidays exThere’s breezy, lightweight
The third payment of 20 per cent on cepted.
suits for the
hot days
liberty loan bonds purchased by installstill
to
come.
ments is due on July 30. The psyment
must be made on or before that date acMEATS
cording to the official statement of
And there are
WM. VANDER VEER, 162 E. Ill
terms and conditionsof the sale of libdium-weight suits that will
erty loan bonds made by Secretary Me
Street. For choice etetks, fowla, oi
Adoo at the timo subscriptionswere ingame In season. Citizen* Phone 1041 be "just right” for next FalL

Lacey Studio

me

And

St.

many

many me-

tions:

We, the

*

and big slices

Snipl Snip!

drop

Um,,.' feu*,

iag, reckless driving, muffler cut out,

SOON DUE ON THE
LIBERTY BONDS

made poseiblethe entertainingprogram Y<f Vice-President of General Synod,]
of sports so popular with the young and G. J. Diekema of Holland, as repre

from

B. STEKETEE’S

supply

The day was ideal for a picnic, and Rev. J. Addison Jones of Albany, N.

heart talk on co operation.

XX

ignore that simple little tag, because

CHAUTAUQUA)

Church organizations. Last week the

well in hand.

banquet and gave the men a

Made

The “General Meade” hat been
working on Muskegon channel for the
pabt week, removing the sand-bar that
had accumulatedat its mouth during
the winter months. The bar was a great

I

from the results they had the

cently

—

°Ath.e“ I ^eet Michigan Pike near Grand
form 0wnac *** H* Was
which one of the cows was in the act ven and many autos sufferedpunctures.
Nabbed.
of getting away with. Most of the! Garages in Muskegon did a thriving
socks had been chewed beyond recogGrand Haven has adopted a new svsnition and a number of the garters] •Illiuu UVBU>|U«I ICI9
#
*
were half consumed.
The tack case has not been dropped! of hallDS trafficlaw violatorsinto
There were however enough pieces] by any means altho little has been | court. The Grand Haven Tribune deof clothes left from the mass so that heard as yet. It is claimed that one
all could be accommodated after a deputy of Ottawa county has some very scribesit as follows:—
fashion and they were not put to the definiteinformation and some conclumo day in the near future, Mr.
necessity of making girdles of maple] sive evidenceagainst certain parties
owner, you may find an innocent
leaves.
in Ottawa county and has asked this
lool^ng little tag banging to your ma
paper if the rewards still hold good.
th,e,<?C®pti0“

tern has closed its five

ning, the employees and familiesof the

Hamil and Wm.

-

|

Promptly at 8 o’clock Batcrday mor-

The

<h—

who owns an auto which has been so
(The Community Chautauqua, conour soldiers and the soldiers of onr
ducted by the Central Community Sys tagged. There are blanks left for
allies with sufficient food. Without

AT PLEASURE BEACH

Jb

Best

,

LIMBERTS HOLD PICNIC

Graham

-

who'

CERTAIN OF ANOTHER

partments, they are themselves respon-

Charles P. Limbert

sizes

Are the Very

-

certain person who is being char-1

ZEELAND

sible.”

dozen and 12 doz*
en

b’

wish to say that it does as far as
and also the reward offered by Austin Harrington, the
afire.
chairman of the Ottawa County Road
“Automobiles are another source of
Commission,will be forthcoming, if
danger. Tuesday night they literally
America has entered upon the world only the evidence secured leads to a
blocked the way and if a fireman had
conviction of the so-called “skunk.”
not happened to be on the spot in time war and many of our soldiers are alto open the way the results would have ready in France. To win the war in
IS
beeu serious. I wish to give fair warning to autoists right now that if their the shortestpossibletime and with the

machines are damaged by the

In 6

!

^^ICE TAGS TO MARK
placid cattle had meandered up to the acterize as a “human skunk” had a loti AUTO LAW RRF.AHiEna
bank and evidently the piles of clothes o fun with several hundred Elks
™ OlWIiiiKBIUJ
had looked good to them. When the were enroute via auto to Muskegon to
boys emerged
from the
eme.rKe^
the river
river all
all the
the! attend the annual convention. A great 8p«clf> Charge and Tag Will In-

,nn

of getting the flames under control the

//

i

REWARD FOR CAPTURE
OF “HUMAN SKUNK”
HOLDS GOOD

ex-

plosion every moment, he knew that
the

'

EGO CRATES

I

soon got it under control.But Chief

Blom had

KNOCKDOWN

DREDGE FINISHES
CLEARING CHANNEL

fire departmentsrespondedin

of water that were poured on the

CO.

thIth^^tT.^tur^da"|

fire

spread to the gas house and soon the

Both

FURNACE

HUMPIY DDMPTY

John M. Cook of Grand Haven this
week received a letter from relatives in

-

caused an almost instantaneous comburned about the hands.

IB

ALLEGAN FARMER LAD MADE
VERT SHORT WORK OF
A BROTHER OF A. H. LANDSTRONG MAN.
WEHR OF THE HOLLAND

to cool

by hiking down to the “ole swim-

pound.

store is located at 407 Central avenue

went to his guoline house with a

|

not

might have been fatal to more than one

person.

LETTBBB TELL OF THE MANY
HARDSHIPS WHICH DUTCH
UNDERGO.

Allegan has just had a carnival show
and it has left a bad taste in the mouth
Mr
and
Mrs.
Herman
Landwehr,
a
min' hole" at Waverly, well known to
the Netherlands telling of the terrible brother to A. H. and Edgar Landwehr judging from reports. One incident
moat of them ever since the days when
when | hardships which are being experienced| of the Holland Furnace (Jo, and a rep. connected with it however proved very
most
as' school boys they enjoyed themselves the land of dikes and ditches during resentative of the company at Flint, interestingindeed.
these days
of the great war.
. .....
1 Michigan, has just returned from an
One of the traveling shows with the
there clothed only in a grin and a yard
The writer says that people cannot auto wedding trip, accompaniedby his ! aggregation, had a standing offer of
get sufficient food. Eight ounces of young bride, thru the eastern states.
of sujphine.
03 to any man who could defeat “SanThe scene was pleasantly familiar bread per day is alloted each person. Mr. Landwehr was married to Miss do w, the strong man” in a wrestling
Potatoesare not to be had at any Arleen T. Smith of Bax Axe on July 7 j or he who could throw him or remain
to them, even to the half dozen cows price. Rice, barley, rolled oata and
and since that time the happy couple ; undefeated ten minutes, was to receive
that graced the landscape in the vicin. peas are sold upon representation of have been touring the East.
the above named amount. A country
cards by the authorities. Flour is
.. ......
..... .included
...
Their
itinerary
Detroit,To- lad Mowed he could collect that $3
ity of the swimming hole. The placid
,a|to be had at all. Beef. costs 80 cents. | ledo/cieveiand/ Buffal7“N7aea7a’Ab so he put on the proffered tights and
bovines were peacefully grazing at pork 75 cent, butter $1.13, coffee 90
New Yort.Contyl.f.XBost^ tackled the professional grappler.
some little distance and the men re- 1 cents per
Philadelphia and Washington,D. C.
In less than three minutes Corn-OatsAll clothing is extremely high. There
They
arrived in .HollandSaturday and pumpkins had “Bandow” pinned
marked to one another that this famil- is very little coal and each family must
and were the guests of the Landwehr 's to the mat The proprietorof the show
iar touch .of cows in the distance some- report how much they have on hand. and Kolias over the week-end, returntried to object but an officer insisted
how added to the enjoyment of the Gas is to be used for eooking only and ing to their future home in Flint Mon- that he keep his word so he paid the
must not exceed forty meters per day morning.
$3. Then the ten minute bout was ofswim. They were very poetical about month.
:o:
fered and the proprietor lost another
it for the time being, these ladder
the farmer lad remaining on top
BuUder of Holland Inter.
men!
the full ten minutes.
light. At 11 p. m. it is still daylight.
urban in Holland
Each man piled his clothes in neat
The section from which this letter!
little heaps, (It is well known that a comes is noted for its large crops of
Hon. Charles Humphrey of Ironwood,
man is alwavs very meticulous about cherries. While at normal times cber
such things!) with socks and union ries sell at 5 cents per pound they are) Michigan is in the city visiting with
friends.Mr. Humphrey is the son of
suits, sometimesdenominated “Syl- now selling at from 40 to 70 cents.
the late Judge Humphrey, for a great
vias,” gently laid on top of the coarEighty per cent are exported and the
many years Judge in Allegan County.
After working several days dredging
ser garments Then hustling into the balance of twenty per cent are forj
Charles Humphrey was the man who the channel that connects.LakcMichwater, each one trying to outstrip the home use.
received the franchise for the Holland
other so as to have the pleasure of
igan and Muskegon lake) the sandInterurban from this city in 1879 and
telling him that he was what all small
dredge “General Meade,” of Grand
built the road from the park to Zeeboys say the last one in is, and for a
Haven left Tuesday for Ludington to
land when he aold out his intereststo
half hour or so they forgot everything
continue her work of improvingchanDetroit parties.
| else in the pleasure of the swim.
STILL
nels along the east shore of the lake.
off

Prmnts

-r

HEAVILY ON PEOPLE

Tragic Results

SBSULT

PRESS

SANDOW GETS LICKED
TAKE WEDDING TRIP
AND MUST PAY $3.00
BY AUTOMOBILE THRU
OF NETHERLANDS
EASTERN STATES

WAR TIMES

Ladder Company Grew

Newt

representatives of the Re
formed Church in America appointed
by the President of the General Synod
as a Commissionto assist in organizing
the Churches of the Denomination in
the great work of Food Conservation,
hereby express our confidence in the
ability, integrity and patriotism of

Enterprising

vited.

Whether the bonds were purchased
from the Treasury or the Federal reserve banks or through other banks or
agencies,it is imp^tant that these and
succeedinginstallmentsbe paid prompt-

Business Firms
ATTORNEYS AND NOTARIES
DIEKEMA, KOLLEN A TEN OATE

DR. N. K. PRINCE
Veterinary Physicianand Surgeon
Night Call* promptly attended to
Phone 1146
Holland Mich

NOTICE
I

also

have a complete line

lyvery timely talk. Peter Van DommelBANKS
of shoes and oxfords for the
The action of many employers of laATTORNEYS-AT-LAW
en generally has good things to say,
THE
FIRST
STATE BANK
bor in arranging to pay their employees 1 Office over First State Bank. Both
family at an attractive price.
Capital Stock paid In
60,001
and said them here, while Phil Hamil
on July 30 instead of August 1, in order
141
who was the toastmaster,showed it was Herbert Hoover, the American Food to enable them to promptlymake their
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS Surplus and undividedprofit* 60,001
Depositor* Security
160,001
Administrator, and pledge ourselves to payments on liberty loan bonds, is an]
not his first attempt at this work.
4 per cent Interest paid on tlmi
The program as it was pulled off is assist him and the Food Commissionby excellent and patriotic example which1
LOUIS H. OSTERHOUS
our earnest and aggressive co-opera- no doubt 'will be followed by a large]
deposits.
printed below:
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
number of employers.
J.
Exchange <m all business centen
10:30 to 11:30 baseball game, teams tion.
Practice* in all State and Federal domestic and foreign.
We also recommend that the Reformselected on grounds;11:30 to 12 — 75
Court*. Offic* in Coart House
The ProgressiveClothier
Yard Race, for boys under 18 years; ed Church in America work in alliance
Grand
Michigan. G. J. Diekema, Pre*.
50 yard race for girls under 18 years; and in co-operationwith the representJ. W. Beardslee. V.
My New Location, 35 East Eighth
12:15 — Nail-driving contest, Married atives of the Presbyterian Churches.
Whereas
our
Allies
in
Europe
depend
J. J. Mereen, Corner Tentn and CenLadies; 12:30— Grand “Tug-of-War”
Street, Next To Apollo Theatre.
THE PEOPLES STATE BANK
tral At*. Citizens Phone
Married Men vs. Single Men; “Pin a upon the American Food supply to
Capital stock paid In ______ 960,00(
1416. Bell Phone
Rose on Wilson,’’ Young Indies; Bag keep them from starvation and to feed
Additionalstockholder's liabilThe following clipping from the Eltheir
armies,
and
whereas,
our
own
Race, Young men 18 to 25; Potato Race
ity ------------- 60,001
wood, Ind., Call-Leader, tells of the Phone*.
7717— Expires Aug. 11
Mardied Ladies; 2 to 4:30, “Rest Eat troops over there must depend upon home coming of the Rev. N. H SichDeposit or *ecurlty__________ 100, 00(
mmJ
k a IT a r*T\
*
rnmorVfl
v
\fr
Phil
onr
own
exports
for
subsistence,
thereand be Happy;” remarks by Mr. Phil
MUSIC
•TATE
OF MICHIGAN—
Pro.
terman and his bride, formerly Miss
Pay* 4 per cent interest on Savingi
Hamil, toastmaster; Mr. C. P. Limbert, fore, we eirnestly recommend the elim- Mary Gonwens of South Holland, 111. Cook Bros. For the latest Popular
bate Court for ths County of Ofc
Deposits
Mr.
J. Gohlke, Mr. P. H. Reed, ination of all waste and the greatest Mr. Sichterman was a former Hope songs and the best In the music line
taws
DIRECTORS
Mr. P. Van Dommelen;.Mr.R. W. Her- economy in onr home consumption.
students and well known here:
Citizen* phone 1269. 37 East Eighth A. Viscber, D. B. Keppel, Daniel Tei
In the matter of the estate of
In order that these purposes may be
rick, Mr. V. L. Dibble, Mr. D. B. K.
“Rev N. H. Sichterman and Miss
Cate, Geo. P. Hummer, D. P. Yntema
Aart Oudemool, Deceased.
Van Raalte, Mr. Wm. Doherty, Mr. H. accomplished, we recommend that the Mary C. Gowens, who were married at Street
J. G. Rutger.
C. McAdams, Miss Richmond; 4:15— suggestionsthat mav from time to time the home of the bride in Chicago, FriNolle* la b*i*by given (hat four months
LUMBER AND INTERIOR FINISH
Chicken Chase, for boys and girls under be made by the Food Administrator
from the 19th of July, A. D. 1917,
day, June 27, returned to Elwood last Scott-Lugers
Lumber Co., River Avenue
NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
t-Lug
16 years; 4:30— Everybody take it/asy and his associates be faithfully obhave been allowed for creditors te present
Friday afternoon.They were met at
Sixth
8t.(
Phone
1001
served.
and
and be sociable; Music while we Eat
FRIS BOOK STORE
their claims againstsaid deceased to sal*
The weekly report card upon food the train by a reception committee of
Committee Members— Messrs. J. Som.
Book*,
Stationery, Bibles, News court for examination and adjustment,
the
church
and
were
escorted
to
the
UNDERTAKING
savings
by
households
as
recommended
mers, F. Sherwood. J. Terpima, B.
and that all creditors of said deceased nr*
papers, and Magazines
manse on South Eighteenth street
required to present their claims to sal*
DYK8TRA, 40 EAST 30 W. 8th
Wagenaar. Reception— Mr. P. Van by the Food Administrator appeals to where they will m^ke their home. Rev. JOHN
Phone
1741
court, at tha Probate Office In the city of
Dommelen, Miss Limbert, Miss Cream- ns as an effective means and we recom- Mr. Sichtermanhas been busy for sevEIGHTH Street Citizens phone
Grand Haven. In said county, on or be«
mend its adoption in each Church.
er,- Miss Seery, Mr. V. L. Dibble, Mr.
1267-tr.
DRUGS
AND
BUNDIES
Rev. J. Addison Jones, D. D., Albany eral weeks getting the manse in readithe 19th day of November A. D.191T
P. H. Reed. Befreshments—Messrs.
DOESBURO, H. R., DEALER IN fore
N. Y., Rev. John Lamar, Chicago, Hi, neu for his bride. When he left Eland that said claims will be heard bv sal#
DR. A. LEENHOUTfl
J. Eseebagger, B. Barndt, E. Bedell,N.
wood
for
Chicago,
however,
the
ladies
T. Demarest,New York City, N.
DRUGS, msdlcine, paints, oils, tolls' court on Tuesday,the 20th day of Nor.,
DeWaard Sports— Messrs. Wm. J. W.
Y., G. J. Diekema, Holland, Michigan, of the chnrch slipped in and put the EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT article*. Imports and domettl
A. D. 1917 at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Gohlke, J Erickson, E. F. Gourdean,
SPECIALIST
touches to the home that only a womFood Commission.
cigars. Cltlsens phone 1291. 32 E
B. Mersman M. Vodah, R. Woldring,
Dated July, 19th, A. D. 1917.
an
can
give.
A
new
gas
range,
a
SelPeters Bldg.
Committees will hereafter be apEighth Street
Miss Koning. First Aid— Mr. L. Derby,
JAMES J. DANHOF,
lers
kitchen
cabinet,
set
of
breakfast
Cor.
Central
Ave.
and
8th
St.,
Holland,
Police- 1 P°lnte^ every Classis and in every
Miss Donia, Mr. P. DeVries. '
"
1 once‘ | congregation to carry on the work as dishes, a beautifnl electric lamp and
Judge of Probate.
Michigan
MISS
HELENE
PELGRIM
man— Mr. Wm. Van Do Water.
it may be outlined by the Food Com- several other articlesof furniture,the
OFFICE HOURS
Teacher of Plano
missioner and the above named com- gifts of members of the congregation,
FOR SALE-AT s bargain; s teaClts.'Phone1460
9 to 11 a!T£j 2 to 5 p. nr. Evening*
were
taken
into
the
home
and
all
of
mittee
Residence 197 West 12th St
Tuea. and Bats., 7:30 to 9.
B. K Dost Pans free. All sobscrlbers -Mr. Hoover has great confidence that these were in place when the happy
room house with bath, hot water heatpaying one year in adrance can receive the Church organizationswill carry out couple arrived here. Both wero speeching system. Lot 69x110 ft eor. ColPLUMBERS AND ROOFERS
an B. K Dust Pan absolutely FB8B. his plans with religions fidelity and less with surprise and pleasure when
DENTISTS
lege avenue and 14 St. Call quleh
TYLER
VAN LAND EG END, Dealer
Dr. femes O. Scott
Too don’t have to break your back to will form the bulwark of the great they entered their new home and the
if you wish to snap up s bargain. InDentist
swoop up tbs dost bot yon can stand work which he has undertaken.Nearly congregation is just as happy as they In Windmills, Gasoline Engines.
quire Michigan Trust Co., trustee, Grand
Hours: 8 to 12 s. m. 1 to 6 p- m.
erect wttk this new kind of n pan. Tbli every church denomination haa already over the- gifts. The entire city will Pumps and Plumbing Supplies. Cits,
Rapids, Michiagn.
82 East Eighth
Holland,Mlci
applies to old as wall an now sabscxlb- appointed Committees and entered up^ unite in wishing the young minister phone 1038. 49 West 8th Street
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land; 2034— Herman Meppelink, Hoi- — Arend J. Smith, Holland; 1616— Wm. — Wm. Day Trout, Holland; 780
land; 760— Joaeph Heuverhourat,Edw. Bennett, Holland; 292— H. P. Peter Lugtigheid, Georgetown; 1971
Georgetown T.; 183 — Peter Stimford, i Schriebor, Olive; 822— TI. B. Richird H. Buursma, Holland; 183OF
Strong, Holland; 1891— Henry Bchlp- Holland T.; 56— Albert Damatra, Hol- Schnitema, Georgetown; ' 504 — Martin Dick Hollebom,HoUnnd; 8179— MariaA
CHIEF of police gets official pen, Holland; 468— Martin Z wager- land T.; 1276— Lawrence J. Simmons, DeGroot, Jamestown; 1064— Edwin na Kooyers, Zeeland; 267— Edgar Wag.
man, Zeeland T.; 692— Herman V. D. Holland; 1791— C. L. Congdon, Hol- Kioosterman, Blendon; 1205— Henry J. eaveld, Holland T.; 1556-Geo. RlemerNOTICE FROM LANSING
LIEUT. JOHK ROBINSON, WEST
FRIDAY.
Berg, Park T.; 600— Wm. J. Tuffs, Jam- land; 1956— John Otman, Jr., Holland; Looman, Holland; 2152— Dick Eelen- sma, Holland) 567— Henry J. Nienhuis,.
estown; 548 — Albert Kiekover, James 792— Hibert Oiterank, Georgetown T*; baas, Jr., Zeeland; 1510— Dick Van Jamestown; 1281— Peter J, Mulder,
POINT ORADUATE, WEBB IN
Chief of Police Van Ry, chairman of town; 126— T, F. Marshall, Holland T.; 2126— Otto Cnosaen,Zeeland; 6— Al- Koiken, Holland; 1091— John Styfe, Holland; 421— Berend Sneller,Zeeland
BATTLE CREEK
the exemptionboard of the second dis- 1679— Marinus J. Mulder, Holland; bert E. Arnold, Holland T.; 350 — C. A. Blendon; 470— Elmer Allen, James- T.; 1700 — Marl LeRoy Pittman. Holtrict of Ottawa county received offi- 1231— Fred Oppeneer, Holland; 784— Taber, Zeeland T.; 1580 — Adrian L. town; 312— Gerrit E. Brouwer, Zeeland; land; 940 — Luther M. Lamb, Olive Pet.
Bm Emu Oq Maxic&n Border; WU1 Be cial informationfrom Major Samuel Chas. McCoy, Georgetown; 1732— Her * VanPutten,Holland; 64— Dirk Dear; 1507— Frank Kleinheksel, Holland; 1; 1232 — John Olsen, Holland; 1254—
D. Pepper, Michigan’s judge advocate, man VanderHeide, Holland; 755— Ed- Holland T.; 870 — Wm. Meabergen, 1729 — J A. Vander Werf, Holland; Peter Stoel Holland;; 169— Simon Ten
Btationed et Fort DoogUs,
that the quota of men to be drafted ward Haan, Georgetown;107— Chaa. D. Georgetown T.} 1714— John F. Sundln, 1626— F. George Damson, Holland; Brink, Holland T.; 436-Jacob Van.
Utah.
from the second Ottawa district Is 191. Karr, Holland T.; 1546— Teunis W. Holland; 549— Andrew Karaten; Jam- 1284— Theo VandenBerg,Holland; 90
Duln, Zeeland T.; 1477-A. Patsy FaThis is the net total, after all deduc- Prim, Holland; 1563— D. B. Simmons, estown T-; U32 — C. W. Bazuin, Hol- Harm Karel, Holland T.; 191— Benj. H. biano, Holland; 396— Herman Karsten,.
Holland; 209^— Bernard Wassink,Hol- land T.; 440— C. VerHage, Zeeland T.; Sharpe, Holland T.; 2204 — Wm. J. Zeeland T.; 989— Harry Zwiers, OliveThe following item appears in the tions have been made.
The total for Ottawa county as a
Moerdyk, Zeeland; 477— John Bok, T.; 1702— Henry John Robbert, HolBattle Creek Evening News and will whole, including both the flr*t and sec. land; 1369 — Ernest' Gilman, Holland; 1485— Evert Helder, Holland; 1674
616— Herman Van Heitsma, James- Clarence Mottor, Holland; 741— John Jamestown; 1187— Chas. E. Holkeboer, land; 1304 — Edward L. Van By, Holbe of interestto the friends of Lieut. ond district, is 327, which makes the town; 373— Edw. Kok, Zeeland T.; Dykema, Georgetown T.; 1054 — Ben Holland; 1179— Boy G. Green, Holland; land,* 1107— Frank Walter, Blendon T.;
1676— Harry E. Marble, Holland; 775- Hop, Blendon T.; 1275— B. Scherhorn, 753— Lambert Geera, Georgetown;2158 1270— Clarence Albert Lokker, HolJoha Nicholas Robinson, brother of total for the first district 136.
The total for Allegan county is a
H. F. Leatherman, Georgetown; Holland; 711— Leon Briezeland,George- —John Goorman, Zeeland; 130— Albert land; 862— (Marinas Bingwold,GeorgeAttorney Thos. N. Robinson and Ed- little less, being 310.
486— Henry A. Bowman, Jamestown; town T.; 1022 — Claude Elzinga, Blen- Marling, Holland T ; 858 — Ralph Veit- town T.j 1638— Leonard A. Ederlee,.
:o:
ward Robinson of Holland, and well
1986— Gerrit Domveld, Holland; 810— don T.; 841— C. J. ^anderVeen,Georgof ema, Georgetown;1&96— A. N. Berkom- Holland; 1406— Henry Serier,Holland;
ONE QUARTER OF EARLY
Peter Root, Georgetown; 1539— Her- town T.; 638— John E. Brodeweg,Park pas, Holland; 168— Harry Rozema, 257— Louis VanAppledorn,Holland T.;,
'known in this city thru his frequent
CELERY CROP DESTROYED man Overweg, Holland; 1682— Ernc»t T.; 1032— Herman Groeveld,Blendon Holland T.; 1023— G. B. Ewenberg, 1824 — Gilbert E. Holkeboer,Holland;
tiaite here:
Me Williams; 507— Peter H. DeWeerd, T.; * 623— dlenry Walcott, Jamestown Blendon; 1932— August Van Lange- 1109 — John Vander Wall, Blendon T ;
A canvass made Thursday of the Jamestown; 309— Thomas Beyer, Zee- T.; 269— Wm. Westraate, Holland T.; veld, Holland ;1774— Russel Beckman, 155 — Anthonr Pyl, Holland T.; 28t—
For the first time in many months
Michigan celery crop showed that the land T.; 437— John VerHage, James- 685— Albert Timmer Jr., Park; 1141— Holland; 424— John Sneller,Zeeland George Lewis Lang, Olive T.; 133
Battle Creek had a military wedding.
backward season has allowed the plants town; 1324 — Harry Wassenaar, Hol- Domenico Corrado, Holland;1314 — Dr. T.; 840— Gerrit H. Veldman, George- Ray Maatman, Holland T.; 807-<lerrit'
This afternoon at 5 o'clock Miss Helen to seed, and growers estimated that land; 604 — J. H. Van Noord, James R. M. Waltz, Holland; 1016-Peter Dye town; 1347— Egbert Beckman, Holland; H. Baterink, Georgetown T.; 867— EdLonise Webb, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. one quarter of the early crop would be town; 43— Harry Carr, Holland T.; 2181 Blendon T.; 1688— Louis Althoff, Hol- 1511 — John Kars, Holland; 1188— A. H. ward Wiersma, Georgetown T.; 930—
lost. A large acreage is being ployed —Herman Kuipers, Zeeland; 1783
land; 325 — Frank DeBoer, Zeeland T ; Huisinkve’.d, Holland; 2234-Henry Charles Wilson Harrington, Olive T.;
Isaac L. Webb, became the bride of up and the second crop seed sown Clarence W. Zwemer, Holland; 1548—
1430 — Louis Ziebro, Holland; 2005— B. Tymes, Zeeland; 2213 — Henry John Peter Schaap, Holland T.; 1398— Bert
Joha Nieholas Robinson, lieutenant in
Joseph H. Rowan, Holland; 1264— Fred F. Harris, Holland; 493-Arnold M. Pyle, Zeeland; 657— Walter J. Hickey, Osterhout, Holland; 265-Jamee J.
VAN RY PULLS DOWN
Scheerhorn, Holland; 1066— James Lee Browers,Jamestown T.; 2108— Henry Park T ; 175— Bert Shank, Holland T.; Westenbroek,Holland T.; 1119— Chas.
the United States Army, The services
f 1590 IN PURSE MONEY
Parm, Blendon;924— John Harsevoort, Boolens, Zeeland; 1358 — C. DeWitt, 2147 — Frank DeRidder, Zeeland; 300
Lloyd Bennet, Holland; 1864-Johm
were solemnised at the St. Philips
Jr, Blendon; 1323 — Luke Wold- Holland; 923— Geo. Hosevoort,*Olive Chas. W. Vols, Olive; 278— H. W. L. Mierai, Holland; 1963— Henry J..
Harry Van Ry, brother of Chief of ring, Holland; 1847— Harry Kraft; T., 1st Pet.; 1305-Geo. Van Die, Hol- Ebel, Olive; 2177— Lawrtnct Klamer, Beckivoort, Holland; 1917— Gerrit R
OathoKc church by the Rev. Father
Police Van Ry pulled down $1,590 in
797— HJirry De land; 341— John G. DeJonge, Zeeland Zeeland; 1021— Albert Everae, Blendon Vos, Holland; 1051-Martin Hoezeel.
Maurice Walsh. There were no atpurse money last week with two horaei Puit, Georgetown;140— Ueo. Nienhuia, T.; 1907— -(Henry Driesenga, Blendon T.; 1622— Lloyd M. Cronkright, Hoi- Blendon;560— August M. Miller, Jam.
tendants and the only witnesses were at the Toronto, Canada race course.
Holland T.; 1536— -Albert A. Nienhuis, T ; 1764 — Edward J. Zwemer, Holland; land; 1240— Orlo Palmer, Holland; estown; 302— Eli West, Olive T., 2nd
He was second from the top in the Holland; 1922— Bert Van Vulpen, Hol- 391— Ralph Mast, Zeeland T.; 1366- 524— John H. Grit, JaJmestowr; 2111 Pet.; 2121— John Berghorst, Zeeland;
the members of the immediate family
whole list in a large field and won land; 1723 — Edw. Scanlon, Holland; Lemuel J. Harris Jr., Holland; 353
— Jas. L. Bultman,Zeeland; 911 — Hiel 563— John Merboon, Jamestown; 285—
and aix young ladies who have organ- four firstsduring the week’s meet. The
1779— Henry John Boone, Holland; Jacob Geerlings,Zeeland T.; 970— E. J. J Fletcher, Olive; 1172— Peter Geiat, David Wm. Lyons, Olive T. 2nd Pet.;
ised in a club of friendship with the above amount does not include the 1236— Herman Prins, Holland; 2247— Smith, Olive T., 1st Pet.; 637 — Herbert Holland; 432— Horace H. Hall. James- 1720— Fred Wk Stoltz, Holland; 1313—
betting proceeds.
Daniel Van Eyck, Zeeland; 2011— John E. Brageama, Park T.; 1675— John Van town; 1517 — Neil A. Ligget, Holland; George Vrieling, Holland; 1602— Levi
bride for many years. The bride was
o ------Igaz, Holland; 420— Dick Schut, Zee- Mourick, Holland; 2024— Wm. B. Lind- 1851 — Louis C. Kooyer, Holland;1924 M. Bell, Holland; 1968— Henry Buasehattired in a handsome gown; a copy PUTS BUZZER IN CHICKENCOOP; land T.; 1014— Abel Dykstra, Blendon;
sey, Holland; 360— Jake Helder, Zee- —Jacob A. Van Putten, Holland; 1139 er, Holland;150— John Patroelje,HolJenny model of white taffeta and Rose PRESTO CHANGE; CAUGHT THIEF Bert a Ensing, Jamestown; 433— Egbert land T.; 1657— John Janes, Holland; — Guiaeppe Corrado,Holland; 1214— land T.; 19— Henry Bieleveld,HolUnd.
Bert A. Gumser, Holland; 433— Egbert 2055— A. Wieringa, Holland; 1217— John 8. Moore, Holland; 336— Law- T^ 400 Ralph H. Nyenhuis, Zealand T
point lace. She carried a bouquetj
A ehicken thief is reputed to be a Timmer, Zeeland T.; 1329— Ralph Wold- Leon Leonard Mulder, Holland;571— rence D. DeVries, Zeeland T.; 1952- 1547— Dick Bottman, Holland; 1875—
of roses showeredwith chiffonribbons foxy thief, but George Dillion of Char, ring, Holland;10— Gua Buter, Holland Gerrit Poortenga, Jamestown T.; 1873 Albert Wold, Holland;212-Geo. Van Robert Olson, Holland; 211— Arie Van.
and Ullies of the valley. The groom lotte, Miffh, is more foxy. After losing T.; 1045 — John Hop, Blendon; 1031- —John Althoff,Holland; 488 — .John H. Dyke, Holland T.; 1357— Louis W. Da- Dyke, Holland T.: 1435-C. F. Barnes,
a number of pullets he wired his chick- Henry Goodyke, Jr., Blendon; 1705— Brinks, Jamestown T.; 1543— R. A. via, Holland 49 — Peter DeWeerd, Hol- Holland; 1784-Martin Brown, Hoiwore the full dress military uniform. en coop and arranged a buzzer in his
Bernard Robbert, Holland; 1331— John Page, Holland; 2102— G. Wyngarden, land T.; — Dick F. Brumrael, Holland land; 1163 — J. A. Franks, Holland:
At 8 o’clock in the evening a supper bedroom. One night the expected visD. Zwemer, Holland; 1685— Clifford G. Holland; 704— F. H. Walsh, Park T ; T.; 1192 — Merritt G. Johnson, Holland; 298— P. H. Van Wynen, Olive T.; 198(t
was served at the home of Mr. and itor arrived for the buzzer jingled, and Nash, Holland; 1282 — Jacob Vander
72 — G. Gommers, Holland T.; 1896-^- 1660 — Jessie Oliver Dominy, Holland; —Egbert Dyke,, Holland; 1933— LamMrs. Webb, 77 Marshall street for the
Dillionarmed with a gun, marched on Ploeg, Holland; 487— Evert Boone, Wm. J. Sweet, Holland; 1709— <J. Spyk. 305— Bert K. Brower, Zeeland; 1143— bert Van iWeren, Holland;146— Benj.
members of the bridal party and the the coop. Frank Beach, and his nephew Jamestown.
hoven, Holland; 356— Clarence Hof Jonas Guy Culver, Holland; 557— Jo- Ottink, Holland T ; 843— Abraham Van
out of town guests, by the Misses Marie
Everitt Joseph, were caught and arrest- Jamestown; 432-C. Ter Haar, Zee- sers, Zeeland T.; 112— Arthur Lantinga hannes Leenheer, Jamestown T.; 1652 Starte, Georgetown; 1056— Henry HolBoos, Anabelle Dowling and Ruth Reyed later by the sheriff.
land T.; 18 — Jacob Buter, Holland T.; Holland T.; 1067— J. LaHuis, Blendon Schuyler C. Hill, Holland;1433— Jacob stege, Blendon; 1376-John Hop, Holnolds. At 8 o’clock an informal recepJ. Althuis,Holland; 2143— George Dek* land; 1379— C. Geo. Jeffets, Holland;
652— C. E. Gritzenger, Park T.; 927— T.; 2082— John Vanderllill, Holland
tion was held. The home was decorat2116— George Rozem^ Zeeland; 128- ker, Zeeland; 1640— Richard B. Ellison, 1008— Jas. Driesngea, Blendon; 226—
H.
J.
Hazenvoort,
Olive
T.;
1484—
Jan
ed with garden bouquets of red, white
Hansen, Holland T.; 2012— Holland; 1708— Jean P. 0 de Mauriac, Wm. L. Vanden Berg, Holland T.; 410>
Holverda, Holland; 1551— Stewart Miles
and blue flowers, larkspur, shasta
Rozegrant,Holland; 601— N. Van Gerrit H. Jurrier,Zeeland; 679 — G. H. Holland; 622— Cornelius Van Oss, Jam. — Peter Rock, Zeeland T.; 299-Gilbert
daisiesand American Beauty roses beHaitsma, Jamestown; 1322— Ben Weer. Straight, Park T.; 801— T. H. Ritter- estown; 585— Roswell • B. Stilwell, A. Van Wynen, Olive; 1075— Albert
ing used. The bride is an unusually
FOUND
TOsing, Holland; 1146-John DeRedder, ing, Georgetown T.; 11— Martin Bush, Jamestown; 2101— Chester J. LaHuis, Nyhuis, Blendon; — J. Van Appledorn,
talented and popular young lady. She
Holland; 1103— W. G. Vogel, Blendon; Holland T.; 900— Bert DeVries, Olive Zeeland; 2071— Clyde Upton, Holland; olland T.; 1859— Anthony P. Meengs,
DAY’S ISSUE NOT LIKELY TO
has lived in Battle Creek all of her
1395— H G. Morris, Holland;606— H. T., 1st Pet.; 1981— Gerrit Dyke, Hol- 1464 — Horace T. Dekker, Holland; 1257 Holland; 1871— Wm. Oonk; Holland;
life. She graduatedfrom the Battle
BE DRAWN IN FIRST
L.
Vander Bnnte, Jamestown;182— land; 1617— H W. Buss, Holland; 363 —August Carl Schippa, Holland;1077 1735— Earl Van Leeuwen, Holland T.;
Creek high school in 1911 and in 1915
Louis Schreiber, Holland T.; 1771— Ed — J. W. Hop, Zeeland T.; 1287— A1 — Mannes Overweg, Blendon; 781— 115— Ben Laarman, Holland T.;
CONTINGENT
took her A. B. degree at the Univers
Broekrtra, Holland; 513— Archie Elliot Vanden Berg, Holland; 1142— D. Kolk- Gerrit Laarman, Georgetown; 2131— 832— Albert Tate, Georgetown; 1180
ity of Michigan. She is a member of
hoven, Holland;1765— A. Arens, Hol- Ralph
Haan •
Zeeland; John H. Grevengoed,Holland; 264
the Mu Phi Epsilon. Lieut. Robinson Others Will Be Placed On Waiting List Jamestown; 46-Harry Dahl, Holland;
1020— Dick G. Elzinga, Blendon; 1651— land; 6— Orley L. Arnold, Holland T.; 1415— Raymond West Tuttle, Holland; Rex Joseph Webbert, Holland T.; 206graduated from West Point in 1915 and
and May Be Called for Second
Edward JIaan, Holland; 1636— Jake De 3167— Eli Karsten, Zeeland; 327— Hen. 1035 — Edward Gruppen, Blendon Twp. Albert VanderJacht,Holland T.; 1865^
for 18 months served with the U. S.
Witt, Holland; 223— Lukd Vander Mo- ry Dummink, Zeeland T.; 664— Ed 1634 — Peter Jack DeFeyter, Holland; —James H. Nykerk, Holland; 2178
Army.
army on the Mexican border. Two
lea,
Holland T.; 1995— E. L. Eggelston, Lugers, Park T.; 93-J. Kolsbeek, Hol- 058— Jesse Phillips,Olive; 323— An- Henry John Koewes, Zeeland; 588
months ago he was stationed at Fort
Holland;
1099— Walter Vander Veen, land T ; 1448— Harry Buskerk, Hol- drew Brink, Zeeland; 134.5— John Peter F. Schneider, Jamestown T.; 228
Douglas, Utah. He is a member of
There were 768 names in the draft
Blendon; 2219 — Richard Roelofs, Zee land; 1722 — Joe P. Shasaguay, Holland; Bredeweg, Holland; 1439— Marine —Jacob H. VanDyke, Holland T.; 1486*
the 20th Infantry, U. 8. Army. The
list published in this issue of the News land.
957— Earl Picksley,Olive T., 1st Pet.; Bishop, Holland; 1804 — Maynard L. —Johannes Huizinga,Holland; 136
young couple will leave immediately
1557 — E. J. Stone, Holland; 345— John Dennison, Holland; 857 — William Van. Tony Mepjans, Holland T.; 872-Law2066— Wilbur H. Turl, Holland; 1441
for a wedding trip. They will return to and according to the estimate of the
Ellenbos, Zeeland T.; 1595— Walter J. derVeen, Georgetown;1554 — Albert H. rence Yonker, Georgetown ; 430— Dick
Battle Creek for a few days visit be United States Government,those who —Herman Brouwer, Holland; 117—
Allen, Holland; 1355— Leo M. Cady, Bovenga, Holland; 1401— Leo Piotroski Ter Haar, Zeeland T.; 2122— Lambert'
fore returning to Fort Douglas, Utah,
Benjamin Laman, Holland T.; 602— Holand; 103 — Joe Kardux, Holland T.; Holland;1303 — Herman C. Van Blais, Boerscn, Zeeland; 328— John DeHaan,
where they will make their home after do not find their names in this list will
Gerrit Veenboer, Jamestown T.; 390— 2196— Albert Louwsma, Zeeland; 1585 Holland; 963 — Max J. Reese. Olive; 438 Zeeland T.; 965 — Robert 0. Reese, OlSeptember first. The out-of-town in all probabilitynot be called for the
—Ira W. Wyrick, Holland; 1912—
—Adrian Van Farrowe,* Olive: 878 ive T,; 96— Henrp Kuypers, Holland
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Robin- first army. Of course, all the names Samuel Meeuwsen, Zeeland T.; 2233—
John P. 8taal, Zeeland T.; 75-Gerrit W. Visscher, Holland; 1221— John Cornelius E. Boone, Olive; 1059— John T.; 1513— Chris Korose, Holland; 896
•on, of Pentwater, pirrents of the
William T. Cole, Olive T.; 1098— Clargroom; Lieut. Rainey of Utah, a class, were drafted in this district, as every- Herrings, Holland T.; 1818— John Hov Meyer, Holland; 1102— Corrie Adrian Kioosterman, Blendon; 441 — Albert Van
Vogel, Blendon T.; 1625— Harrv Dorn, Farowe, Zeeland; 880— Albert K once Veldman, Blendon T.; 1976
enga,
Holland;
772-Fred
Kautenber
mate at West Point of the groom; Mr. where else but the eNws deems it
ger, Georgetown T.; 1456 Peter Csat bop, Holland; 1565 — C. O. Staplekamp, Brower, Olive; 357— Dick Hamstra James DeKraker, Holland; 624— Frank
and Mrs. Thomas Robinson and and Mr.
unnecessary to print those that are be. los, Holland; 721— Gerrit Bolhuis, Holland; 2109— Clarence Boersma,Zee- Zeeland;23— Henry Breaker, Holland Worden, Holland; 2106— Gerrit John
and Mrs Edward Robinson of Holland.
Alderink, Zeeland; 507— Peter H. De
Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Mantin, yond the first draft limit for the First Georgetown T.; 1419— William Van land; 154 — John Parma, Holland T.; T.;1173— Egbert Orootcrs, Holland; 331
Regenmorter,Holland; 786— Harrv 128 — Harry Verachnre, Holland .T.; 51 Thomas Daining, Zeeland;1881— Thos. Weerd, Jamestown T.; 544— James
of Marshall.
Ottawa District.
Marlink, Georgetown T.; 1549— John J. —Peter DeHammer, Holland T.; 717 L. M. Robinson; 1108 — Barend J. Vrug- Kooman, Jamestown T.; 1021— Albert
*:o:This district will be called upon to Riemersma, Holland; 1476— Theodore Bowen, Georgetown T.; 1057— C. Huiz- gink; 1910— Benjamin 0. Timmer Everae, Blendon T.; 2190— John LamkCALL
heek, Zeeland; 2144— Benj. E. DePree,
furnish 191 men. The government esti- Elferdink, Holland;280— Armon Hen enga, Blendon T.; 1256— Edward Ste- Holland;492 — Cornelius Branderhorst
ry Goodin, Olive T., 2nd Pot ; 1292- phan, Holland; 1072— John Machiela, 1201— John Knoll, Holland; 1978 — John Zeeland; 747— Lloyd Delos Edson,
FOR
mates that four times as many men Henry Turner, Holland; 972— Peter Blendon T.; 30— Henry Bos, Holland T.; De Pree, Holland; 2199 — Nicholas Mast Georgetown;1883— Clarence Romeyn,
SURGICAL DRESSINGS will be examined from the draft list as Sicrsma, Olive T., 1st Pet. ;983— David 199— Peter Van Hon w, Holland T.; 388 Zeeland; 565 — Lawrence Miller,James Holland; 1260— A. Earl Sanford, HolJ. R. Mast, Zeeland T.; 1423— Russel town; 800 — David Potgeter, George- land; 1258— Albert Streur, Holland;
will be accepted for active service. M._ Vander Kooi, Olive T., 1st Pet
Another urgent call has come to local
575— Joe Hankamp, Georgetown T.; Van Ry, Holland; 1716-Edward P. town ;349— Frank Franken, Zeeland 929— Jas H. Harrington, Olive; 1508—
Red Cross committeefor more surgical That means that in the First District 966— Charles II. Reese, Olive T., 1st Sloter, Holland; 773 — Ben Knaper, 1596— Anthony Boere, Holland; 562— Henry Klinge, Holland; 2045— Claus
dressings. So urgent is the need that of Ottawa county 764 men will be liable Pet.; 868— Robert J. Waite, George- Georgetown T.; 608-^Henry J Vander Peter Marthadem, Jamestown; 1407— Prins, Holland; 1104— Cnris Johnson,
town T ; 2230— William P. Stall, Zee- Kolk, JaJmestown T.; 406— John Pad- Jacob Schregardes, Holland; 501— Bert Holland; 1965— Albert Bransma, Holthe committeehas been asked to send
to service. Three out of every four of
land; 332 — Leon DeYoung, Zeeland T.; ding, Zeeland T.; t>19— Tonv Grit, DeJong, Jamestown; 102 — Peter Van land; 138 — Ray Norder, Holland T.;
on whatever they have without waiting
until a full consignmentcan be sent, these, accordingto the government’s 2090— Alidus J. Vanden Elst, Holland; Jamestown T.; 1730— John Verholst, Klaveren,Holland; 2025 — William D. 1667— Jacob Ludwig, Holland; 1199—
H. Edwin Koster, Holland;1619— Wm.
and to speed up work to secure more
estimate, will be declared exempt, and 379— George Kamps,, Zeeland T ; 1560 Holland; 25— Peter Boycnga, Holland Modders. Holland; 1950— ClarenceN.
Mrs. Geo. P. Hummer who has taken
Peter C. Steketee,Holland; 542— Henry T.; 392— Joe Mast, Zeeland T.; 2081— Wood, Holland; 1411 — John Schultz Burt Cathcart,Holland; 1794— Peter
the remaining 191 will be called to the
a course in this work at her own exKramer, Jamestown T.; 2107— Herman David Vander Schel, Holland; 2231-r-F. Holland; 1979— Peter DeJong, Holland Caauwe, Holland;2168— M. T. Jelgerpense will be in Holland the latter colors.
Brink, Zeeland T.; 194— John TenHave Bchipper, Zeeland;889— John Bangor, 875— John Zylman, Georgetown; 1780 sma, Zeeland; 91 — Leonard Koetsier,
Holland T
838-Calrenco Ulberg,
part of the week to give instructionin
Holland .; 874 — Wm. Ziel, Georgetown Olive T., 1st Pet.; 383— John H. A — John Brieve, Holland; 714 — Bcnja
So any yfung man in Holland or
it. Mrs. Hummer is going about of.
T.; 32 Albert H. Lanning, James- Lamer, Zeeland T.; 1166 — John Franz- min E. Bente, Georgetown; 1528 — De Georgetown T.; 635-Peter Beelen,
fering her services wherever they will the First OfTrwa District who does not town T.; 2295 — Richard H. Lamer, Zee- burg, Holland; 1722 Joseph Paul Scash- Mont Martin, Georgetown; 86— Henry Park T.; 1416-Henry F. Tuurling,
do the most good ond part of her time find his name in the list published land City; 1300 — John II. Ticsenga, aguay, Holland; 2186— John Kraak, Klomparens, Holland T.; 1997— John Holland; 22Q1-Fred Vander Weide,
588 — Peter F. Schneider, Punches, Holland; 1024— Edward Zeeland; 861 — Wm. J Weaver, Georgewill be given to Holland this week.
can feel reasonably certain that Holland; 2124— Henry Baron, Zeeland: Zeeland;
During the week three local women,
1673— Harold P. McLean, Holland; 1887 JameatownT.; 856— Jacob Van De Everae, Blendon; 1291 — Wm. D. Top town; 633 — Arend A. Brewer, Park T.;
Mrs. C. 1). Smith, Miss Minnie Kramer he will not be drafted, if the figures of —Charles Risselada, Holland; 298— Molen, Georgetown T.; 705— Herman R. Holland; 871 — Jacob Wobma, George 1326— Joseph *R. Walker, Holland;712
--Charles A. Barnaby,Georgetown;17
and Mrs. 0. J. Van Duren, will be
the government are correct. All those Peter II VanWyncn, Olive T., 2nd Pet.; Andre, Georgetown T.; 1346— Gerrit town; 1341— Irwin E Bliss, Holland
headquarters to show how to cut ma who wish to learn the order in which 67.>— John Sehoenmaker,Park T.; 2132 Brodeweg, Holland; 2263— Giles John 1556— Wm. O. Stephan, Holland; 2159 —John Brunnink, Holland T.; 802—
toriala that will be used by Mrs Hum. they were drawn however can apply to — Hessel DeJong, Zeeland;1769— Cor- Wabeke, Zeeland; 2051— Edward J. — Heniy Gecrtman, Jr., Zeeland; 2212— Marinus Ringwold, Georgetown; 1909
mer in her work
the draff board where the officials' fig- nelius Bush, Holland; 1294— Henry W. Reidt, Holland; 1957 — Harry Alder- John Ben Poest, Zeeland; 1043— Dick —Hugo H. Heffron, Holland; 2192The response to the appeal for doing ures will be availablein a day or two. Topp, Holland; 1148 — Claude Danner- ink, Holland; 576 — Peter J Boon, Hoezee, Blendon; 1606— Geo. Gerrit Martin Languish. Holland; 601— Antou
Vander HuBe, tark T ; 378-Gcorge
this kind of work is still small in Hoi
lt should be remembered by those win, Holland;1647-Arthur E. Heuer, Jamestown T.; 2023 — Peter Lawrence, Bosnian, Holland; 1934 — John Vrieling,
land and a great many more workers also whose names were In the list that Holland; 1354 — Joseph Czerkier, Hol- Holland; 944— Gerrit Mulder, Olive T.; Holland;71— dlenry Gommet, Holland Kalman, Zeeland T.; 1083— Charles
808— Eric Ericksen, Holland; 1943— T.;1520 — Wm. Louwsma, Holland; 2137 Reitman, Blendon; 2206— Anthony Mulare needed.
that list is not official No one should land; 1906 — Wm. I). Steinfort, Hoider, Holland; 237— Edw. Van Slooten,
consider it. certain that he has been land; 2017— John Kooes, Holland; 343 J. R. VanDyke, Holland; 1677-Jacob Dick DePree, Zeeland; 1972— Milo Vork
Marcus, Holland; 122— Harry J. Meyer, Holland; 1690 — Henry Overweg, Hol- Holland, T.; 422— Tom H. Scholtcn,
—George
W.
Tensing,
Zeeland
T.;
2008
drawn
until
he
receives
the
official
figStorm Converts Black
ures. The numbers printed —Gerrit J. Hecrspink, Holland;1613— Holland T.; , 1783 — Andrew Bremer, land; 1156 — Cornelius DeWaard, Hol- Zeeland T.;619 — Roy Veltman, JamesLake Into Basin for
town T.; 344 — Simon Elhart, Zeeland
passed through a great many hands ns George Boss, Holland; 2100— Wm. F. Holland;642— Herman C. Cook. Park land; 1393 — Leo Jacob Meyer, Holland,
Floating Islands they came over the wires from Wash- Winstrom, Holland; 982— Cornie Van T.; 939— Manley Looman, Olive; 222— 1593— Gerrit Appledorn, Holland; 1850 T.; 1766— Gerrit Arends, Holland;824
Van Zalk, Holland T.; 1715— Wm. — Chas. Kinzler, Holland; 201.3— Rus- —Frank V. Sweet, Georgetown;442
ington and .the chance for error was den Burg, Olive T., 1st Pet ; 782-John
Sloot, Holland; 906— Tony DeBlnise, sel Johnson, Holland; 355— Andrew Titus A. Van Haitsma, Zeeland T.;
D.
Meyer,
Georgetown
T.;
726—
Benvery
great
wn
spite
of
all
possible
preThe storm of Monday converted
jamin Cheyne, Georgetown T.; 15— Olivo; 1337-nfacobArends, Holland; Oelder, Zeeland T.; 978 — Benjamin Ter 1213— James E Leavell,Holland; 1709
Black Lake into a basin of “floating cautions taken.
Haar, Olive 1st Pet.; 1260— Herman —Ralph DeMaat, Holland; 202— John
When the local board receivesthe of- Andrew Baker, Holland T.; 905-John 2226 — John Siabbekorn, Zeeland; 700
islands,’’ acording to several eyewitVander Werf, Holland T.; 164— Sakie
Dams,
Olivo
., 1st Pet.; 933-Gerrit A. Jns A. Welscott, Park T.; 1250— Nich- Spoor, Holland; 506— Herman L. De
ficial
list
from
Washington,
this
nesses who were out on the lake in
G. Riemersma,Holland T.; 268— Orville
olas
Rowan,
Holland;
1950—
Clarence
Vries,
Jamestown;
2221—
Fred
Klinge,
Olive
T.
1st
Pet.;
1531—
Lodeboats Monday evening One of thejie list will be checked up from it and
N. Wood, Holland; 297— Win. Van Reus, Zealand; 1588— Hadold Ezra B. White, Holland T.; 272— Albert C.
witnesses who is not given to cxnggera. whenever there has been an error the wyk W Meyer, Holland; .2209-Benjamin Hurst, Holland; 1268— John Van Dragt, Olive; 321— Henry 8. Boss, Zee. West, Holland; 1591-Gerrit Alders. Westrate, Holland T.; 1198— Gerrit H.
tion declares that one of the islands correctionwill be duly made.
Remember that if you have escaped Dyke, Holland; 452-Albert Van Klom- land T.y 736 — Andrew De Weerd, Holland; 1272— Geo. E. Souter, Hol- Kamper, Holland; 1248— Ben Bowan,
was as large as a city lot and that
Holland; 1174 — G. J. Geerds, Holland;
when it became anchored on the shal- the draft during the first 764 numbers penberg, Zeeland T ; 355— Andrew Georgetown;1628-^L. H. Dalman, Hol- land; 1525 — John M. Lemmen, Holland; 964— Ralph Rouwhorst,Olive T 1st;
land;
707 — Fred Abel, Georgetown; 877— Frank J. Brandsen, Olive Pet. 1
Odder,
Zeeland
T.;
1843—
John
Haasyou
probably
will
not
be
called
into
low aands near Marigold Point some
866— John G. Wiersum, Georgetown^
•mall boys rowed up to it and ventured servicefor the first army at least. You hoek, Holland; 536 — Harry Hop, James- 1425— John Vanden Bosch, Holland; 435 — Roy Van Korken, Holland T.,
593— Harry G. Spoelstra, Jamestown;
out on it to pick cat-tails.And in ad- will be placed on the waiting list and town T.; 809 — Glen Reed, Georgetown 1002 — Tom L. Blodgett, Blendon; 1150 2096 — Stoffer Waterham, Holland;68l
— Charles E. Aldrich, Holland; —Adrian Dykhuii, Holland; 1101— — Rayraon E. Q, Soderburg, Park T.; 407— Wm. J. Padding, Zeeland T.; 262
dition to this large one there were num- if another army is raised you will be
HJO-Frank Edward Douma, Holland; Henry 0. Vrugwink, Blendon; 368— 713 — Vfm. Beek, Jr , Georgetown T. — Sebie P. Weersma, Holland T.; 1820
erous small patches of island floating subject to call.
645-Oeorge W. Cook, Park T.; 2135- Herman Koop, Zeeland T.; 974— R E. 2146 — Cornelius De Koster, Zeeland —Lawrence Hamburg, Holland; 1561—
•bout in the water.
Jacob
DeKoster, Jr., Zeeland; 218— Talsma, Olive; 1698— Frank 8. Price, 1478 — Lee Wilbur Fletcher, Holland, Cornelius C. Steketee, .Jr.; Holland;.
258—
dlonry
Van
Heitacma,
Zeeland
The “floating islands” are composed
1910— Benjamin G. Timmer, Holland;it Urge patches of reeds and eat-taili R. R. 2; 458— Bert Walcott, Zeeland Koene Vanden Bosch, Holland T.; 620 Holland; 320 — Harm Boeskool, Zeeland 1929— Anthony VSn Dort, Holland; 935
David \ an Ommen, Jamestown T.; T.; 950— Abel P. Nienhuis, Olive; 928 — Wm. Kooyers, Olive Pet. 1; 2091- 1772— Joseph P. Shashagnay,Holland;’with • more or less substantialfounda. B. R. 3; 436 — Cor. J. Bontekoe,Hol1373— Benjamin Hetfsellnk, Holland;tion of mud and decayed vegetation. land; 854 — John Visser, Georgetown; 1334— H$nrey Zwiera, Holland; 550- — J. A. Hamstra, Olive; 1010— S. J. Henry G. Vredeveld, Holland; 1121—
1465— Harry E. Dunn, Holland;883
These have been anchoredrather pre- 1894— George Scheuling, Holland;1878 William J. Kole, Jamcstowh T.; 1611— Dykstra,Blendon; 1857— Claude Lem- Conrad Burgh, Holland; 1150— Adrian
John G. Bartels, Olive T. lit; 2136
cariously in shallow spots especially in — J. Nelson Pyle, Holland; 1455-^Jas. Louis Brandyke,Holland; 574— George on, Holland; 019 — A. J Greving, Olive;
6— George Hoving, Park T.; 1339— Dykhuie, Holland; 450— Wallace Van Henry E. Dekker, Holland; 1161— Wm.
the dead pockets of Black lake such M. Crarper,Holland; 738— Jacob Dorn, A. Richardson, Jamestown T.; 31— John
Edding, Holland; 1861— Har. L. Michas are found for instance this end Georgetown; 1813— John Gerritsen, Bareman, Holland T.; 1432— Henrv Peter Brieve, Holland; 814— Jacob der Kolk, Zeeland T.; 2244 — Cornelius
mershuizen, Holland; 769— Peter Karaot far from the Grand Haven bridge. Holland; 1858 — David McFall, Holland; Boven, Holland; 1727-John TerBeek, Steenwyk, Georgetown; 1175— W. W. Van Voorst, Zeeland; 1390— Henry
sten, Georgetown T/p 1152— John De
Gumser,'
Holland;
1070—
Peter
MeidThe ttorm of Monday seems to have 1572— Reuben Tromp, Holland; 837- Jr., Holland.;2047— Albert Reimink.
Mulder, Holland; 113 — Mannes Laar- Boer, Holland; 776— Cornolius Lemloosended some areas of this cross be- Albert Talsma, Georgetown; 2195— Holland; 981— Johannes M. Van dor ema, Blendon; 738— Jacob Dorn,
man, Holland T.; 1658-Alfred C. Jol- mink, Georgetown; 1380— Joseph Kutween water and terra firma and to Richard H. Lamer, Zeeland; 1748— WU. Kooi, Olive ., 1st Pet.; 1570-Jbhn Georgetown; 1167— Alvin .Fox, Holdersma,
Holland; 2084— Gerhard Van bee, Holland; 1293— Aaron Thorp, Holland;
1007—
Carl
Top,
Blendon;
1101—
son C. Vander Hill, Holland; 68 — Goo. Henry Thompson, Holland; 1817— John
have sent them down the lake.
W. Frundt, Holland T ; 117— Nieholas Hnasjes, Holland; 770— Louis Koster, George Hamburg, Holland;1586— Reu- der Beek, Holland;1472 — Simon Dan- land; 1907— Johannes Jen Brink, Hol--Brandt, Holland; 2036— Wto. Martinus, Georgetown T.; 882— Herman B. Bar- ben D. Winlow, Holland; 1234— B^J. ker Den Uyl, Holland; 725— Clyde V. land; 566 — George Niers, Jamestown;:
OTTAWA BEACH HOTEL NOT
TO CLOSE, MANAGEMENT SAYS Holland; 237— Edw. Van Blooten; Hol- tels, Oliva T.,' 1st Pet.; 2078— Ray Mersen, Holland; 1781— Chas. R. Cory, Jamestown T.f 1004— Tony
2030— Peter J. Meyer, Holland;581
land T.; 676 — John 8troop, Park T.; Mense Vanden Berg, Holland; 677—
Brouwer, Holland; 1360— Wilson E. Bowens, Blendon T. ; 1975 — Bert De Marinus Bynbrandt, Jamestown; 177r
1495—
*A.
J.
Hollowell,
Holland;
275—
Ralph
D.
Smith,
Park
T
;
2119—
Ralph
The report that the Hotel Ottawa at
Ottawa Beach would close this week Bichard Wolcott, Holland T.; 509— Brill, Zeeland; 749 — Ben Grlzzen. Diekema,Holland; 848— Bert Van Nol- Haan, Holland; 1521— Jacob Peter —John Baron, Holland; 311— John De
business improved is declared Homer DeVries, Jamestown; 1185- GeorgetownT.; 1868— Gerrit John Nev- ler, Georgetown; 1118— Herman Brok- Luidens, Holland;156— Wm. Por, Jr., Blaey, Zeeland T.; 1227— George Nyded by the management Mou- George Hudson, Holland; 564— John enzel, Holland; 1609— Maurice Kuite. huis, Holland; 121— Peter Meeuwsen, Holland T.; 2222— Henry Raak, Zee- kamp, Holland; 124— Lester 8. Mulder,
the hotel had' 163 gSeiU and
Jam eeto wn :
Heaa Holland; 1211 — Peter Adrian Lievense.
Holland T.; 221— Peter VanLeeuwen, land; 1034 — Carl Geerts, Blendon T.; Holland T.; 481— Harry Brouwer, JamHolland ; 525 — Glenn B. GHchel, James
for » food ....on M. getting bet.
town T.; 1417— Eugene Tavlar, Hol- Holland T.; 1537— John Ozog, Holland; 808— John H. Baterink,Georgetown; estown;' 1037— Bonjj Van Os*> Holland; 1574 — Gerrit VanderWonde, Hol- 1474— Bernard Eelhart, Holland; 1414 1640— Richard B. Ellison, Holland; 1671 land.
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8.80,
Expiree Auguit 14, 1017
Star Auto Co., bulb ............... IS Bert Smith, do ...............
6905— Expirsa July 28
26.70
. Brouwer, do ..............
Tyler
Lendetend.auppllea
75
MOlTdAOl SALE
81 50
L. McClellan, do ............
John Nlea 8ona Kdw. Co., trowel.
.25
MICHIGAN—
Fro
Default having beea mad* la tk* condi7.66
Newhouee, do ........ .....
George Plera, fatoliaa .......
5.M
tion of a certain mortgage mad* by Fraal|
Scott-Lucera Lumber Co^ lumber.
a.76
o’
10.08 f bat* Court for
Plkker, do ..................
P. Keraarh. widower to Franc Zabolk* both
Berber Xaphell * Pa*, do., aaphalt 2166.10
83.82
B. Champion, deferred aalary
BNDOR8REV. M.
of Holland townahip, State of Mickiga*
Lentng. auppllea .............10.60
20.70 Ottawa.
. Smlt, labor ...... .......
dat'd
thia 17th day of July. 1914. and reIN
Lake Shore Stone Co, atone ...... 15S9.S6
29.561
B8
OF A
Dona*, do ..................
At a session of said Court, hale cord'd in the office of the U'gUter of Deed*
Board of P.ubllc Worka, water..,. 557.55
28.20
Veltmen. do ...............
of Ottawa county, Michigan on tho 20th daw
FOB
Cite. Tele. Of., toll ..............17.65
17.86 at tha Probate Office In the City o’
................
[
Oerrit Zaggera, labor .............10.65
18.301 Oraad Haven in aald County, on the of July, A I). 1014. In Liber 102 of
Piekaar, do ................
gagM. page 135.
The Bev. M. Verne Oggel, formerly Henry Serler. poundmaater ........ 41.50
Newhouae. do ...............
And
wherea*
laid
mortgage,
contained
ffiei
Klaverdyk, do .............
At a meeting held Monday night the of this city, will go to Europe to do his Vereeke Sierama Hdw. Co., auppllea 1.00
o.oo 9th day of July A. D. 1917.
covenant and agreement that if the in tar* 4“
Chea. Me Bride Hdw_ auppllea.
0.00 dear Creek Coal Col, coal ...... 600.41
Present, Hon. James J. Danbof eat or any part of tht principal *um ahrtfl
local war committee endorsed the or- part in the war, according to an item Biiby once Supply 6o^ auppllea.. 5.70 Wm. Winatrom,eap. to Benton Harbor 8.17
remain unpaid for the (pace ot aixty (SO)
in the Saugerties Telegraph, quoted in H. R. Brink,
............ 26 0. T. Bowen, engineer ......
daya. after the Mine hell fall due, tha whale
ganisation of a Home Quard for Hol- the Christian Intelligencer. The item
282
18
JU<1*6
0t
Pr0btt6*
M. R.
Co., freight ........
amount of the principal a* well a« all taterIn the matter of the estate of
eries
H.
Brinkman,
frt.
cart
.....
statea
that
Mr,
Oggel
has
applied
for
e»t •hall thereuponbecome due and payable
Unda All of the members were present
Peter Boot, do .................
14.00
Eldorado
Coal
*
A Mining Co., coal 201.04
a chaplaincv in the
that B. Steketee, do ..................
8.00
Gertrude Wise, Mentally Incom- forthwith. And tho mortgagealao covenants
Bolhui*Lumber Co., lumber ...... 850. SO
and a very earnest discussionwas held
that aaid 6r»t party •hall and will keep tha
should he rail to secure this he will L. C. Kooyera, labor.. ........... 12 50 Ender Coal * Coke Co., coal ...... 188.6V petent,
building* eituated upon the land, heroaftar
.72
as to the advisabilityof organising the become affiliated with the Y. M. C. A. Mre. J. Boerema,laundry
6.70
H.
K.
Brink, auppllea
......
deacribed, iniured agalnit loaa, and damage
. Keppela Bona, aewer pip* ...... 628.10 Gen. Pireprooflng Co., metal ...... 887.08
Otlo
P.
Kramer
having
Bled
in
by 6re, and in default thereof, tka whale
I
Board of Public Worka. coal ..... 249.86 American Exp. Co., expreae ......
guards and as to plans to follow to work in Europe.
*J 'JU |
amount of oriuripal a* well aa the Interest
67.26
Mr. Oggel is at present pastor of the A. Harrington, coal ............
8‘3U said court hia petition, praying foi
Huntley
Mach.
Co.,
labor
..........
thereon
and
the
intureace
premium
that
bring this organisation about.
Reformed church at New Paltz, New Vhnden Barg Poater Ad*. Co., poating 8.00 Barclay Ayer* * Berlach union* and
licenbe to mortgage the interest ol wUh ,™* k*1'001*due and payabla forth
R. B. Champion and Thos. N. Robin- York.
tree* ...................... 63 56
87938.00
1.05 said estate in certain real estate
Nice Bona Hdw. Co, auppllea ..
And whrreaa the Internetof tho principal
eon were appointed aa a committeeto
Allowed end warrenteordered ieaued.
2.12
Elec. App. Co., bolt* ............
named In *ald mortgage i* dua and payabln
therein described,
OF
The Committeeon Poor reported preaent- Amer. Eiec. Supply Co, auppllea., 186.3V
and ha* been due and payable for more thaw
get information along these tides and
8.08
ins tke report of tho Director of tho Poor. lieraey Mfg. Co., mater part* ......
OVER,
lixty daya, and alill remain* unpaid, and,
It is Ordered, That the
a. oo
aUtinf they had rendered temporaryaid for Engineer
Contracting, aub .....
wherea*the tint iiarty ha* defaulted in havBELLS
to present their finding to the War comthe two week* ending July 18, 1917, amount Donnelley Keller Ulaaa Co, glaaa...
4 60 1 Oth
of August, A. D. 1917 ing the aaid building* inturod aa provided in
inf
’o
887,
Scully
Steel
k
Iron
Co,
auppiies....
W.37,UIU
•aid mortgage, therefore,there 1* now elaimmittee for consideration soon. The
Now that the suspense attending the
VS'eat. Electric Co, fan* and wa»h
Accepted.
*t ten o'clock in the forenoon, at sail ed to be duo at th* dal* of thie nolle#, the
•re ......................363.02
The Committee on Soweri, Drain* and
plans are that the local guard shall b. draft has been definitely eliminated,it
Hundred and Thlrty-Sv# del'rebate
office,
be
and
is
hereby
ap
71.74
is more than likely the marriage license Water Couraaa, to whom waa referred a com Jaa. B. Clow A Bona, valve*....
ara (|086 and attorney fee of Twonty-flve
come a part of the state organization
munication from M. P. Yonkman relative*to SVeatrrn Union Tel. Co, telegram..
jiff I pointed for hearing said petition. Dollar. ($26,00)provided for In aaid mortbureau will show an increase in the repairinf Tannery Creek culvert located on Hurley Mach. Co., -cleaner ......
gafa and no euit of proceodinge at law baf»
now being formed. The state will prac number of permits granted. When the hie premiaes, reported that they had peraon r'na Book Store, auppllea ........
3 60 »nd thatall persona interested in said
mg bi-en imtituted to recover the money aaU.
Van
Putlen,
canva*
............
ally examined the eondition of thie culvert
tically be without protection when the draft was first announced, there was a
islss estate appear before said court, at cured by aald mortgageor any i>art thereof.
on
the
premia**
of
petitioner, and fonnd Cite. Tele. Co., rental and toll..
Now therefore by virtue of th* power
sudden rush for marriage licenses until that th* eulvert waa not built by tho City VanDyke Hdw. Co,
.......
said time and place, to
cause ale containedin aaid morlgago and tha
National Guards leave for the front
it was announced that marriage, after of Holland, further,that it waa not properly Mich. State Tele. Co, loll ........
itatute in such ca*e made and provided, noand without state militia to enforce the the war had been declared, was no built, and it located on private property A. C. Uiltaob Co, calculatingatamp 36.34 why a license to mortgage the inter- lice ia hereby riven, that on tha 23rd day if
Tannery Creek la a natural water eourae WeatinghouaeElec. Mfg. Co, jewel*
ground for aoticipated exemption. Re- The
eet of aaid estate in enid real estate Augu.t A. p.1017, at 3 o’clock in the aftmandates of itrikee, riots and other
and the city of Holland through ita ayatem llollauu City New*, adv. for bid*..
.ri11* MU 11 Fubllc auction to the
cently,the wedding -bells have rung so of aowtrago and other channel* carriaa away Scott Lugera Lum. Co, lumber.... i5v.4v ghoud not be granted;
hlghe.t bidder, at tha North front door of
atructive agencies incited by German far apart, they appeared to be tolling, more water thaa would naturally run into Boatd of Public Work*, water....
th# Court Houie, in tha City of Grand Ha>04J4
It Is Further Ordered, That publli ven, In aald County of Ottawa, (that baing
sympathizers, affairs might soon run with the matrimonial candidates wait- thie water eonrae, therefore the Committee
85328.10 not|c6
be given by public* the place where Circuit Court for aald cowlriot. The I. W.
are already stirring ed to see ii they would be taken by the found that the City of Hollandia in no way
reaponaiblo for tho eondition* exieting on
Allowed and warrant*ordered Uaued.
ho,d,a) l,»# premia*!daup strife in the mining districts of the first
Those fellows who still Mr. Yonkman* a premia**, and ha* no right
tion
of
copy
of this order, fo. •cribed in »atd mortgageto pay the amamnl
The Board of I'ublicWork* reported preNorthernPeninsula, and these disturb are assured of a respite may now in* to expand public money* for tho improve leuling Rtatement of delinauvni light, pow- three successiveweeks previous t< of the mortgage indebtednei* with 6 per Coat
uterenl from end after day and date and aU
ances could be expectedin the large voke th aid of cupid and feel assured ment of private propertyand the Commit- er and water rental* for the calendar year
tee recommended that the communicationof eudiag June SO, 1017, duly certibed to by said day of hearing,In the Hollanr (ega coita, together wiU aald attorney fa*
manufaituring centers if there were no that the wife will not be left with a M. P. Yonkman bo Sled without action.
City
News
a
newspaper
printed
anf
Tho premier* deacribed in aald mortgage
the president and clerk of the board.
means of checking them which would soldier's pension at least until the novAdopted.
are a. follow*: A iwte.l of land itualod In
On motion of Aid. W'ieraema,
circulated in aald county.
the Towniblu of HoUandT County of Ottawg
Tho Committee on Bower*, Drain* and
be the case if there were
home elty of married life has worn off.
The report of the board wae acrepled, and
and BUte of Michigan, deecribod and being
Water Conraeereported having inveatlgatod the amount* therein set forth ordered m»rg.
J.
guards to prevent it. Therefore it is
into tho condition of tho culvert on wT Oth ed to the person* therein uamed and against
the Northweit quarter (N. W. H) *f the
up to Holland to see that its manufac(A true
Judge ot Probata Bouthea.i qaxrter (8 I. H) of Section tom
atreet over Tannery Creek, and that after the property therein described and the tame
(10), Tewnthin Five (6), North of Rang*
turing interests which represent our
auch inveatigation the City Attorney had ordered reported to the Board of Asseeson |
F. KIEFT,
Six loan (IS) Weet. conUinieg forty (40)
writtena letter
the Cappon Bortach in accordancewith the provision* of title*
.all receivesthe proper protection.
Leather Co., relative thereto in which th* 18 and 27 of the City Charter.
scree of lend more nr leu according Is nev
Regia tar of Probata.
Steps were also taken by the wdr
ernment aurvey,
aald company waa requeated to either dlacon
The clerk reported that at a meeting #oc
•committee looking toward
fitting
tinne uaing th* culvertaa an outlet for ateam
the Board of Tolic* and Eire Conunitsivner*
. A,
and hot wator or otherwiae extend a pipe
farewell to the local boys who may be
721! Expires August 4
held July 2, 1017, the salary of Chiof of
Attorney ior
»
A meeting of the Forward Movement from their premia** throughth* culvert into folic* frank Van Ky waa increased from STATE
called to the colors under the selective
Tha
Pro hate Bueineu Addreia
or
a waate box on their premia** to the aouth
Holland, Michlgaa.
•draft. Just what form this farewell club was held Friday evening at the qf the atreet proper for the paaaage ot the |U00 to 81300 per year, beginning July 2,
Court for th* Gouty of Ottawa.
'
•
1017, subject to the approvalof the ComJonker, ateam.
In the matter of the Katata of
will take, has not been definitelyde- home of Mr. and Mrs. N.
mon Council..
(Expires Aug. 18)
Accepted.
479
Central
avenue,
J.
E.
Ericksen
deJohn P. Naber, Deceased.
termined, but from the sentiments exOn motion of Aid. Drinkwater,
OF
On motion of Aid. Kamaeraad,
pressed at the meeting the citizens of livering a paper on the subject: “Is
The action of the Board was approved,
Notice Is hereby given that four month* In the Circuit Court for the County
Tho matter of diapoaing of aurfare dater
*
the
selective
draft
improvement
all
voting
aye.
the city can be assured that the demonat the interaectionof eth and 7th Streeta on
from the 12th of July, A. D. 1917, have
of Ottewa: In Chancery.
over
the
volunteer
system!"
Justice
Robinson
reported
th*
collection
Central avenue waa referred to the Commit
strationwill be in keeping with the ocallowedfor crodltora to present their Adrian B. Bosnian And Jennie
There were many opinions expressed tee on Sewera.Drain* and Water Canraea of 820.17 odteer*' foes and presented Treas- been
•casion.
claims aninst aaid deaeaaed to aaid court of Marin Hvma,
urer'* receipt for same.
and the City Engineer, v”
pro
and
con,
but
the
flub
felt
It
Inad
examination
and adjustment,
o
The Committeeon Licenaaa, to whom waa
Plaintiffs,
lreMurer »rd«e<lcharged 1 er#diior* of aaid
i deceased are requiredto
visable to take a vote on this question
A Fact as to Editors «
referred the eidewalk builder*' application with the
| preMn| t),ejr e|,|m, |0 aid court at the
vs.
as they generally- do on live issues for of M. Knoll, reported that aatiafactoryarThe City Treasurer reported collectionof probate office, in th* City of Grand Havas,
Edward B. Scott, Alexander W.
,
,
had been made and recommended |5U0 for Hall maintenance,|20 for sale
If you see «n editor who pleases the reason that this was not the time rangement*
that the bond and eun-tica be approvedand of stone and 870.76 frouf Michigan Railway in said County, ouor before the 12th day of Scott, the unknown heirs of
•everybody, there will be a glass plate to do so.
licenae granted.
t’0, for hauling
J Nov., A. D. 1917, and that said claims Charles P. Scott, Fitui LiverAnother question that came up for
Adopted.
•over his face and he will not be standmore if living, or his unknown
ifh'Z
I will I* hwrd by uld court on Thund.r the
discussion
was
the
subject,
“What
ef
Aid. Dobben here appeared and took hi*
ing up.— The Times, Thomasville, Ga.
heirs if dead, Benjamin
Th. Clerk reported tk.t pur.o.ht
16th d«y of Nov. A. D. 1917. >t trn o'clock
aeat.
feet will the draft have upon Labor
itruction* iroin the Council he had given | m the forenoon,
VnnRnnlte, ChristineVanRanlte
Reporta of Select Oommlttaaa.
conditions of the country"!
notice ol the numbering Uling ia hi* office
102
Gilmore, and any other and all
The City Attorneypreaentedcorreapond of the E. 24th Bt. sper.al di-trut roll, and Dated July 12th, A. D. 1917.
In the arguments that followed the
ence from the MichiganRailway Co. in ana- of the time lor reviewing aaid roll, and that
other heirs of Albertua C. Van
125
J.
opinion seemed to prevail that the wer to letterwritten relative*to operating
no objection* had been died in hi* office.
Raalte,deceaied,
first draft would have no great jrecept
Judge
of
Probat*
freight car* on 13^1 atreet eaat of Van
Connnned. ordered divided into dvo an
defendants.
The semi annual report of Prosecutor ible influenceon labor conditions,how- Raalte Avenue, aleo copy of letter written nual installment*,and the Board of Asses*
0 -In thia cause it appearing from gill*
•Christum Broek, o'* Muskegon county ever should the war continue it would to Holland Sugar Company relativeto vacat or* i.ittructed to prepare »»*«.-«kinent roll for
ing part* of Lake Street between 12th and
davit now on file that the plaintiffs egg.
7498— lixpireB July 28
made public Friday shows that despite
most likely that women might be Clevelandavanne, at termination of agree in»tallment fallingdue Feb. 1, 1V18.
Motions and Resolution*
not ascertain after diligent inquiry,
MlCHIOAN—
Probat.
the fact that the office prosecuted 125 substitute!! to fill the places of the men ment to that qffect, dated. Oct. 16, 1880, alao
Aid. Drinkwaterrenortadrelative to the
Court for th* County of Ottawa.
whether Fitua Uve|more ia living or
cases between January 1 and June 30, that are fightingthrough sheer necess- copy of letter written by P. M. Ag. nt E. B, dangerouscondition of either a telephone or
Rich to Yard Maater at Waverly in anawer
At a session of said Court, held at dead, and if living, where he resides. Ol
only 23 resulted in acquittals,while ity, in order to continue manufacturinj to letter written to the aald P. M. R'y Co., electriclight pole on River avenue, near tha
the Probate Offlca In
o’
if dead, who his heirs are or whore they
-convictionswere obtained in 102 cases, the necessities. Many also axpressei regarding the protection of eroaaing at W. Holland Furniture Co.
On motion of Aid. Kammoraad,
Grand Haven, In said county, on tht may reside ; that they are not Able to
fiix cases were nolle prossed, aix cases the opinion that some selfish manufac- 8th atreet,and the puahing of car* ahead
The
matter
was
referred
to
the
Aldermen
of enginee at croeelnga withoutblowing
ascertain who the heirs of Chatles P.
of the Second Ward.
were dismissed on examination and one turers might continue to keep women whistle* and ri
bell*.
2od day of July, A- D. 1917.
Aid. Verschure reportedthat a request
Scott, deceased, are or whore they reReceived and
on payment of coots. Three of the ae- help after the war thus supplanting
for a croaswalkat intersectionof Lincoln
Present, Hon.
J. Danhof, side; that Alexander W. Scott resides
The City Engineer reported having
-quittals were in liquor cases while the some of the men who came forward to
Avenue and Tenth streethad been mada
tha MichiganRailwayCo., relativeto
Judge of Probate.
at Fort Collins, Colorado,and that there
other seven were in petty cases. Con- fight for the country’s cause.
On motion of Aid. Kammeraad,
tion of 18th street abutting cement cron
The
matter
was
referred
to
the
Committee
walks
and
that
*am*
be
attended
to
at
one*.
victions were obtained in all the imIn the Matter of the Estate of are certain heirs, grandchildren of AIAH voted that this was the most in
on Street* and Crosswalk*.
Filed.
berta C. Van Raalte, residingoutsideof
portant cases.
terestingmeeting that the club has yet
On motion of Aid. Wiersema,
Tryntje Schemper, Deceased.
On motion of Aid. Wiersema,
the State of Michigan, in other statet
Mr. Broek is a Hope College grad- enjoyed. Refreshments were served
Th* Clerk was instructed to advertise for
The committoo on Sidewalk* and the City bid* for the 6re departmentbond*.
uate and he has made good in the legal by the congenial host and hostess, Mr Attorneywere imtructedto notify the Pere
Klaas Schemper having filed of the Union;
Adjourneduntil Tburiday Aug. 2, 1017.
*
profession.
and Mrs. Jonker and the club ad Marquette R. R. Co, relative to the conin
said
court hia final admistration Therefore It is ordered thst any
RICHARD OVERWEG.
of croesings at intersection*of P. M.
----- oall of said defendants eause their apourned for the summer and until the dition
City Clerk.
R. R. and that *ame b* placed in eondition
account, and his petition praying for
pearance to he entered in aaid cause and
first Friday in September.
at onco.
•Council Helps
the allowance thereof and for assign- make answer to the Bill of Complaint
Communication*from Board* and 01 tr Offl-
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7507— Expires Aug. 11

COMMON COUNCIL

The followingbllla, approved by the Board

ment and distribution

STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Pro

of

the residue

filed therein,within four

mouths from

the date of this order and that ia deHolland. Mich., July 18. 1017
fault thereof, said Bill will be taken
bate Court for the County of' Ob
The Common Council met In regular sesIt i> Ordered, That the Oth day of as confessed by each and all of said nontawa.
For one month the city council will sion and was called to order by the Maror. ment:
Present: Mayor Vandersluie, Aid*. Drink
At a session of said Court, hale Aug. A. D., 1917, at ten o'clock in appearingdefendants.
meet on Thursday evenings instead of
water, Kammeraad, Brieve. Brink, Lawrence, 8. Mteuwien, patrolman ............ 145.63
on Wednesday, which is the regular Dykstra, Wiersema, Vanderliet and the 0. Bteketoo, do ....................42 90 at Probata Office la the City ot Grane the foranoon,at said Probate Office And it is further ordered that within
twenty days the plaintiffs cause this ordo ..................
42.00
night of meeting for the city fathers. clerk.
Haven in said County, on the 19tb | »
appointed for hearing said der to tie published in the Holland City
The minute* of the last meeting were read D. 0 Connor, do ..................43.99
The next meeting of the aldermen
petition
and approved.
News, said publication to be continued
JJJIld.yof July, a. d. wit.
will be on Thursday evening, August 2,
Petition* and Account*
It la Further Ordered. That public once in each week for aix weeks in sae2 50 1 Present, Hon. James J.
and the meeting after that will be on
Danhof,
Plaggeman Bros, petitionedfor permission I Dick Homke*, tp. police ............
............,2 50 .
notice thereof be given by publication cession.
Thursday,August 16.
of a copy of this order, for three sac Dated June 15, 1017.
The change of date is connectedvrith Avenue.
Stensbury,driver ...........37.50
In tho matter of the eetete ot
ceeslve weeks previous to said day
the mid-summer tax gatheribg camORIEN 8. CROSS,
Referred to Committee on Streeta end CitUsns Tol*. Oo, rental ............62.00
Board of Public Works, water ...... 7.92
paign that ia now in full swing. Wed Crosswalkswith power to act.
Jennie Lee Crofoot, Deceased.
CircuitJudge.
hearing,
in
tha
Holand
City
Newt
i
Voreeke-Slereem*
Hdw.
Co,
broom..
.90
E. Swierenga end others petitioned for
nesday, August 1, is the last day for
Diokema. Kollan A Ten Cate, — - the construction of a brids* ‘et the inter............. 1.80
Fred
TMiles
having
filed inlnewtpnper printed and circulated U
the collectionof water bills and City section of Twenty-secondstreet end Ottawi
Attorney! for Plaintiffs,
I*
............... 1.95
I"- otexetee. supplies ............... .85 aaid court hia final administration said county.
Clerk Overweg, anticipating that the Avenue.
Business Address, Holland, Mieh.
Mrs.
J.
Kiekenveld,
laundry
........
Referred to tho committeeon Bridgesend
city treasurer’soffice would be swamp,
7 Jg I account,hia petition praying for
JAMES
J. DANHOF,
The sole and only purpose in bringing
bampoa
Bros.,
shoeing.,..,
Culverts.
ed on that night because the tax collec
the above action is to remove certain
Alda. Prins end Verschureher* appeared VenEyck-Weurdlng Mill Co, osta
]4
! allowance thereof and for the assign(A true copy.) Judge of Probat*
end bran ....................
tion will also be at its height then, ask. end took their soats.
clouds from the record title to a parcel
Reportsof SteadingCommittees
L I0*, 0M,l“e ....................S So ment and distribution of the residue! WILFOBD F. KIEFT,
«d the council to postpone the regular
of land located in the Oity of Hollanli
Hollsad
City
News,
erd
books ......
The Committee on Claims end Accounts
Restater ef PrebaSa
meeting one night so that he could act reportedhaving examined the following Frank Van Ry, inertas* in salary... 2'^|of said estate,
Ottawa County, Michigan, and known
claims end recommended payment of same:
as assistantto the treasurer.
and deseribelas: “All of Island, whick
It ia Ordered, That the 20th day of
•410. If
And Wednesday, August 15th, is ex R. Overweg. clerk ................ f 70.84
is surrounded by waters of Black rivsr,
Aug. A. D. 1917, at ten o'clock
7686-Ixplres July 28
Alfred C. Joldersma,aas’t clerk.. 25.00
Allowed and warrant* ordered issntd.
pected to be still busier in the city Chee. McBride, city Ally ......... 27.08
The following bills, approved by tko Li- the forenoon, at said probate office 8^TE OF MICHIGAN-Th^ Probatv being bounded on South by South chantreasurer'soffice since that will be the 0. Appledorn, treasurer .......... 80.17 brary Board at a mootiag held July 16, 1917
nel and on North by North channel of
Court for the County of Ottawa.
last day for paying taxes and also the C- Nlbbellnk, assessor ............62.50 wera^wderod certiSed fo tho Oemmoa Coun- be and ia hereby appointed for
said BlacA river; Northerlypart of
M. Prakken, services ........... 12.00
last day for paying light bills. '
In the matter of the eitate of
which said island is situatedalong south
Jerry Boerema janitor .......... 43.75 r. LiCJTdo, book* ............ s s.oo I examining and allowing aaid sc
The tax campaign will still have John Venden Borg, poor director.
21.00 Henry R Brink, supplUo ........... 1.50
side of Sec. 20-5-15 and Southerly part
*
count bearing aaid petition.
John Kloosterman Deceased.
three weeks to run from tomorrow, and Jennie Kanters,librarian ........ 87.50 Dora Schemer, service* ........... 34 00
of which said island is situated along
K. Bunrms, teaming ............121.12 HenriettaPlaaman,do ..............82.00
It is further ordered, That public
up to last evening City Treasurer Ap* Boone Bros, do ................
Notice is hereby given that foil North Bide of 29-5-15.Containing in all
47.22
•as so I notice thereof be given by publicspledorn had collecteda total of $22,- Fred Lohnia, do ................82.78
35-75-100 acres of land, of which 13
months
t h i 5th day of July,
..... ....... jod. tion of a copy of this order, for three
750.57. Some very busy days are ahead G. Van Heften, do ..............50.00
acres is situatedin Sec. 20 and 22-76-100
H. P- nwemer do ..............48.80
tSTfltf
,"a,r'4
A. D. 1917 haye been allowed for
h7 u,.',BoV.d successiveweeke previous to said
Yor the treasurer before the full 8. PUggenhoefdo ................. 105.00
acres in said Sec. 29."
v~<~. Jjir >•
of h«rtof. I* th. Holl.nd CHj , creditors to present their claimi
.amount hai been gathered in August
Diekema,Kollen A TenCate,
184.44
,
s,ja 1 Connell for
Newt a newspaper printed and clrcu against said deceasedto said court foi
15th.
Attorneys for Plaintiffs.
V
................ 134 20 lated in said
exam nstion and adjustment, and that
t a lira 1
all creditors of said deceased are reB. Coater. do ...................
80.24
(Eiplres Aug. IS, 1017)
/
4
qulred
nt thdr cUlm| t0
W®- priM, do... ...... > ..........27.60
MOITOAOI SALE
M'-'pV;”..:::::::::::::
it’d
Jacob
Zuldema,
do
................
JOIN IN
5.00
( A
true copy
J udge of Probate court, at the probate office, in the Cit)
Whereas, default his been made la the
B. Hoeketra, do
..............80.80 A. Woden Berg, painting..........
Hi0 1 WILFOBD F.
of Grand Haven, in said county, on ot conditions of permont of the money secured
Wm. Ten Brinke. do ............ 28.85
The Holland lodge of the Knights of H. Waaslnk, do ................. 26.46
by a mortgage, dated tki 27th day ef April,
Register of
(before the
A. D. 1000, executedby Henry W. Cherry
26.46
Pythias will join in the nation-wide
:o:
5th
day
of
November,
A.
D.
1917
end Adelaide L. Cherry, hia wife, of the city
celebration that that lodge is holding Wfe..40:::::::::::::: 26.46
Holland, Ottewa County. Michlgaa,te
25.46
7494—
Expires Auglend thst said claims wilt be heard by of
this week. In every city and town in
Kate Felker, of th* city of Bt. Lou la.
10.16
aouri, which aald mortgage Wae recorded ia
the United States where there is
26.46 1 cJlnciMor °paym*n^ rU4*4 *° ‘h# Co“m°n| STATE OF MlCHIOAN— Th* Probat*Coin I aaid court on Thur. the 8th day of Nov.
th* office of th* Regieter of Doede of th*
27.30 1 R. B. Champion,aupt..
Pythian lodge patriotic cslebrations
Iff
h.w .. U.U. D. 1917.1 U» o’clock la th. for. County of Ottawa,in Liber 48 of Mortgagee
Sam H. Danhof, do .............. 26.46 1 P- Brusse.clerk .....
are being held at some time during the 7. Drost, do .................... 17.60 1 Clare Voorhorst. steno .......
on peg* 884, on tho 28th day of April, Xu.
I Probate Office In th* City of Grand Haven noon
1000, at 8 o'clock A. M.
present week.
0. J. TenBrinke do ............ 28.86 1 John Vsnden Berg, collector ....
in
said
county,
oo
the
14th
day
of
Dated
.July,
5, A. D. 1917.
And wherea*,th* amount claimed te be
DfNejr,
do
...............
26.61
1
Gerrit
Appledorn,
treasurer.
Holland has received an invitation
24.50 A. E. McClellan, chief engineer..,
JAMES
J. DANHOF, ’ due on aaid mortgage,and th* not* aceomfrom the Grand Rapids lodge to
50 25 1 July, D* 1917.
denying th* aam* et the date of this notice
Y. Dykem*. do ................. 20.00 1 Bert Smith, engineer
Judge ot Probat*
with them in a picnic at John Bi
• the sum of Seven Hundred Sixty- Bevom
0. Van Wleren, do ............. .15.821 Prank McFall, do
42!50 Present: Hon Jamei J. Danhof, Judge
17.60
Jemo*
Annie,
do
,
(767.00)
dollara of prineipel and intereat,
Andrao
Vander
Hel,
do
..........
Park today, and many of the local
of Probotfc
0.
Evink, do ........ .......... 20.55 Fred Smith. Sremen
and tho further anm of Thirty (880) dollara
members are taking advantage
aa an Attorney foo etlpulatod for in aaid
W«n. LonUma. do ............... 14.98 Clarence Wood, do
7637 -Expires Aug. 4
37.50 1 la th* matter ef the estate ef
the opportunity.
----- , John Zwemer, do ............
mortgage,and which is tha whole amonnk
arold We*t, do .................. 16.62
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN—
The
Probat*
Sloo
Dick
Van
Bemmelen,
Deceased.
36.80
1
Jdka
Do
Boar,
coal
paaaer.
.
claimed to be unpaid on laid, mortgage, and
Tho local K of P. picnic, which was Grover Welck, do ..............
no aoit or proceding having boon imtituted
Albert Xnldema, do .............. 3135 1 F*o4 Siikkers, relief engineer
Court for the County of Ottawa.
scheduled for some time ago bat which
3o 50
Kate Van Bemmelen having filed
38.00
at law to rocover tha debt now remaining
13th St. At
In
the
Matter
of
the
Estate
ef
was postponed on account of rain will Si
21.11 A Wlegerink, 28th Bt. At..
dov.v.v.v::::::::::::
aeeured by aaid mortgage, or any part theresaid court her final adminiatra27.16
Andrew
eegendoora,
do.
.
.....
Abe Nsuta. electrician
of, whereby the power of tale contained im
however also be held. Plans are now
Hennanas Smeyers, Deceased.
16.24 J. P. DePeyter,
eaid mortgage nas
eia
haa become
Decoma operative.
operative.^ ^
line foreman
arm.
43. 20 1 tion account, and her petition praybeing made for this and it is expected
Now therefore,notice la hereby given
uirr::::::::::
2* *5 1 Chea. Ter Seek, lineman
Notice is hereby given that four months
89.62
for the allowance thereof end
rthat those in charge will soon he ready
nd in
10.22 1 Henry ILooman, do
by virtue of the eaid power of eaTa :-n
purueae*
pureanceof the etatuto
etatut* in such
auch caee
eaee a
made
to make defiinite announcements.
tb. «*«.».». ..ddUfrib-tiw,?H. SckepeL do...M ............
and provided,th* eeid mortgage will he
John DeKoeter. do. .............
forerloicd by a aale of th* premisea therein
Wm. Winitrom, iteck k
iiSlol the residue of »id
L. Wagenveld, do......... ......
described at publie auction to tho highoet
Martin KemmeraaS. troub^em*a..
Jacob Znidema, aea't engineer.,.
82 os
It is Ordered, That the 13th day court of eximinition and adjustment,and bidder ut the North front door of tho Ooarft
Che* V*», meter teater ........
ICE
Carl T. Bowen, engineer..........
Lane K*merling,water inapector
}{;JJ|of August A. D. 1917 at ten o'clock | that Ml credttaw ef said deceased e* re- House in tho Oity of Grand Havon, In tald
Standard Oil Co., gasoline ........ 12.80
County of Ottawa, State of Mlekinn, on the
22nd day of Augu»t A. D. 1917, at I:IA
Manager Himebangh of the Strand
I;
»
>?» K. Bnuraa, teeming
o’clock in the afternoon of that day; which
Boon* Broe., do
7.78 1 ice,
Theater claims that the temperature of
, bo and is hereby appointed for Haven, in said County or. or before the 12th aid premite* ara doaerlbod la aaid mortcag*
aa follewe to- wit: Tha following deaertheA
20.00
the interior of that play-house is twen| examining and ollowing
eaid account dey of November, A. D. 1917, end that said land and premisea. aitoatod la tka City of
i. .....
than out-of-doors.
out
ty degrees cooler than
10 00
Holland, (founty of Ottawa. Slat* of Mlchi*
d hearing nid petition;
Mr. Himebangh has just installed a new
ice cooling device which gets the best
I
A D 1917
DePree Hdw. Oo, supplies ........ 10.67
of the heat. The system uses up about A.JI. Brinkman,freight and cart.
.60
ISL'
D,ttd JolT ’2- A- D- 1Wthe Ragiater ef Deeds, of OMawa Count
400 pounds of iceffidailyFans throw Zoermaa Hdw. O*. supplies ...... 3.70
JAMES J. DANHOF, Michigan, together with aD team * *
11.48 jnewepeper printed and circulated ia eaid
1.
i.:::::::
the ice-moistnreladen air into the theaAndrea Tender Hel, do...
10. OS I County.
imanta and tppartenaacee there
Judge of Probgte.
ter. Unlike the air ia most buildings
Dated thia 28rd day of^Maj,
JAMES J. DANHOF,
W*e4a, Ao.
the atmosphere farthestfrom the doors
Jadge ef Piabete. ,
j
......
is tha coolest, and the nearer a person
Charlaa H.
Merlgage*.
in n? I f A True
A marrUfe lleenee was issued
Attorneyfar Mortgagee,
sits to the front of the theater the cooL
1# a* WILFOBD F.
I George Meiete off FlUmore And Grace
er he will be.
?: feWPEtW.*':::::::;;:
Buiaeas Address :-Holland.
Register *1
Menken of Lake town.
(Official)

of Police and Fir* Commissioners,at a
"?tinX held
Julz
lf' 1817
wer#for
ord'”4
to the
Common
Council
pay

of said estate,
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COUNTY PLAN AGMOULTRAL SCHOOLS BEST

* •mmi
Wheat, white
Wheat, red.
Buckwheat, per

2.10
2.15
100.

Bye
---ir*M »

2.25

UNLIKE STATE COLLEGES, THEY
SEEM TO SEND PUPILS BACK
TO

1.25
.90

_____ ___

Gate, per buehel

232 Tpo Abors

Corn

r*.

i*m

fit Car Feed
No. 1 Feed ___

FARMS

tbs Straits; One la Msnom.
lass County; Other for Chippewa
County.

82.00
82.00

Cracked Corn
Corn Meal -------

WRESTLING MATCH WITH CALF. NOV ENEMY TOURISTS ARE
FREE TO ENTER CANADA
In an honest-to-goodnesi wrestling
The Department of State has been

English, reading claasici; chemistry;
poultry. (3) Women: cookiag, sewing;
laundry; millinery.
Winter term — (1) Men: eoil study;
livestock,judging and feeding; crops,
judging and testing; blacksmithing;
farm management; cabinet work. (2)
Men and women: English, reading
daisies; commercialgeography;dairying (3) Women: household chemistry;
sewing; laundry; dietectica;embroid-

match with a calf he waa trying to informed by the American consul fit
Kinston,Canada, that the Dominion
force to a pasture. John Ford— no relasuperintendentof immigration has
tion to the Detroit man— but living in stated that no document or passport is
Big Rapida, was thrown and suffereda required by the Canadian government
dislocated hip and frniaes.The ealf in the case of tourista or other viaitore
coming to Canada temporarily except
was not used to being towed to pasture
in- the case of thoae who ipay be of
with a rope around its neck and when
ery.
enemy origin. Those born in an enemy
they exex
me iney
Bpring Term— (1) Men, piactical the two reached the gate
country who claim naturalisation in
changed
courtesies.
Ford
grabbing
tho
drainage; practicalfarm mechanics; in
the United States should carry their
sects and orchard practice; chemistry calf around the body anid attempting naturaliutioncertificates. Those of
of soils and fertilisers; common animal to push it through the ite. The calf enemy origin who claim birth in the
diseases. (2) Men and women: English bucked, side- stepped and tripped John United States should carry a birth cercomposition; commercial geography; and then politelyfell on top of him. tificate. Citizensand subjectsof allied
accounts. (3) Women; home decora- John couldn’t move, but the calf ’• ap- or neutral countries are as free' and
tion; home nursing, sewing; millinery; pearance at the Ford home itartcd an welcome to enter and leave Canada as
investigationand lent first aid.
serving.
at any time in the past.
This fall will be the tenth annual
session of the Menominee institution.
Its influence in a community which is

86.00
Menominee, Ju'.y 26 — One answer to
86.00 an oft-hcard criticismof state agriculBran -----------43.00 tural college.—all of them, 31 in numMiddling. ____
57 00 ber throughout the United States— i>
Screening.
-50.00 the county agriculturalschool. The
(HI Meal
.57.00 criticism it that the state colleges of
Cotton Seed Meal ................
56 00 agriculture educate the boys and girls
Kranae Hi -Protein Dairy Feed. .54:00 Sway from tho farm*. The county agriLow
_____________ ___
75.00 cultural schools do not. At least it is
Badger Horse Feed ________________
62.00 reasonably inferred that they do not
TCm. Aioa.tnaj• o*.
after inquiring into the operation and
after effects of ono of them, a type, and
Bay, looae
not yet primarily an agriculturalone is
10.50
the first county agriculturalnhool in
Hay, baled
clearly seen in the large number of
13.00
Michigan. This i. the .Menominee
Straw ---farm organizationaof the county.
10.00
county school,located in the outskirts
Anfong them are: The Grange, with
Motaaaar ft De Qocde
of this city of 13,000 population in the
Butter, creamery, . ......
.39 south center of the northern peninsula, eight chapters; the Farmers’ institute
which has eight local institutes; the
Butter, dairy ......
35 close to the Wisconsin state line.
Menominee County Pure Seed associa??rk .................................
. ........
17>/4 to 18
There is another similar institution
Mutton ------------------.16 for Chippewa county, the Dunbar school tion; Menominee County Potato GrowVeal
13 to 15 about 15 miles from Sault 8tc. Marie. ers’ association;three cooperative
breeding associations; Menominee
Chickens. ................
...... ....
14
The Menominee county agricultural County Farm Bureau, and the Menom.............
..................
32 school is the oflfsnring of joint county
inee County Dairy Stock association.
and state endeavor. A general act of
LOCALS
the state legislature, passed a decade
A. I. Bickford was in Grand Haven' ago, stipulatesthat any county desir- DEATH TAKES WIFE OF
ing to have such a school and coming
SEEING
SCHOOL
and Muskegon today on business
forward with the provision of land and
— :o:
PRINCIPAL AT BANGOR
Atty. George E. Kollen is in Colum- buildings shall be awarded half the
expenses of maintenance, up to a maxi,
bus, Ohio, on business.
Mr. C.
Nelson, principal of the
mum of $4,000 a year. The Menominee
Jcfon Arendshorst of the Holland board of supervisorshave provided the public schools of Spring Lake, received
Busk Company wa. in Grand Rapid, on buildings, and the taxpayersof Me- a telegram this morning apprising him
business yesterday.
nominee county are putting up $3,500 of the death of hit wife at tha home
a. year to keep the school going. The of her parents in Bangor, Mieh., where
“The Gift Girl” at the Stiand to- state accordingly,is contributing$3,500 she had gone some weeks ago with her
day. Judging from the photo, it will also.
children to spend the summer. The
bo a wierd and an excitingpicture.
news of Mrs. Nelson’sdeath eame as
Has Forty-Nine Students
great surprise altho it had been
The interestingfactor in the instituThe first complete carload of cherries, tion is the student personnel, where known for some time that she was suf
blackcap, and red raspberri..wa. load- thev come from and where they go with fering with heart trouble.
ed at Benton Harbor yesterday by their acquired knowledge.
Mra. Nelson was still a young woBeckwith A Beckwith, commission mer.
There are 49 of tho boye and girls, man, being about 34 years of age aad
chants. The car contained 800 crates just now, and they come from the during the year she has resided in
©f Berrien county’, products and was farms and the lumber camps of Menom- Spring Lake had made many friends.
•hipped to Sioux City, Iowa.
inee county, mostly. There are a few
Deceased is survived by her husband
of them from adjoining counties. There and five children.
are usually about ns many girls as boys.
Mr. Nelson left for Bangor this foreISSUE AP- Supt. R. L. Nye and four other in- noon
structors compose tne faculty. Agriculture and domestic science comprise ELLIS BANK TO LENGTHEN
the work, in the main, so studied as to
IS HOURS ‘OF BUSINESS
OTTAWA COUNTY AGRICULTUBAL be of the utmost practical,immediate
/OFFICE IS ACTIVE IN ATTEMPT help to the young farmer and the farmGeorge E. Ellis announces that beer’s young helpmeet.,
' TO SECURE HELP ON
“The school educates the young peo- ginning September 1 his bank at 104
ple back on to the farms, and not away Monroe avenue will be open each busi
Chance for Children; Berries Will Soon from them,” said a local admirer of ness day from 8:30 a. m. to 9:30 p. m.
the institution."The demand for the
Need Very Bapld
school arose primarily from the real- There will be two complete staffs each
Picking.
ised need of educating the population on duty six and a half hours.— G. R.
of a lumbering section to the values Herald.
and possibilities of developmentof a
D. L. Hagerman, Ottawa County Ag
country rich in agriculturalopportunitrienltural agent and his assistant, W.
ies after the timber had been taken
F. Van Buskirk are deeply engrossed in
the attempt to man the Ottawa county off.”
The upper peninsula county agricul
farms. Ottawa county is going to have
m bumper crop of many classes of pro- tural schools had a model as most sue
duce, and the need of farm help to ce.ssful institutionsseen in operation
harvest it is most urgent. In some today have had. The law creating
cases the need for help is desperate.In them and their system of education and
this county berriesand small fruits are control were patterned after similar

__
__

.

Grade
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TO BX EXAMINED IN

SEVENTEEN BRANCHES
The prospectivepastor of the Maple
Avenue Christian Reformed church of
this city, Candidate J. P. Battema, of
Muskegon, is scheduled to meet the ordeal of being examined in eeventeen
theologicalbranches before he will beadmittedto the pastorate of the local
congregation.Plane are being made
now for the examinationin connection
with the meeting of the Olaeaie of Holland during the middle of August.
Two members from each one of the
chnrches of the claeaia will mako up the
the board of examiners, while the actual questioning will be done by paetori
of the elassii.

—

—

Mrs. Housewife

------------

___

You have been and are being approached continually by manufacturers soliciting your patronage through their distributors— the Retailer.
This is a good thing for you. It gives you a greater variety of food
products, home furnishings, clothing, etc., from which to make a selection.
Are you taking advantage of those opportunitiesfor better, safer

LAKE

—

buying?

D

Lily
made

particularly for you.
l^lade to meet every requirement of home baking— both bread and
pastry— in the most pleasing and satisfactory manner.
Every retailer is authorized and instructed to sell you Lily White
Flour on the guarantee you will like it better or money refunded.

is

We

stand behind the retailer and behind you on this guarantee.

White Flour, “the flour the best
and you will reap pleasure and profit from the transaction.

Insist on having the genuine Lily

cooks use/’
Packed in 5

lb., 10 lb.,

NAME OF

.

1

LAD
NAMED FOB ARMY

O. H.

IN LIST

OFFICER EXAMINATION
of Grand Haven Is
nnmed in the list of men from Fort
Sheridan officers’ training camp who
Lave been designated as eligible to ex
amiaation for commissionsas second
lieutenants in the regular army. A
majority of the officers who are being
developedat the training camps are
intended for posts with the new nation
-al army, but a number have been chos
•n to try for permanent commissions,
and in this list is the Grand Haven
young man. Miller went south as a
private in Company F of this city last
June and did serviceon the border. He
wai released from his enlistment this
apring by Captain Olsen in order that
Le might enter the training camp,
where he seems to have made good. Miller ia a graduate of Grand Haven’s
high school and a former football star.
Sle waa a star baek on the 32nd Mich,
football team which won the champion,
hip of the army on the border last
Marion

Miller,

•

"

year.

0

1

CYCLONNE STRIKES BUGGY
-

' Dr Henry Mohler of Hastings, was
taught some of the rudiments of avia
tion the other night when he was
caught in a miniature cyclone that over
turned his buggy and buried him under
corn thocka that had been picked ud
from a nearby field. The twister did
*aot overtorn the horse which patiently
.waited for ilo master to extrieata him•elf, right the boggy and resume the

*14$.

__

_____

foodstuffs. The school also interests
itself in rural club work among the
youthful population of the farms, clubs
composed of boys and girls of ages
from 10 to 18 years.
Many Branches of Btndy
It is not to be inferred that planting
and growing crops is all that the hoys
in the school are taught. The study
course embraces such subjects as mechanical drawing, blacksmithing, U. 8.
history,carpentry, and the keeping of
accounts The girls learn to cook and
they also learn millinery,home nursing,
home decoratingand kindred things.
The school has graduated57 girls and
44 boys, after two full years of study
During the first year of study the
following course is given:

Fall term, eight weeks— (1) men;
carpentry, care and use of tooli; mechanical drawing. 12) Men and wornen: arithmetic,English gran
mmar; U. 8.
history; penmanship;plant life. (3
Women: cooking, sewing.
Winter term, seventeenweeks— (1]
Men Carpentry, practical exercises;
livestock, type and breeds; crops, seeding, cultivation, harvesting; mechanical
drawing. (2) Men and women: farm
arithmetic; English, composition am
spelling; U. 8. history;penmanship (3
Women: history; cooking; sewing;
household hygiene.
Spring Term, nine weeks-(l) Men:
blacksmithing, carpentry; crops, seeding and cultivation. (2) Men and Women: English,composition and spelling;
civil government,state; penmanship;
gardening. (8) Women: cooking, sewing; household hygiene.
fttcoad Year Busy
Second year, fall term— (1) Men:
horticulture; weeds; drainage, laying
out drains; farm machinery. (2) Men
and women; civil government, natioaa);

lb.,

49

lb.

and 98

lb. sacks.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

SALE

Come

STARTS

And
Ud

MONDAY

JULY
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Let
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Our Plan

NEW

HERE'S A WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY TO GET A

TWENTY-FIVE CENTS

IS

“WHITE”

ALL YOU NEED

To Join Our “ WHITE” Progressive Sewing Machine Club
25c Sends

to

Your Home One

ONLY

Newest Models of the Famous White

of the

50 MEMBERSHIPS— 50

Rotaries

WHITE SEWING MACHINES

WILL BE SOLD ON THIS CLUB PLAN

_

1

24^

VALLEY CITY MILLING COMPANY,

FABM

*

White

“The Flour the Beet Cooke Vee.”

TABM AGENTS
PEAL TO SAVE CROP

important crops, and unless the fruit is institutions in Wisconsin.The Menompicked just at the proper time, much inee school was founded in 1907.
Costs $100 a Year
of it is lost. A crop failureis disas
Board and rooms costs the pupils
trous not only to the farmer but to the
merchantsin the cities where the rural $2.75 a week on the average, according
to Supt. Nye. They all work around
resident do business.
the place, the boys in the fields and
Call* for Children
barns, the girls in the dormitoryand
Parents of city childrenare being apkitchen. With $100 in hand any boy
pealed to in the need for berry pickers
or girl of this section of the peninsula
on the nearby farms. Many of the can spend a school year at the county
boys and girls who are accustomedto agriculturalschool. On graduation, if
spendingthe summer in idleness may they desire to go further, after com
find employment, a chance to earn some
pleting the two-year eourse at the coun
of their own spending money and a ty school,they may enter high school,
chance to help their country,by making
with two years’ credit.
daily trips to nearby berry patch;..
The farm in connection with the
In some cities situated in the heart of
school embraces 105 acres It is a
fruit belts, children of 12 to 18 years rather light sandy soil, not exactly typ
of age are an uncommon sight on the ical of the county as a whole, and in
streetsin berrying time. Up in Hart that respect not so fortunately selected
merchantsare said to close their stores as it might have been— a fact admitted
at least one day and perhaps longer, by some friends of the institution.Of
in order that they may all turn in and the 105 acres, 55 are under cultivation.
pick the fruit crop, while it can be
The school farm is not conducted
shipped to market.
along experimental lines, as is the case
Good Crop Hers
with the agriculturalcolleges in great
Fruit looks excellent in the region degree. The field work and that of the
about Holland.
UnlcHH something _____
__ allied departments.....
dairy and
aim to be
happens there wi'l be cra:S'ally a nor. | rather demonstrative than experiment,
nta fruit production in thu country.' «]. This is in accord with what appears
Frost of the spring and early summer,, to be the fundamentalidea of these lohurt all the crops considerably
4'’" but cal inatitutiona—to make the knowlthere is still a great amount left.
edge imparted as direct and immediate
The back to the farm movement suc- of applicationback on the home farms
ceeded here and throughout the coun- as it is possibleto do. The Menominee
try, but atill farm help ii sadly lack- school during the present season is
lag. Ottawa is fating its chief trouble helping to supervise the operations of
in getting men to the farms. If Ameri- about 1,000 Menominee county achoo
can farms are kent full of men, Ameri children who have planted gardens and
ca’s trenches wil! also be filled with are raising crops— chiefly potatoes— to
lively men
help keep up tho nation’s supply of

—

is withont soy resenrstioo the most simple, sdentifie sod elistie, EASY PAYMENT
plumed «ny where. It offers the purchaser every elemeot of wlety. cooveomoce and aatiafaetwo. Instead
the uaoal iotereat-bearioipayments, this new method allows yoo a TEN CENT PREMIUM refood oo every final payment made

THE “WHITE" PROGRESSIVE CLUB

METHOD
of

that has ever been

in advance of the time it is due.
There will be no preferenceshown, no

This is

memberthipeheld

ONE of

Wonderful
Values

“WHITE"

WHO

COME FIRST WILL BE ENTERED

Rotary

Choice of Any

Lift

“WHITE” Model

Ante

FIRST

ON THIS PLAN

An

elegantly conztructed machine with automatic lift, nickel plated hand wheel, a one-piece
tging center panel, with two drawers at each
ban;
end1 of ttble; beautiful swell front furniture of
golden oak quarter
sawed an finely finished, fitted vsith ball

(yj

open. THOSE

the

bearings, an excln.
live belt gripping device which holds belt
on hand wheel when
head ia lowered, and
a complete let of the
latest steel attachmenti.

At Equally Low
Remember—
.

Come

to

Prices

DONT WAIT

the Store at

Miss Anna D. Grabow. who will
be ip charge of this sale is one of
America's greatest Fine Art machijie demonstrators all the WEEK
of
of

JULY

and teach the Ladie's
Holland and vicinity how they
23,

may do Roman Cut Work, Drawn
work, Swedish Embroidery, and
101 other things so easily

accomp-

lished on this King of machines.

ONCE
The White Family Ratary.

An

10c

edded ieeture of the
’•WHITE” ProgressiveClub

ia

the opportunity to earn pre-

mium Refunds Pay any final payment ia
advance and earn TEN CENTS. Save
as much or aslittle as you like.

Come and see the wonderful art
pieces an made on the machine and
taught FREE whether you already
have a machine or not

$3920

DATE JULY 23-28
C0HE EARLY IN THE WEEK AND AVOID THE CROWDS
»rg
Don't Forget
the

COOK BROS. MUSIC HOUSE
4O

East Eighth Street

Holland Michigan

